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ABSTRACT

The Validation of Criterion-Referenced Tests:
Concepts and Methods
(May, 1981)

Anne Roney Fitzpatrick, A.B., Mount Holyoke College
M.Ed., Ed.D. , University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Directed by:

Ronald

K.

Hambleton

The purpose of this dissertation was to make clear to CRT

developers and users what concepts and methods are pertinent to the
validation of criterion-referenced tests (CRTs).

These matters have

not, to date, been made clear because test specialists are still

debating both what kinds of validity are necessary to examine when
CRTs are developed and what methods should be used when validity

studies involving CRTs are conducted.

Of concern to these special-

ists have been the import of and methods for examining content

validity, construct validity, and decision validity.
It was

suggested in this dissertation that test specialists'

debates about proper validation of CRTs have stemmed from two causes
(1)

the different views that these specialists have held about the

meanings of content, construct, and decision validity, and

(2)

the

use of terminology in measurement literature pertaining to test

validation that does not make clear how these kinds of validity and
the methods used to examine these kinds of validity are applicable
in

criterion-referenced testing contexts.

X

In the interest of attaining clear directives
on test validation

for CRT developers and users, perspectives on the meaning of
content

validity, construct validity, and decision validity were offered in
this dissertation in terms that seemed theoretically sound and that

made clear the pertinence of these kinds of validity in CRT contexts.
These perspectives were based on prevailing conceptualizations of
each of these kinds of validity and were formulated in light of

appraisals of the theoretical and practical soundness of current

conceptualizations.

Methods for examining content, construct, and

decision validity, as these concepts were defined in the dissertation,
were also described and discussed to make clear to CRT developers
what procedures can be used for the studies of validity that they
conduct.
With regard to the concept of content validity, it was recom-

mended that this kind of validity is best thought of as referring to
the outcome of judgments about how well the items of a test sample the

domains that these items have been written to reflect.

Since clear

domain definitions and technical soundness in the test under study
were regarded to be qualities that must be present if the sampling

adequacy of test content

is to be

claimed, it was also recommended

that studies of these two qualities be included under the rubric of

content validation and that these two qualities be assessed when the
sampling adequacy of test content is appraised.
With regard to the concept of construct validity, it was suggested that this validity is necessary to establish whenever inferences about individuals' skills, knowledge, abilities, or behaviors

xi

are to be drawn on the basis of their performance on

referenced test.

a

criterion-

Further, it was noted that studies of construct

validity in CRT contexts can take the form of nomological
validity
studies, but that an examination of trait validity should be the

first kind of nomological study that is conducted.
Finally, with respect to the concept of decision validity,
it was first recommended that this kind of validity be regarded as
a

generic term that refers to the demonstrated accuracy of classi-

ficatory decisions that are made with
reflects

a

a

measure.

This recommendation

suggested change in the view of decision validity that

has traditionally been held, wherein this kind of validity has been

regarded as predictive in nature as it has been associated with the

accuracy of test classifications that are intended to predict individuals' status on

a

criterion measure.

The proposed view of

decision validity was claimed to be theoretically sound as well as
better able to accommodate the descriptive decisions that are made

with CRTs and that appear to have descriptive rather than predictive
implications.

It was also recommended that decision validity be

appraised in absolute rather than incremental terms, and that the

decision theoretic principle of explicitly assigning utilities or
losses to the outcomes of

a

decision is appropriate to apply when

this kind of validity is appraised.

The discussion of methods for studying content, construct, and

decision validity primarily entailed evaluations of validation

methods that have been noted in measurement literature.

The methods

for content validation that were treated pertain
to studies of
(1)

the clarity of domain definitions,
(2) the sampling adequacy of

test content, and (3) the technical soundness of
test items.

The

approaches to construct validation that were noted pertained
to

methods that have traditionally been recommended for use in
nomological

validity studies but these methods were appraised in this

dissertation in terms of their relevance in contexts where construct
validity studies involving CRTs are to be conducted.

Finally, in

the discussion of methods for investigating decision validity, pro-

cedures for examining the accuracy of both descriptive and predictive decisions were appraised, and procedures that entail the use
of utility and loss functions to evaluate the outcomes of a decision

were briefly considered.
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I

INTRODUCTION

Background

Criterion-referenced tests (CRTs) are designed to
provide test
scores that can be regarded as measures of what
an examinee knows or
is

skilled to do (Millman, 1974).

of items.

These tests are comprised of sets

Each set constitutes a representative sample of
a well-

specified class of tasks so that one can infer from an
examinee's per-

formance on this set of items what portion of the entire
class of tasks
the examinee has learned or can do (see Appendix A).

Because perform-

ance on CRTs can be interpreted in this way, these tests are being
used extensively to assess students' knowledge and skills, to guide

instructional decision-making, and to qualify candidates for licensure and professional certification (Hambleton, 1980; Payne, 1974).

Test specialists currently express contradictory views about

what concepts and methods are pertinent to examining test validity in

criterion-referenced testing contexts.

For example, some test spe-

cialists have said that construct validity is essential to investigate and others have said that this validity is unnecessary to in-

vestigate when tests of knowledge or skills are devised (c.f., Ebel
1977; Messick, 1975; Millman,

specialists' views is

a

1978).

This kind of discrepancy among

serious problem.

Investigations of validity

have traditionally been required when a test is devised because

1

,

2

these studies establish the accuracy of claims
about the meaning
or use of individuals' scores on the measure
(Cronbach, 1971; Ebel
1961).

Unless there is consensus about what studies of
validity

are needed when CRTs are devised, both developers
and users of

these tests cannot be certain that the meanings
associated with the

scores of these tests have been substantiated in

a

proper manner.

Persspective on the relevance of test validity to criterionreferenced tests can be gained from understanding the general concept of test validity.

Since this concept appears to be drawn from

the language of natural

scientists and philosophers of science

(Brodbeck, 1963; Hempel

,

1952), some grasp of the scientific concept

of validity as it has traditionally been viewed also would be useful.
In this chapter,

a

description is first provided of the classical

concept of validity that natural scientists have employed.
scription is followed by

a

This de-

discussion of the notion of test validity

as it has been employed by specialists in the field of educational

testing.

After the presentation of this background material,

a

brief

outline is offered of the conceptual and methodological problems of CRT

validation that are examined in this dissertation, and

a

discussion is

provided of the methods that are used to make this examination.

Finally,

the organization of this dissertation is briefly described.

A Classical Concept of Validity
Used in the Natural Sciences

Among the various kinds of knowledge about the world (e.g.,
Cohen & Nagel, 1934; Pierce, 1955), only scientific knowledge has

traditionally been said to entail facts about the world (Brown

&

3

Ghisell

i ,

1955; Kerlinger, 1973).

By the term "facts" is meant

those statements about events or entities that are
repeatedly

supported by observational evidence (Carnap, 1936; Feigl

,

1953).

These facts may simply consist of descriptions of events
that are
found to occur, or they may be comprised of theories that
explain
or predict relations between phenomena that are observed to occur.

Traditionally, the aim of science has been to cumulate such facts
in interest of obtaining systematic and organized understanding of

the phenomena we experience (Feigl, 1953; Hempel

,

1952).

The degree

to which a statement about a phenomenon is supported by independent

observations or measures that have been taken is sometimes spoken
of by philosophers of science as the "empirical validity" of the

statement (Ayer, 1936).
Among natural scientists, the validity of theories is usually

discussed (e.g., Frank, 1954).

As noted above, theories are state-

ments about phenomena which explain or predict relations between
these phenomena.

A theory is comprised of constructs, defined con-

cepts or variables, principles, laws, or law-like propositions
(Ackoff, 1962; Maxwell, 1954) that indicate and/or explain in a

general way how phenomena are related.

To validate a theory, the

scientist first deduces from the abstract concepts, constructs or
variables, the observable events that are thought to reflect these

abstractions.

He or she then tests hypotheses that represent the

theoretically predicted relations between these events (Cronbach
Meehl

,

1955; Hempel, 1952).

&

The validity of the theory is determined

by the extent to which these hypotheses are confirmed

—

that is, by

4

the degree to which evidence is
accumulated that events do relate
in the

manner predicted by the theory and cannot
be more accurately

predicted by alternative theories (Cronbach
& Meehl
Campbell

,

1955).

As

(1960) has noted.

The scientific
.
validity of a theory
(is) a matter of first, the number and
rigor of (the) tests to which the theory
has been exposed and successfully survived
and, second, the number of available rival
theories which as efficiently subsume the
same complex of data.
(p. 552)
.

.

As Campbell's comments suggest, val idity is achieved
not abso-

lutely but rather to some degree.

At one time, philosophers of

science thought that amassing evidence in support of

a

statement

verified or showed the truth of that statement (Carnap, 1936; Popper
1934).

Validity was equated with truth and, like truth, was

a

two-

valued quality; empirical statements could be either valid or not
valid (e.g., Adams, 1936).
empirical

However, absolute verification of an

statement was shown impossible by Popper (1934), and Ayer

(1936) explained the basis for Popper's findings:

One cannot say that (a) proposition has been
proved absolutely valid because it is still
possible that a further observation will discredit it.
(p. 142-143)
For this reason, scientists and philosophers of science no longer speak

of verifying a theory or statement.

Rather, evidence that is gathered

to support a particular claim is said to indicate the probability

that claim is not false (Brown & Ghiselli, 1955; Davies, 1965).

As

this evidence accumulates, confidence that the claim is not false

increases (Feigl

,

1953).

For the sake of intelligibility, scientists

5

and philosophers of science may say that
a claim is "valid" or

confirmed," but they mean by this statement that
they have con-

siderable confidence that the claim is not false
(Carnap, 1936;
Neurath, 1944).,
It is

important to note that although validity is objectively

determined by what evidence is accumulated to support

a

statement,

the adequacy of this evidence and, hence, the degree of validity

finally assigned to
(Feigl, 1953).

statement does entail subjective judgment

a

There is no general rule or standard to use in

making this assignment (Carnap, 1936).

Although validity rests upon

the objective criteria of the number of successful tests sustained
and the number of alternative explanations refuted by

a

theory

(Campbell, 1960), how many tests and refutations are needed and the

degree to which

a

theory must be accurate and prevail when tested

ultimately decided subjectively (Sellitz, Wrightsman

& Cook,

is

1976).

One final point should be made about the role of logic in eval-

uating the validity of

a

philosopher examines

theory and finds that the concepts that are

a

scientific statement.

If a scientist or

mentioned are well-defined, and that postulated relationships or
laws between concepts follow logically from certain principles of

the theory, he or she may say that the theory is logically valid
(Ayer, 1936; Campbell, 1960).

A claim of logical

strong and favorable assertion to make about

a

validity is

a

theory because it

indicates that the theory, on the basis of its content alone, has
a

meaning which is clear.

However, it is important to note that

this meaning is semantic in nature, as it is a product of the words

6

used in the theory and of the logical
(Hempel

,

1952).

implications of these words

Semantic meaning which is gained through logical

analyses does not confirm the empirical meaning of
Ayer, 1936; Brodbeck, 1963).

theory (e.g.,

a

Only by observation of the entities

or events referred to in the theory can the scientific import
or

validity of the theory be judged.

It may be said,

however, that

well-defined and logical theories are invaluable in scientific
inquiry; well-defined concepts enable the scientists to identify

the entities to which

a

theory refers, and logic permits the

scientist to test abstract theories through observation of these
entities (Brodbeck, 1963; Sellitz et al., 1976).

The Concept of Test Validity
Commonly, the score assigned to an examinee who takes
is interpreted in some way.

some behavior

s.uch as

The test score is actually

the action of filling in

a

When the score is said to indicate

a

test

tally of

particular answer,

choosing one of several response options, or completing

of task.

a

a

a

certain kind

certain level of abil-

ity, achievement, or skill, the score is being interpreted; an in-

ference or suggestion about the meaning of the score that goes beyond

what the score actually indicates

is

being made (Messick, 1975).

Test validity concerns the question of whether interpretations
of a set of test scores have a factual

basis.

More precisely, this

validity is commonly viewed by test specialists as

a

generic term

that refers to the degree of soundness or accuracy of the interpre-

tations that are associated with the scores of

a

measure (APA, AERA

7

& NCME,

1974; Cronbach, 1971; Linn, 1979; Millman,
1973).

In this

dissertation and in measurement literature, reference
is frequently

made to "the validity of

a

it is convenient to do so;

test."
it is

Such a reference is used because

important to understand that it is

not a test, but rather an interpretation of the
scores of

a

test,

that has validity.
For any set of test scores, validity is established by gathering evidence that shows the degree to which the desired test
score

interpretations are accurate.

This evidence supports the desired

score interpretations as well as rules out any rival explanations
that might be offered to explain the meaning of the scores (Campbell,
1960; Cronbach, 1971; Cronbach & Meehl

,

1955; Messick, 1975).

example, the claim that individuals' scores on

a

For

measure indicate,

say, their reading comprehension would be supported by the finding

that these individuals performed similarly on other measures of

reading comprehension.

In contrast, the finding that their levels

of reading performance were unlike scores they obtained on intelli-

gence or general knowledge measures would rule out contentions that

intelligence or general knowledge influences scores on the reading

measure (Campbell & Fiske, 1959).
If test validity refers to the validity of interpretations of

data produced by a measure, it is similar in meaning to the concept

of scientific validity that was noted above.
is

A score interpretation

in essence, a mini-theory which explains the meaning of a set of

test scores.

Just as a statement about an event or entity traditionally

8

has been considered by scientists to be valid only
to the extent

that repeated observations confirm this statement, so
it is that an

interpretation of

a

set of test scores and the behavioral event

that these scores represent is said to be valid only to the
degree

that various observations which are taken corroborate this interpre-

tation (Campbell
is the case

Fiske, 1959; Cronbach & Meehl

&

with scientific validity,

a

,

1955).

Also, as

test score interpretation is

valid not absolutely but only to some degree and the sufficiency of
this validity is ultimately judged subjectively (APA et

al

.

,

1974).

As is well-known, there is no single validity that is established

for all

interpretations of

Brown, 1976).

a

set of test scores (Anastasi, 1976;

Rather, there are particular kinds of validities that

have been defined.

Each of these validities addresses

kind of score interpretation.

a

particular

Since the possible kinds of score

interpretations are diverse, many kinds of validities have been defined, including construct validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955), factorial

validity (Loevinger, 1957), criterion-related validity (Adams, 1936;
Thurstone, 1932), and decision validity (e.g., Cronbach, 1971).

These

kinds of validity refer to the accuracy of different score interpre-

tations (APA et

al

.

,

1974) and rest on different methods for cumulating

evidence to establish this accuracy (Rozeboom, 1966).
It is

important to note that, as was the case with the scienti-

fic concept of logical

validity, logical analyses can inform one's

appraisal of test validity.
entail

In testing situations, these analyses

studying the content and structure of items comprising

a

test

9

(Aiken, 1979; Payne, 1974).

They may aid greatly in determining

what processes an examinee is using when he
or she responds to the
items of the test.

By such analyses one might conclude that
per-

formance on a test that has been designed to measure,
say, reading

comprehension may reflect examinees' "testwiseness"
as well as their

comprehension because the items of the test are found to be
technically flawed in that they contain clues to the correct
answers.
Logical examinations of item content can also suggest what
behaviors

are represented by examinees' test responses.

If,

were to conduct a content analysis of the items of

for example, one
a

CRT that is

said to assess basic algebra skills, and one were to find that these
items primarily pose questions about logarithms and trigonometry, the

meaning of individuals' responses to the test would indeed be clarified.
As shall

be indicated subsequently, when the content that a test is

claimed to cover is judged to be clearly defined and well -represented
by items of the test, the test is frequently described as "content

valid" by measurement specialists (APA, 1966; APA et al

.

,

1974; Brown,

1976; Thorndike & Hagen, 1977).

Strictly speaking, findings from logical analyses of test content do not provide an acceptable basis for claiming that

score interpretation does or does not have validity.

a

test

This is because

these analyses do not involve the empirical study of test scores that
is

Rather, the

required for establishing validity (Messick, 1975).

information that is gained from these analyses provide

a

basis for

supporting or bringing into question the claims of validity that are

10

established by empirical means (Cronbach,
1971).
finding

For example, the

that no items of the above-mentioned
algebra test pose

linear algebra problems would render
questionable an inference based
on empirical

results that the test scores validly reflect
examinees'

basic algebra skills.

Content, construct, and decision validity will be
discussed
in this dissertation since it is the importance
of investigating

these validities in CRT contexts that test specialists
have debated
(c.f.. Berk, 1980; Hambleton, 1980; Linn, 1979; Messick,
1975;
Mil 1 man, 1974; 1978).

chapter, such

a

As is indicated in the next section of this

discussion is needed because the meaning of these

validities and the methods which should be used by CRT specialists
to investigate these validities have not, to date, been made clear.

Statement of Problems
A review of

1

iterature that pertains to CRT validation and

accompanies this dissertation indicates that the following conditions
have obstructed effective validation of criterion-referenced tests
and, therefore, have hindered efforts to adequately develop these

tests:
1.

In measurement literature, the concepts of content, construct, and decision validity have not been well-defined,
and their applicability to CRTs has not been stated well.
As a consequence, controversy has existed among test
specialists about which of these validities should be
investigated when CRTs are developed.

This lack of consensus among test specialists makes
unclear to CRT developers and users what features of
their measures should be assessed for validity. As
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result, tests of poor quality unwittinoly
may be
developed and used.
a

2.

Discussions of the various types of validity
that have
been offered in the measurement literature
typically
are couched in terms familiar to norm-referenced
but
not to criterion-referenced testers.
This circumstance has contributed to CRT
practitioners'
difficulties in identifying and investigating issues
important to establishing that CRT scores can be
validly interpreted in the manner desired.

3.

The methods for test validation that have been described in test development manuals and measurement
texts typically delimit validation procedures that
have been devised for validity studies involving
norm-referenced measures. These methods may not be
used by CRT developers because they are not thought
relevant to the validation of criterion-referenced
tests.
As a consequence, CRT developers lack directives
comparable to those available for guiding normreferenced test validation. Thus, efforts to validate
criterion-referenced tests are likely to be haphazard
and tremendously variable in quality, so that CRT
users have no assurance of the merits of the CRTs
that they use.

Purposes of the Dissertation
This dissertation is designed to treat the above-mentioned

conditions which have obstructed adequate test validation in

criterion-referenced testing contexts.

Specifically, this disser-

tation has the following purposes:
1.

To explain the meaning of test validity and the
content, construct, and decision validities in
terms familiar to CRT practitioners in order to
clarify the applicability of these concepts to
criterion-referenced tests.

2.

To describe procedures that are appropriate for
establishing the content, construct, and decision
Note
validities of interest to CRT practitioners.
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is to be made of those procedures
that have been
traditionally used in validity studies of normreferenced tests but appear also applicable to
CRTs.
In addition, the few validation procedures
which CRT specialists have devised are to be
outlined.
Finally, new approaches to validating
CRTs are to be suggested whenever available
procedures seem to be lacking.

Methodol oqy

The concepts and methods pertaining to CRT validity that are

treated in this dissertation are largely conceptual in nature and are
resolved by theoretical, psychometric, and practical considerations
in the following manner.

With respect to the first purpose of this

dissertation, which is to explain the meaning of the various kinds
of validity that are relevant to CRTs, the concepts of scientific
and test validity suggest the appropriate perspective from which these

concepts should be viewed.

Consequently, the discussions of these

concepts that were presented in this chapter, as well as relevant
literature, are used to resolve the conceptual difficulties that
are associated with these validities and are noted in this dissertation.

With respect to the second purpose of the dissertation, which

is to discuss procedures that could be used to conduct validity

studies in CRT contexts, the validation techniques that are to be

described are evaluated for their usefulness by considering their
psychometric and practical qualities.
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Organization of the Dissertation
As suggested above, the primary purpose of this
dissertation
is to

provide

a

detailed consideration of the concepts and methods

that are relevant to validity studies that are conducted in
criterion-

referenced testing contexts.

Accordingly, separate chapters are

devoted to discussing each of the three kinds of validity that might
be investigated when CRTs are developed.

Similarly, separate

chapters present the methods that would be used to study each of
these three kinds of validities.
To be specific, the concept of content validity is discussed
in Chapter II and,

in Chapter III,

the methods that are applicable

when investigating this kind of validity are described and evaluated.

Subsequently, the meaning of construct validity and the methods for

conducting studies of construct validity are deliberated in Chapters
IV and V,

respectively.

Discussions of decision validity and methods

for examining this kind of validity follow in Chapters VI and VII.

Finally, in Chapter VIII the major conclusions of this dissertation

are summarized, the significance of this dissertation is noted, and

suggestions for further research are offered.

CHAPTER

II

PERSPECTIVES ON CONTENT VALIDITY

Introduction
The measurement literature has offered diverse
definitions of

content validity.

As will

be indicated on the following pages, views

have differed in terms of (1) how this validity
is established,
(2)

what features of

a

test are thought to determine this validity,

and (3) what information is said to be gained through
study of this

validity.

For example,

sources about validating

content validity

is

test developer seeking advice from various

a

a

reading test might be told either that

based solely upon a logical study of test content

(Aiken, 1979; Cronbach, 1971; Payne, 1974)

or that it entails

empirical studies involving the scores of a measure (Anastasi, 1976;
Guion, 1978a).

Perusing further, the developer might be in-

formed that content validity alone is sufficient for validating this

measure (Osburn, 1968; Thorndike
is

& Hagen,

1977), that content validity

necessary but not sufficient for establishing the validity of this

measure (Linn, 1979), or that content validity is not any kind of
validity at all

(Tenopyr, 1977).

Content validity has been declared an essential property of

criterion-referenced test that is of good quality (Hambleton

a

&

Novick, 1973), but given the divergent perspectives on this validity
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such an imperative may not be well understood.

Developers and users

of criterion-referenced tests should find that these
differing

perspectives make it difficult to determine how to formulate,
much
less appreciate the role of, studies that show the content
validity

of their measures.
In this chapter,

prevailing notions about content validity and

the process of content validation are first reviewed to highlight

the different ways in which this validity has been viewed and

operationalized.

Subsequently, these notions are discussed.

In the

discussion, one view of content validity that seems most reasonable
in light of theoretical

and practical considerations will be offered

and the merits of this view, when contrasted with alternative per-

spectives, will be noted.

Before proceeding to the review, several terms that are utilized
in the sequel merit definition here.

The term "behavioral domain"

has been used in measurement literature to refer to any performance,

skill or knowledge area that a test developer indicates

assesses (Millman, 1974; Nitko, 1980).

a

test

However, in the pages that

follow, this term will be used interchangeably with the terms "domain"
and "test domain" to refer to the kind of domain that is familiar to
CRT specialists and practitioners, wherein

a

developer defines

a

domain by specifying both the performance, skill, or knowledge area
that

a

measure is to assess, and the characteristics of the measure

that is to be used to make this assessment.

Provided in the

description of the measure are details about the kind of items that

are to be used in this measure, and details
about the class of tasks
that are to be presented by items of the measure
(e.g., Hively,

Patterson & Page, 1968; Popham, 1975).

Usually

a

CRT is designed

to cover several domains, as in the instance
when a first grade math

test is designed to cover one domain that is said
to assess “per-

formance of one-digit addition problems," and another domain
that
said to assess

"performance of one-digit subtraction problems."

is

If

this test is criterion-referenced, definitions of these domains

would include details about the content and structure of the arithmetic items that will be used to assess these behaviors.

Because

domains that accompany criterion-referenced tests are defined in this
way, they have been regarded by some test specialists as operational

definitions of the behaviors to which they refer (Linn, 1979).
In contrast to the notion of a domain, the term

"universe" will

be used to refer to a diverse body of behaviors from which a test

developer might wish to draw the material that will comprise domains
to be covered by a measure.

For example, from the universe of sub-

ject matter and skills taught in the nation's schools,

a

developer

might identify the content that he or she considers most important
to cover in domains of a standardized achievement battery that is
to be developed.

Review of the Literature

Generally speaking, the views of content validity that have
been offered in relevant literature have suggested that this validity
is

determined by one or more of the following features of

a

test:
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(1)

either the sampling adequacy of test content
or the sampling

adequacy of test responses, (2) the clarity of
domain definitions,
(3) either the relevance of test domains or the relevance
of test

responses to a performance universe, and
(4) the quality of item

construction

—

that is, the technical quality of items comprising

the test under study.

In the following paragraphs,

the views that

test specialists have offered on the relation between each
of these
features and content validity are briefly reviewed.

According to the APA (1955; 1966) and some well-known test
specialists (Cronbach, 1971; Linn, 1979; Loevinger, 1957; Messick,
1975), content validity in part refers to the degree to which the

content of

a

test is shown to representatively sample the tasks

which domains of the test indicate that the measure is to cover.
Cronbach (1971) described this view when he stated:
An achievement test is said to represent a body
of content outlined in the test manual
To ask, "Are the tasks used in collecting data
truly representative of the specified universe?"
is to examine content validity
(p. 451)

....

,

As viewed here, then, content validity is concerned with test content

and focuses specifically on studies of how well the items of a measure represent the domains of content

determine the adequacy of

a

a

test is said to cover.

To

test as a content sample, content experts

typically are asked to judge (1) how well each item of

a

test corres-

ponds to the class of tasks specified by the domain that the item has
been written to reflect, and (2) how well sets of items represent the

classes of tasks that test domains indicate

a

test is to cover.
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An alternative view of content validity,
which relates this

validity to the adequacy of test response rather
than test content
samples, has been used by other measurement
specialists (Guion, 1977;
Lennon, 1956; Mehrens & Lehmann, 1975) and in the
recent APA/AERA/
NCME Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests
(APA et al
1974).

.

According to these sources, content validity in part is

determined by the extent to which responses to

a

measure are

a

representative sample of the behaviors that domains of the test
indicate are to be measured.

Given that responses to

a

measure are

usually symbolized by test scores, the APA/AERA/NCME Standards
(APA et al

.

1974) stated this view well;

To demonstrate the content validity of a set of
test scores one must show that the behaviors
demonstrated in testing constitute a representative sample of behaviors to be exhibited in a
desired performance domain,
(p. 28)

Although this form of content validity is concerned with test responses,
authorities who have taken this view primarily have emphasized analyses
of test content to establish this validity (APA et al

Lehmann, 1975).

.

1974; Mehrens &

Accordingly, they have suggested that this form of

content validity can be established on the basis of content experts'
judgments of how well items of

a

measure correspond to and represent

the classes of tasks that domains of the test indicate are to be

covered.

A few test specialists have also called for empirical

studies of test responses to establish that these responses reflect
the behaviors that domains of a test indicate are to be assessed by
a

measure (Anastasi, 1976; Rozeboom, 1966).

Nonetheless, despite
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the methods they have discussed, these
specialists have claimed
that content validity is concerned with test
responses rather
than the content of items that comprise

a

measure (Guion, 1977),

and that this validity rests upon whether these
responses are shown
to be a representative sample of the behaviors
that domains of a

test indicate the test is to measure.

Whether test specialists have taken the view that content

validity is concerned with test content or with test responses, they
also have frequently stated that content valid tests must be
accom-

panied by domains that have been clearly defined (APA et
Cronbach, 1971; Hambleton, 1980; Mi 11 man, 1978).

al

.

,

1974;

This view seems to

be widely held because it is a logical consequence of the notion,

central
will

to most views of content validity, that a content valid test

representatively sample

thinks of

a

a

population of some kind.

Whether one

content valid test as sampling the class of tasks de-

scribed by test domains or as sampling the behaviors that test domains

indicate are to be measured, if
of these tasks or behaviors will

adequacy of the test as

a

a

domain is ill -defined, descriptions
not be clear.

As a consequence, the

sample cannot be determined because one

cannot tell what class of tasks items are to sample or what behaviors
it is that test responses are to sample (Cronbach et al

.

1972;

Thorndike, 1967).
With respect to the notion of domain clarity, test specialists
have differed both in their views of what elements should comprise
a

domain definition that would help to make it clear and in
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their views of what means should be used
to judge whether this

defintion is clear.

As the second of these questions
is a method-

ological one, it will be discussed in the
subsequent chapter, which

examines the methods that might be used to
determine the content

validity of

a

are needed in

measure.
a

With respect to the question of what elements

definition to help make it clear, measurement
texts

have traditionally recommended that the domains
of

a

content valid

achievement measure should be defined by an outline that
describes
the subject matter areas and cognitive tasks in

the

areas that a

developer wishes the test to measure (Brown, 1976; Rozeboom,
1966;
Thorndike & Hagen, 1977).

More operational domain specifications

have been recently advocated by other test specialists.

Criterion-

referenced test specialists have recommended that the behaviors
and measures to which a domain refers should be described in detail.

Specifically, they have suggested that
(1)

a

a

domain should be defined by

description of the behavior to be assessed, (2)

a

description

of the content and structure of the items that will be used to assess
this behavior, (3)

a

specification of the content and structure of

admissable correct and incorrect item responses, (4) illustrations of
sample items, and (5)

a

description of what set of criteria will be

used to judge the correctness of an item response (Hambleton et
1978; Hambleton & Eignor, 1979; Millman, 1974; Popham, 1975).

al

.

With-

out the same degree of specificity, Cronbach (1971) and Millman (1974)

have noted that measures should be defined so that all aspects of the
test experience likely to significantly affect test performance are
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specified.

Cronbach indicated that these aspects
of

a

test would

include (1) the class of stimuli to which
an examinee is exposed,
(2)

the instructions an examinee is given,
and (3) the rules by

which item responses are to be scored.
The third quality seen by some test
specialists as relevant
to the content validity of a measure is
that of either test domain

or test response "relevance" to a performance
universe.

Most

measurement texts and test development manuals
have focussed on the
relevance of test domains, as they have indicated
that the domains
of a content valid test should represent those
aspects of

a

perform-

ance universe that a test user considers important
to assess (APA
et al., 1974; Anastasi, 1976; FEA, 1976; Thorndike &
Hagen, 1977).

These sources have implied that, for the individual test user,

a

measure's content validity depends upon the degree to which the
behaviors that a test is said to measure are judged to be relevant
to the important parts of a certain universe of, say, academic or

job performance that interests the user.
a

math measure that is to be used by

a

According to this view then,

teacher to assess classroom

learning might properly be considered by that teacher to be content
valid only to the degree that the domains of the measure represent

important aspects of the universe of math objectives comprising the
teacher's math curriculum (Ebel, 1956).
Those test specialists concerned with the relevance of test

responses rather than the relevance of test content have suggested
that

a

test should be considered content valid only to the extent
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that these responses reflect important
aspects of the performance

universe that

a

user wishes to assess (Cureton,
1951; Glaser &

Klaus, 1963; Guion, 1978a).

Cureton had this meaning in mind when

he discussed a concept that he called
test "relevance," which he

viewed as:
.

.

.the degree to which the test operations
as
upon the test materials in the test
agree with the actual operations as
upon the actual materials in the
normal to the task.
(p. 622)

performed
situation
performed
situation

Guion (1978a) and Lawshe (1975) implied similar
concern for this
issue when discussing the validity of employment
tests.

In his dis-

cussion, Guion suggested that these tests should
be considered content valid only if both test performance and scoring
procedures were
like the tasks and methods of evaluation experienced in the
jobs

that these tests were designed to reflect.
The technical quality of test items is the final feature men-

tioned by test specialists, albeit infrequently, as requisite for

content valid measure.

a

Hambleton and Eignor (1979) viewed content

validity as resting upon the adequacy of

a

test as a content sample.

They indicated that test items which are flawed cannot be viewed as

adequate representatives of the domains associated with

a

and that such items would diminish the content validity of

Similarly, Ebel

measure
a

measure.

(1956), who considered content validity to be rele-

vant to test responses rather than test content, suggested that the

quality of test items influences the degree to which these responses
are content valid indicators of the behaviors that domains of the
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test indicate are to be assessed.

If, for example, the items of a

reading measure are ambiguously stated, in
Ebel's view the responses
to this measure might inappropriately indicate
examinees' decipher-

ing powers as well

as their skill

in reading.

Discussion of Prevailing Conceptualizations

Specialists in criterion-referenced testing declare that
CRTs

must be content valid, but it is clear from the preceding
discussion
that different conceptualizations of content validity are used
in

discussions of this validity.

Because of these discrepant views,

CRT practitioners justifiably may be confused about what features of

their tests should be examined to assess the content validity of
these tests.

Specifically, the pagesabove indicate that four issues

about the nature of content validity reasonably might concern

a

practitioner:
1.

The Sampling Issue
Is content validity best thought
of as referring to the sampling adequacy of test
content or to the sampling adequacy of test responses?

2.

The Issue of Domain Clarity
If content validity is
to include considerations of the clarity with which
the domains of a measure are defined, what elements
could comprise a domain definition that would help to
make it clear?

3.

The Issues of Domain and Response Relevance
Should
content validity include considerations of how well
test domains represent a performance universe of
interest or of how well test responses represent the
universe of interest?

4.

Should
The Issue of Technical Quality in Test Items
the technical quality of items be a consideration
included in any view of content validity?

:

:

:

:

CRT
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In the following sections, each of these
issues is discussed

and evaluated, and the view of content validity
which seems for

theoretical and practical reasons to be most sound

is

described.

Also, since the review that was conducted above gave
little perspec-

tive on the role of content validity in establishing the
validity
of

a

test score interpretation, this role will also be explained
in

the sections that follow.

The Sampling Issue

Although the previous discussion suggests that there exists

divergent views about the sampling issue to which content validity
pertains, when these views are considered in terms of their operational definitions, their similarities and differences become more

clear.

It was noted that some specialists have argued that content

validity is concerned with the sampling adequacy of test content,
while others have argued that this validity is concerned with the
sampling adequacy of test responses.

However, when the specialists

who hold these opposing views say that this validity is established
by judging the sampling adequacy of test content, they are maintaining
two perspectives on content validity that are operationally equivalent;

they both define content validity as the outcome of judging the

sampling adequacy of test content.

In the interest of parsimony,

the two perspectives are best regarded as referring to the same con-

cept and will be treated as such in the paragraphs that follow.

In

contrast, consider the view taken by other test specialists who have
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argued that content validity is concerned
with the sampling adequacy
of test responses and is established
by studying both test content

and test responses.

This view is operationally different
from the

first-mentioned perspectives and therefore
can be said to represent
a

different concept of content validity.

It is treated separately

from these perspectives in the following
paragraphs.

When content validity is said to be the
outcome of judgments

about the sampling adequacy of test content, it
cannot be properly

called

a

kind of test validity (Gleser, 1969; Messick,
1975).

As

suggested in this dissertation and by Messick
(1975), test validity
rests on empirical

studies that involve the scores of

are conducted to show the degree to which
is accurate.

a

a

measure and

test score interpretation

Since judgments about the sampling adequacy of test con-

tent entail considerations about test content rather than test

responses, they do not provide the kind of evidence which establishes
the degree to which inferences about these responses are accurate.

Studies of the sampling adequacy of test content provide two
kinds of information which bear on the nature, but not the empirical

accuracy, of test score interpretations.

First, through an analysis

of test content one may acquire strong logical support for the validity

of claiming that examinees' responses reflect the behaviors that
domains of

a

test indicate are to be assessed.

When items of

are found to adequately sample the class of tasks that

definition requires for assessing

a

a

particular behavior,

a

CRT

domain
a

reasonable

basis might be gained for inferring that responses to these items will
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reflect this behavior.

For example, if the items of a
criterion-

referenced spelling test said to assess third
graders' spelling behaviors are judged to call for the spelling
of

representative

a

sample of words familiar to third graders, one
might logically infer
that responses to the test will reflect third
graders' spelling

performance.

Alternatively, if items of an algebra test are found

to adequately cover the areas of linear algebra
and logarithms but

not of trigonometry, there is less basis for inferring
that responses
to this measure can be said to reflect examinees'

solving algebra problems.

Thus,

a

overall skill

in

logical analysis of test content

can lead to results that inform one's descriptive interpretations
of

examinees' test performance (Guion, 1978a).

Of course, a claim about

the meaning of a test score cannot be described as valid solely on
the basis of the logical conclusions that are drawn from such analyses

of test content (Messick, 1975; Mosier, 1947).

It is evident, never-

theless, that the validity of this claim may be strongly supported
by the results of these analyses.

The second piece of information gained from study of the

sampling adequacy of test content is some logical grounds for inferring that examinees' scores on a set of items are reliable indicants
of the true scores they would obtain on the domains covered by

measure (Cronbach et

al

suggested, if items of
class of tasks that

a

.

a

1972; Nunally, 1967).

a

As Cronbach (1971)

test are judged to adequately represent

a

test is to cover, it is permissable to view

responses to these items as general izable samples of the responses
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examinees would exhibit if tested on the entire
class of tasks comprising the relevant domains of the measure.
about the representativeness of
a CRT

a

A logical conclusion

set of CRT items therefore provides

practitioner with some basis for inferring that examinees'
test

performance can be taken as an estimate of their true
domain scores.
This is an inference that CRT users almost always wish
to make

(Hambleton et

al

.

,

1978; Popham, 1978).

However, it is important to

note that Cronbach also indicated that there is some risk of
drawing
an erroneous conclusion when one logically infers, on the basis
of

test content considerations, the general izabil ity of test responses;
such an error is avoided by drawing one's conclusion in light of

findings from an empirical study of the general izabil ity of these
responses.

Turning to the second view of content validity that test

specialists have taken, when content validity

is

viewed as referring

to the sampling adequacy of test responses and is operationally

defined to include empirical studies of the meaning of these responses,
then it would seem to be referring to an issue treated by construct

validity.

As described earlier, this second view of content validity

states that this validity is concerned with the question of whether
test responses do reflect the behaviors which the domains of

indicate will be measured.

a

test

The concern here, then, seems to be

about the descriptive meaning of test responses and, as shall be
noted subsequently, construct validity is concerned with establishing

that test responses can be used to describe examinees in the manner
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intended (Messick, 1975).

Therefore, it would seem that this

second view of content validity, as
operationalized, is best

considered

a

perspective on construct validity.

Concluding Remarks.

Given that the different perspectives on

the sampling issue have the implications
that have been noted here,

which of these views is most suitable to include
under the rubric
of "content validity"?

We would recommend that CRT specialists and

practitioners think of content validity as referring to
the outcome
of judgements about the sampling adequacy of test
content.

This recommendation is in accord with views espoused by Messick
(1975) as well

as by an early version of the APA Standards (APA,

1966) and is based on three considerations.

content validity to judgements about

a

First, by restricting

test as

a

content sample, we

promote focus on analyses of this content and conclusions which may
be logically drawn from these analyses.

These activities can provide

important information about, say, what behaviors are represented by

a

set of test scores even though one cannot be certain, until empirical

studies are done, that one's logically derived interpretation has

validity (Hambleton, 1980; Messick, 1975).
The second reason for restricting the notion of content validity
to considerations about a test as a content sample is a purely

practical one.

As noted earlier, the various validities which test

specialists have defined refer to different test score interpretations
which might be made and are associated with different methodologies
for establishing the validity of these inferences (APA et

al

.

1

974;
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Rozeboom, 1966).

By regarding content validity
as pertinent only

to test content considerations, its
distinction from these validi-

ties is maintained.

The third reason for suggesting that
the issue of test content

sampling be described by the term "content
validity" has
basis.

a

semantic

Because it is the case that judgments about
the nature and

representativeness of test content do not establish
any kind of test
validity, test specialists have suggested that
the sampling adequacy

of test content be termed an issue of "content
relevance" or "content

representativeness" rather than "content validity" (Gleser,
1969;
Messick, 1975).

However, it is important to point out that the

sampling adequacy of test content does indicate the degree to which
the content domains of a measure are validly defined by a testing

procedure.

As Cronbach (1971) suggested, to study the sampling

adequacy of test content is to validate the fit between
of the content to be covered by
tions.

a

a

definition

measure and the actual test opera-

Among philosophers of science, this could be described as an

issue of logical validity (Ayer, 1936).

If the recommended view of

content validity is taken, then this particular validity would be

concerned not with empirical questions about the meaning of test
scores but rather with the meaning of

a

domain definition and the

question of whether it is logically correct to consider

a

test

operation one of the class of operations denoted by this definition
(e.g., Hempel

,

1966; Pol in & Baker, 1979).
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The Issue of Domain Clarity

Whether test specialists have taken the view
that content

validity refers to the sampling adequacy of
test content, or the
view that this validity refers to the sampling
adequacy of test
responses, their suggestion that this validity
should also depend
upon the clarity of domain definitions points to
a consideration
that seems reasonable to include in any conceptualization
of content

validity.

As noted earlier, if a domain is not clearly defined
it

is likely that neither the sampling adequacy of test
content nor

the sampling adequacy of test responses can be determined,
because
the ill-defined domain will not clearly designate what classes of

tasks test items are to reflect or, alternatively, what behaviors

test responses are to reflect (Cronbach et al., 1972; Thorndike, 1967).
When one accepts our view that content validity is based on
how adequately the content of a test samples the tasks designated
by domains of the test, it seems then that there is good reason to say

that this validity also rests on considerations of whether these

domains are shown to be clearly defined.

Unless the classes of

tasks that items are to reflect have been shown to be clearly

specified, conclusions about the sampling adequacy of test content
should be suspect since one cannot clearly ascertain what classes

of tasks items of

a

measure should be sampling much less whether

these items are sampling this class of tasks adequately.

It

is

difficult to tell, for example, what kind of items would properly
reflect

a

domain which simply specifies that items should present
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"Questions about the American presidents";
neither the subject

matter of appropriate items nor
the structure of these items can
be determined from such a definition.

The question of what elements could
be included in

a

domain

definition that would help to make it
clear was previously posed
and should be answered here.

As will

be recalled, Cronbach (1971)

and Mil 1 man (1974) recommended that the
definition of content to be

covered by

a

measure should detail all aspects of the
measurement

procedure that are likely to significantly
affect examinees' performance on the measure.

The basis for this recommendation lies in

the view that, ideally, a test should be
operationally defined in

such a way that if a second test is devised using
this definition and
is

administered to the same examinees, these examinees should
obtain

comparable scores on the two measures, with any lack of
equivalency
in these scores being simply a product of random
and/or item sampling

error (Brodbeck, 1963; Cronbach et

al

.

,

1972; Lord & Novick, 1968;

Mill man, 1974).

Popham (1975) detailed an approach to defining test domains
that would appear to improve one's prospects for obtaining comparable

responses to measures devised from the same domain descriptions.

According to Popham,

a

domain definition should include:

1.

A description of the behavior or class of behaviors
that a measure is to assess.

2.

Rules for determining what content and structure must
be evident in items used to measure this behavior.

3.

Rules for scoring performance on these items.

4.

Test directions relevant to these items.
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5.

One or more sample items that
illustrate the kind of
S
erat n
1 should be evidenced by
Jb?
items used
tn
L°c
]£
to measure
the behavior that the test is to
assess.

Inclusion of these components in

a

domain definition would

seemingly help to make these definitions
clear.
approach,

test developer would specify in

a

Using Popham's

domain definition what

a

appear to be the characteristics which, if
left unspecified, might
vary each time

a

measure was devised on the basis of this
definition

and might significantly affect examinees'
performance.

Of course,

it should be apparent that following Popham's
guidelines does not

ensure that

a

domain definition will be clear.

In the next chapter,

methods are described that can be applied to establish
the degree to
which this clarity has been attained.
It should also be evident that when domains are
defined in a

manner like that which Popham has described,

a

developer can expect

that judges will resolve fairly easily the issue of the sampling
ade-

quacy of test content, which is central to the concept of content

validity being espoused here.

When Popham's recommendations are

followed, the content and structure of items that may comprise

a

measure would be specified so that judges can quickly determine
whether items correspond to the specifications of the domains that
these items have been written to reflect.
cated that

a

Also, since Popham indi-

domain definition should include rules for determining

what content and structure should comprise items of
class of tasks described by

a

a

measure,

a

domain should be sufficiently circum-

scribed that judges also can quickly determine whether sets of items

adequately represent the tasks that they are supposed to reflect.
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The Issues of Domain and Response Relevance
The relevance of test domains to
is a quality that is

important for

a

a

certain universe of interest

test to possess if a test user

has a particular universe of performance which
he or she wishes to

validly claim that the test measures.

Unless the domains of a mea-

sure represent important aspects of, say, the body of
subject matter

learning or behaviors that the user wishes to assess, there will
be

little support for the inference that performance on
by these domains will

interest.

a

measure defined

be indicative of performance in the universe of

For example, if a teacher wishes to assess what learning

has resulted from a course of instruction, the domains of the measure

that are devised to make this assessment should cover all

aspects of the content presented in the course.

important

If the domains of

the test are not highly relevant to these aspects of course content,

performance on the measure could not be validly regarded as indicative
of the degree to which the intended learning of course materials

actually has occurred.
Because individuals may vary in terms of what they regard as
"important" aspects of

a

universe to include in

a

test, the rele-

vance of test domains will not be the same for all test users.
example, teachers of traditional curricula might find

math achievement test highly relevant to

a

a

For

standardized

performance universe they

wish to assess, but in the eyes of teachers who wish to assess learning
of

a

non-traditional curricular universe, this measure may have

little relevance (Brown, 1976).

If this relevance of test domains

to important aspects of some universe were included under the rubric
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of content validity, we would have to say
that the achievement test
is

less content valid in the second testing situation
than in the

first.

Because the relevance of test domains will depend upon
the

measurement interests of a test user, we suggest that this
issue
of relevance not be included under the content validity
label when
this validity is also said to refer, as we have suggested, to
the

issue of how adequately test domains are sampled by the item content

of a measure.

By including in this validity a consideration of

whether these sampled domains reflect important aspects of

a

universe,

we encumber this validity with a meaning which really would prevent
a

test developer from ever claiming that a test is content valid.

Cronbach (1971) noted, if content validity refers only to

a

As

question

of whether the content of a test reflects domains of the test, then
this validity refers to an absolute or fixed property of a test and
can be determined by a test developer from studies of test content

and domain descriptions.

On the other hand, if this validity is said

also to refer to the question of whether these described domains

adequately reflect the aspects of some universe that interests

a

test user, then this validity is partly determinable only by the user,
as judgments of what is important content for a test will

invariably

rest on the user's values or subject matter preferences (Messick, 1975)
and can not be unequivocally ascertained by any test developer.
It

may be most appropriate to consign considerations about the

importance of test content to, perhaps,

a

"domain relevance" label.
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The content validity of a test
could then be deliberated and dis-

cussed without qualification by the
test developer.
domain relevance label, information on
how relevant

Under the
a

test is to

some universe might certainly be
important to provide.

when achievement and employment tests are
constructed,

Particularly
a

description

of what universe was surveyed, and data
indicating the consistency
in experts

judgments about what were important aspects of
this

universe to include in

a

test, might be of interest and concern to

the test user.

Turning from the concept of "domain relevance" to

a

consider-

ation of the concept of test response relevance, the
contention that
a

test should be considered content valid only if responses
to that

test reflect

a

performance universe of interest is, in our view, an

issue that can be resolved by construct validity studies conducted
by a test user.

As will be recalled, often the concern of specialists

advocating this view was with personnel tests and the degree to which
responses to these tests reflect important aspects of the performance

universe experienced in the relevant job.

In this situation,

the

issue of interest is whether one can validly infer examinees' job

proficiency from their performance on

measure.

a

As construct

validity treats the accuracy of descriptive inferences about examinees,

it is this validity which would seem to most readily encompass

questions of whether individuals' scores on
as

indicative of their performance in

a

a

test can be regarded

universe of interest.
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The Issue of Technical
Quality in Items
As recommended by Ebel

(1956) and Hambleton and Eignor
(1979),

it seems appropriate that the technical

quality of items should be

considered in assessments of content validity,
whether this validity
is thought relevant to the sampling
adequacy of test content or

relevant to the sampling adequacy of test
responses.

Items with

poor technical qualities cannot be regarded
as adequate representatives of any class of tasks that domains of a
measure might define.
Nor can such items be expected to elicit an
adequate sample of test

responses.

Therefore, when content validity is viewed as referring

to the sampling adequacy of test content, as suggested
here, the

technical quality of items should be evaluated when studies
of this

validity are conducted.

Summary of Discussion
In the discussion above, the various ways in which content

validity has been viewed were evaluated, one sound perspective on
this validity was suggested, and the meaning of this perspective

when applied in criterion-referenced testing situations was explained
so that its implications would be clear.

tical

For theoretical and prac-

reasons, it was suggested that content validity is best

thought of as relevant to the following considerations:
1.

The Test as a Content Sample
The degree to which
the item content of a test is shown to correspond
to and represent the classes of tasks that domains
of a test indicate the test is to cover.
:
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2

*

The Clarit y of Domain Definitions
The degree to which
the domains of a test are shown to clearly
specify the
kinds of behaviors that are to be assessed by
a test
and the kind of measurement and scoring procedures
that
will be entailed in this test.
:

3-

The Technical Quality of Test Items
The degree to
which the items of a test are found to be of good
technical quality.
:

Not incorporated in the suggested view of content validity
were

several considerations which test specialists have suggested are

relevant to this validity.

These considerations pertained to (1) the

relevance of test domains to

a

performance universe, (2) the sampling

adequacy of test responses, and (3) the relevance of test responses
to a performance universe.
In the discussion of the meaning of the proposed conceptualiza-

tion of content validity, it was noted that the logical conclusion

that the items of

a

used (1) to support

CRT adequately sample domains of the test can be
a

claim that examinees' scores on the test reflect

the behaviors that the test is designed to assess, and (2) as

a

basis

for claiming that examinees' scores on the test are general izable

indicants of their performance on test domains.
In the next chapter, the methods that can be used to investi-

gate the content validity of
and discussed.

a

criterion-referenced test are noted

The methods to be described are those that can be used

when content validity is conceptualized in
has been recommended in this chapter.

a

manner like that which

CHAPTER

III

METHODS FOR CONDUCTING CONTENT VALIDATION STUDIES

Introduction

Criterion-referenced test practitioners have not, to date,
been provided with

a

comprehensive review of procedures that they

can use to study the content validity of their tests.

The omission

of this information from literature on test validation is possibly

due to the fact that this literature has been oriented towards treating issues that are most salient in norm-referenced testing contexts.
In

norm-referenced test development, concern with content coverage

is secondary to the primary concern of selecting test items that

differentiate between examinees so that inter-individual comparisons can be made and norms can be established (Anastasi, 1976;

Linn, 1979; Popham, 1978).

Accordingly, in literature that has

reviewed procedures for test validation, it is often simply noted
that

a

test can be considered content valid when content specialists

agree that the items of the test adequately cover the subject matter
and skill areas that the test developer has indicated the test is
to cover (e.g., Stanley & Hopkins, 1972; Thorndike & Hagen,

1966).

Criterion-referenced test specialists recognized long ago that
such vague treatment of the content validation process is unsuitable
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in contexts where CRTs are to be
validated and subsequently used

(Popham, 1971; Popham & Husek, 1969).

validity of test content
1973, Osburn, 1968).

is a

In these contexts,

the

primary concern (Hambleton & Novick,

As a consequence, in recent years these

specialists have devoted much energy to devising
systematic methods
for examining the content validity of a CRT (e.g.,
Popham, 1975;
Rovinel

1 i

Hambleton, 1977).

&

Treated in the following pages are systematic methods that
have been developed to investigate the three features that were
noted
in the previous chapter to be requisite for a content valid
test.

Specifically examined are methods for assessing the clarity of domain
definitions, the sampling adequacy of test items, and the technical
quality of these items.

Included in this treatment are methods

which CRT specialists have recently devised as well as several
traditional and new approaches to content validation that might be
useful when applied.

Studies of the Clarity of Domain Definitions
The question of what procedures might be used to examine the

clarity of

a

CRT domain definition has not been extensively explored

by test specialists, but there have been a few procedures that have

been recommended

and

merit description and evaluation here.

First

treated in the following paragraphs is an approach that requires an

investigator to systematical ly collect judgments about the semantic

clarity of

a

domain definition.

Then noted are more elaborate
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procedures for assessing definition clarity.
testing the clarity of

a

These methods entail

domain definition by studying the outcome

of using a domain definition as a basis for
identifying or constructing the items of a test.

Studies of the Semantic Clarity
of Domain Definitions
To assess a domain definition for clarity, test
specialists have

most commonly suggested that judges be asked to study the
verbal
statement of the definition and informally give their opinions
of its
semantic clarity (Anastasi

,

1976; Brown, 1976).

Hambleton and his

associates (Hambleton & Eignor, 1979; Hambleton & Murray, in preparation) have provided the only descriptions of systematic procedures
for obtaining these ratings and have included in their work review

forms that can be used to collect the ratings.

On these forms, judges

are asked to rate and comment on each of several features of

a

domain

definition, including its specifications concerning the behavior to be

measured and the content of items to be used as measures of this
behavior.

Also to be studied are the domain specifications that

concern item format and the scoring procedures that are to be used to

appraise item responses.

Hambleton and Eignor's form requires some-

what global assessments of how clearly specified are these features
of a domain definition, while Hambleton and Murray's form, being the

more detailed of the two, poses particular questions to judges about
how clearly the substance and structure of these features have been

specified.

These researchers suggested that after judges have given
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their ratings on either of these forms, the
judges should convene

with writers of

a

domain definition to discuss the ratings
and

possible revisions.

A second review by judges of any revised
domain

definitions was also suggested so that judges could
identify any
further refinements that might make these definitions
more clear.

Studies of the Clarity of
Domain Definitions in Use
A second test of the clarity of a domain definition requires

judges not simply to examine the definition but rather to use the

definition to identify the test operations that it has been formulated
to describe (Cronbach et al

.

,

1972; Guion, 1977; Lennon, 1956;

Rovinel

1 i

(1972)

indicated that the clarity of

& Hambleton,

1977).

Taking this approach, Cronbach et

gated by presenting judges with
items.

a

a

al

test domain could be investi-

definition of this domain and with

Some of the items provided would be valid in that they are

known to conform to the specifications included in the definition of
the domain.
a

For example, if one were investigating the clarity of

domain that required items of

a

measure to be multiple-choice

questions about the battlegrounds of the Civil War, judges might be
presented with multiple-choice items that inquired about both the

battlegrounds and, say, the battles of this war.

According to these

researchers, evidence is gained that the domain definition is clear
if judges correctly distinguish between the items that do and do not

have the content and structure that the domain definition requires.
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A third way of appraising the clarity of

a

domain definition,

one that has not been previously proposed, might be to have
independent

item-writers devise the items that they think would be admissable

measures of a domain and then employ judges to examine the similarity
between the items that these item-writers have been devised.

It

would be quite common in the CRT development process for several item

writers to be given

a

domain definition and asked to write items that

conform to this definition.

Given that the item-writers have done

careful work, the clarity of this definition would be reflected by

the degree to which the items produced by different item-writers are

found to be similar in content as well as in structure and also

admissable as elements of the class of measures defined by the domain.

The cause of any significant discrepancies in the kind of items devised
by different item-writers might be identified by examining the domain

specifications that might have led to these discrepancies and by
identifying points of difference in item writers' interpretations of

these specifications.
A final approach to assessing the clarity of a domain definition
is elaborate,

but could be carried out whenever parallel forms of a

CRT are to be devised.

This procedure involves studying whether items

that are independently devised on the basis of a domain definition

are similar in content, and also whether responses to these items
have similar empirical

properties.

Underlying this approach is the

view that an operational definition can be considered precise if all
test procedures derived from this definition

produce

measures that
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differ only because of the presence of random
and item sampling error
(Brodbeck, 1963; Cronbach, 1971; Cronbach et
al
1965).

.

1972; Hempel

Following the construction of two tests for which
items

have been devised by independent teams of expert
item-writers, the

content of these measures would be judged for
comparability in
content, and responses to the two measures would be studied
for

comparability in their empirical properties.

The finding of sub-

stantial discrepancies in examinees' performance on items
that

comprise the two tests and reflect the same domain should cause the

developer to reappraise both the definition of this domain as well
as the items that were used.

Also, the developer might consult with

item-writers to obtain their views on whether any aspects of the

definition have been

ill

-defined.

Discussion
It is apparent that there are available to the CRT developer

several different approaches to assessing the clarity of

a

domain

definition, so some bases for choosing between these approaches would
be useful

to provide.

In this section,

each of the methods noted

above is first evaluated in terms of its adequacy as

assessing definitional clarity.

a

means of

Subsequently, some recommendations

are made about the manner in which assessments of clarity should be

conducted when judges are to make these assessments in order to make
clear how judgments of definitional clarity are properly assessed.
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The above-mentioned approaches to assessing
the clarity of

domain definitions vary substantially in terms
of their rigor as
tests of this clarity.

The first method noted above is most simple

and practicable for a CRT practitioner in that it
requires judges

only to study and rate the clarity of

definition.
will

a verbal

content of

a

domain

The drawback of this approach is that these judgments

take into account

only

the

verbal clarity of the definition

rather than the clearness of this definition when it is used as
basis for identifying or devising test items.

operational definition is to describe

a

a

As the purpose of an

specific testing operation

that will be used to obtain

a

seem that the adequacy of

domain definition might be more evident

a

certain result (Hempel

,

1965), it would

if it is put to one of these uses.

The second and third approaches to assessing the clarity of
a

domain definition can be recommended over the first because they

require using the definition to identify the kinds of measures that the

definition describes.
a

The second approach requires judges to apply

domain definition to items which have previously been constructed,

while the third approach requires item writers to actually devise
items using the definitions.

The third approach, therefore, describes

the more rigorous test of the definition in use.

these approaches is the reasonable premise that if

Underlying both of
a

domain is vaguely

defined, individuals who use the definition should not draw similar

conclusions as to what test operations the definition describes.
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It is fair to say that the fourth
approach is impractical

in

its extravagance since it entails studying
both the content and the

empirical properties of items that are constructed
on the basis of
a

domain definition.

Only exceptionally endowed test development

projects could provide the necessary resources to conduct
both the
studies of test content as well as the studies of test
scores that

would be required were this approach to be used.

However, this kind

of investigation does epitomize the ideal as it is based on the
view
that a domain can be judged truly clear only if its use results in
the development of similar instruments that are found to obtain

comparable measures when they are applied (Brodbeck, 1963; Cronbach
et al., 1972).

Because the fourth approach would engender the greatest expense,
of the four methods that have been described, the third approach to

assessing the clarity of

a

domain definition should be preferred, as

it at least entails constructing measures on the basis of this defi-

nition.

The second method that has been noted, which requires judges

to identify the measures to which a definition refers, can be regarded
as the second best alternative.
a

Although the second approach entails

much less rigorous test of definitional clarity than does the

third, it does have the merit of requiring that the effectiveness of

this definition be studied in use.
In

addition to these recommendations about how to examine the

clarity of domains,

a

few points may be useful

judgments of this clarity might be assessed.

to make about how

When individuals are to
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ascertain which items do and do not fit this
definition, it would
seem that an investigator will obtain the
most complete information

about definitional clarity if these judgments
are gathered using
ordinal or interval scales.

The basis for this recommendation, in

part, is drawn from remarks by Caws (1965) concerning
the ambiguous

nature of terms that are used in definitions.

denotations of terms used in
edges

a

Caws noted that the

language will often be "vague at the

44), meaning that it may often be difficult to precisely

(p.

determine the set of objects or elements to which the terms used in
a

language refer (Cohen & Nagel, 1934).

It is not clear, for example,

whether scissors as well as saws and wrenches are denoted by the
term "hardware tool."

Similarly, as many test specialists have noted,

when judges consider the meaning of

a

domain definition they may find

it difficult at times to identify very precisely the particular con-

tent area to which the terms of the definition refer (e.g., Millman,
1974; Thorndike, 1967).

If,

for example, a domain specifies that a

test is to cover "two-digit vertical addition problems," then the

range of admissable item content is clear.

In contrast,

however, it

might be stated that the domain should cover "words that have long
vowel

sounds and are familiar to third graders," in which case the

boundaries of permissable content are not very clear.
import of

a

The operational

domain definition, then, may range from clear to cloudy

(Popham, 1974).

It seems reasonable,

therefore, to suggest that

test developer should expect that degrees of semantic clarity in

definitions will be apparent, so that ordinal- or interval

-1

evel

a
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rather than categorical ratings should
be obtained when

formal

a

assessment of this quality is carried
out.
Judgments of whether items are or are not
proper members of
the class of test procedures defined by

a

domain should usually also

be based on the view that class membership
is a matter of degree.

This suggestion is based in part on the
above-mentioned difficulties
in

determining whether an item is or is not denoted by

definitional

a

term, but is also proposed because of difficulties
that have been

noted to accompany attempts to

assign

multi-faceted objects or elements

to classes that have been defined (Hempel,
1965; Kretschmer, 1925).

As Hempel

noted.

Classification, strictly speaking, is a yes-orno, an either-or affair:
A class is determined
by some concept representing its defining characteristics, and a given object falls either into
this class or outside, depending on whether it
has or lacks the defining characteristics
(however) those characteristics of classification
often cannot well be treated as properties which
a given object either has or lacks; rather they
have the character of traits which are capable
of gradation, and which a given object may
therefore exhibit more or less markedly,
(p. 151)
.

.

.

Typically, a CRT domain will be defined intensively, which means that
the domain definition specifies the set of attributes or character-

istics than an item must have if it is to be a member of the class of

operations characterized by those attributes.

Although

a

decision

about whether an item is or is not an element referred to by the

definition technically should be of the dichotomous, "yes/no" type,
an item may often correspond with only some aspects of a domain
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definition and this correspondence may
be good or poor.

As a con-

sequence, the item might be said to
show some degree of "belongingness," as Pol in and Baker (1979) have
suggested, or partial membership in the class of operations to which
the domain definition refers

(Lehrer & Pruzek, 1980).

for example,

a

domain specification

states that an admissable item should pose

a

problem that refers to

a ball

If,

game familiar to children," and an item refers
to stickball,

presumably the item would be judged only
domain.
is

a

partial member of that

In short, when the clarity of an intensive
domain definition

to be tested by asking individuals to distinguish
the measurement

operations that it is presumed to define, these judges should
be
asked to rate the degree to which an item is one of the operations

defined by the domain rather than to dichotomously rate an item's

membership as
a

a

quality that is simply present or absent.

Only when

CRT domain is defined extensively, meaning that it is designated

by a list of the items that comprise it (e.g., Hively et al

would it seem that

a

would be reasonable.

.

,

1968),

categorical judgment about an item's membership
In this circumstance, an item will

either match

or not match one of the admissable items listed as an element of the

explicitly defined domain.

Studies of the Sampling Adequacy of Test Content

Once an investigator has established that the domains of

a CRT

are defined with an acceptable degree of clarity, content validity

considerations then require the investigator to show the degree to
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which the items of

test sample the subject matter
that definitions

a

of these domains indicate should
be evident in items of

a

test.

As noted previously, studies of
the sampling adequacy of test

content focus primarily on this content
and, specifically, on consideration of two issues:

(1)

how well each item of a measure corres-

ponds to the definition of tasks that
to reflect, and (2) how well

tasks that domains of

reflect (Brown,
Rovinell

i

1

domain indicates the item is

sets of items represent the classes of

measure indicate that these items are to

976; Hambleton & Eignor, 1979; Pol in & Baker,
1979;

& Hambleton,

In the

a

a

1977).

treatment that follows, approaches to item-domain

correspondence and item representativenesss are outlined and
evaluated.
Concerning each of these issues, investigations are first noted
that
rest on experts' judgments about the content of test items and
the

defined domains that these items are intended to reflect.

Subse-

quently described are studies that entail analyses of examinees'
scores on the items under study.
It

is

important to note that some kind of evidence of item-

domain correspondence and representativeness will be needed whenever
one wishes to establish the content validity of
1980; Popham, 1978).

a

CRT (Hambleton,

Thispointis important because

it is possible

to assume that one does not need this evidence if items of a measure

have actually been randomly drawn from domains of

explicitly defined.
all

a

CRT that are

A domain of a CRT is explicitly defined when

possible items that are admissable as measures of that domain can
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be identified from its definition
and, therefore, completely known

(Traub, 1975). Test specialists have
devised ways to generate all

possible measures of

a

domain using facet analysis (Berk,
1976),

item forms analysis (Hively, Patterson
& Page, 1968), and other pro-

cedures (e.g., Anderson, 1972; Scandura,
1977).
an item pool using one of these procedures,

a

randomly draw items from this pool for use in
items comprising the pool will

Having generated

test developer can then
a test.

Because the

have been devised by imperfect item

writers, it is argued here that

a

test developer should not assume

that these items will be technically without flaw
and will have exactly
the content and structure specified by the definitions
of the domains

they have been produced to reflect.

Hence, it is suggested that

evidence should be provided which shows that the items do correspond
to the specifications of their intended domains.

pondence has been established,

a

Once this corres-

test developer can use sampling theory

as a basis for logically inferring that a random sample of these items

represents the defined domains (Millman, 1974).
Typically, CRT domains are not explicitly defined.

Except in

the areas of mathematics and science the subject matter that is to
be covered by a CRT usually does not have the structure and finite

number of elements needed for listing all possible items that will
reflect this subject matter.

Commonly,

a

CRT domain will

be implicitly

defined; the subject matter to which it refers is implied by the

definition rather than identified (Popham, 1975; Traub, 1975).
For items that are devised to reflect implicitly defined domains,
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an investigator will

have to demonstrate both the correspondence

and the representativeness of these items if
a claim of content

validity is to be made.

Studies of Item-Domain Correspondence
The investigations of item-domain correspondence that
are
to be noted have been devised on the basis of what we
can call

"strict" and "loose" interpretations of this correspondence.

regard

a

We

strict view of item-domain correspondence to be one

that holds that this correspondence is claimed when an item is

shown to correspond only to the defined domain that it has been

written to reflect.
based on

a

An investigation of correspondence that is

strict view entails examining the extent to which an

item corresponds both to the definition of its intended domain and
to the definitions of all

other domains covered by

a

measure.

Sup-

porting the concept of strict item-domain correspondence is the
notion that each item of the test should reflect only one domain so
that independent domain score estimates which are not biased can
be obtained (Osburn, 1968).

Commonly,

a

loose interpretation of item-domain correspon-

dence guides the studies to be noted, so that this correspondence
is simply treated as an issue of

whether an item corresponds to

the defined domain that it has been designed to reflect (e.g.,
Pol in & Baker,

1979; Rovinelli & Hambleton, 1977).

Not considered
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formally in this view is the question
of whether the item reflects
any other domains that are covered
by a test.
A loose view of
item-domain correspondence leads to
studies of this correpondence
that are incomplete: An investigator
simply determines whether

each item under study reflects the
specifications accompanying
its intended domain.
is

This approach to item-domain
correspondence

simpler than what would be entailed if

a

strict interpretation

were held and, when employed, incurs the
risk that biased domain
score estimates will be accrued.
In the first of the following sections,
methods for estab-

lishing item-domain correspondence that involve
studies of test

content are noted and then discussed.

Similarly treated in the

subsequent section are those approaches which involve
analyses of
test scores.

In both sections, note is made of which methods
are

based on the strict and loose interpretations of item-domain
cor-

respondence that were previously described.
Studies of Test Content

.

Approaches to analyzing test content

that would provide data supportive of strict and loose interpretations

of item-domain correspondence are outlined in Table

1.

Using the

Component Fit, Semantic Differential, or Hemphil 1 -Westie procedures
noted in the table, judges investigate how well

items correspond both

to the domains that these items are intended to reflect and to other

domains associated with

a

test.

A strict interpretation of item-

domain correspondence underlies these methods, then, as they entail
studies that are designed to show that CRT items correspond only to
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their intended domains.

The Component Ratings, the
Abbreviated

Semantic Differential and
Abbreviated Hemphi
well

11

-Westie procedures as

as the Matching procedure
described in the table entail

second kind of study.

Support for

a

this

loose interpretation of item-

domain correspondence is gained if
any of these methods are used.
Specific consideration of the methods
listed in Table

1

that

require judges to assess the fit of
items to their intended and

unintended domains reveals that two of
these methods entail judgments
of the degree of fit, while the third
requires judges to indicate
the kind of fit on an ordinal scale.

The Component Fit procedure

is the most elaborate of the methods
listed.
is being proposed,

but can be considered

a

It is a procedure that

variant of Pol in and Baker's

(1979) method of Component Ratings which is to be
described shortly.

Entailed in the Component Fit procedure are
judges' ratings of how
well

each of three features of an item fit the specifications
of

intended and unintended domains.

Specifically, this procedure requires

judges to indicate on three separate 4-point scales the
degree to

which the stem, format, and response content of an item fit the
specifications of intended and unintended domains.

Somewhat less elaborate procedures for making complete assessments of item-domain correspondence are the Semantic Differential
and Hemphi 1

1

-Westie methods that were described by Rovinelli and

Hambleton (1977).

As suggested in Table 1, if the Semantic Differ-

ential approach is used, judges globally rate an item on 5-point

scales to indicate how "suitable" and "relevant" is the item to each
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domain associated with

a

test.

If the Hemphil

1

-Westie method is

used, an item-domain pair is
classified, rather than rated, by judges

who indicate whether they are
(1) certain that the item

domain, (2) undecided about whether the
item reflects
(3)

certain that the item does not reflect

with a test.

a

a

reflects

a

domain, or

domain that is associated

Rovinelli and Hambleton's Index of
Item-Objective

Congruence can then be used to summarize judges'
ratings for each
item of the measure.

With respect to the kind of approaches which
require judges to
study only an item's correspondence to its intended
domain, there

are four methods which are available for

a CRT

practitioner's use.

As is indicated in Table 1, the first three of these
methods require

that judges be presented with each item to be studied and with

a

description of the domain that the item is designed to reflect.

The

judges then are asked to rate the degree to which the desired itemdomain correspondence is attained by the item-domain pair.

Of the

three procedures, the one suggested by Pol in and Baker (1979) that
entails Component Ratings is the most elaborate.

enumerated eight facets of

a

judges rate an item on eight

Pol in and Baker

domain definition and proposed that
11

-point scales in terms of the prob-

ability that an item matches each of the eight facets specified by
the domain that it was written to reflect.

Specifically considered

by judges is the probability that an item conforms to domain specifi-

cations that describe (1) the content to be covered by measures of
this domain, (2) the limits of this content, (3) distractor domain
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or response criteria to be used with an
item, (4) format of items

reflecting the domain, (5) directions to
accompany test items,
(6)

a

sample item, (7) the level of linguistic
complexity and (8)

the level of thinking complexity required in
items that reflect
the domain.
The Modified Component Fit procedure, is an
abridged version

of the Component Fit procedure that was noted above
to be newly

proposed here.

The Modified Component Fit procedure is also inspired

by Pol in and Baker's Component Ratings approach and is
a simplified

form of their approach:
than on

11

Judges are asked to rate on 4-point rather

-point scales how well three rather than eight features

of an item correspond to the specifications of the domain that the
item is intended to reflect.

The Abbreviated Semantic Differential and Abbreviated Hemphill

Westie procedures that are listed in the table do not entail judging
individual

features of items and domains.

Rather, they require

judges to globally assess the correspondence between an item and its
intended domain.

Item-domain pairs are rated on scales like those

entailed in the abbreviated versions of these procedures which were

described above.
The Matching Task is the final approach listed in Table

1.

According to Rovinelli and Hambleton (1977), this method requires
judges to match items with domains of the test under study after
they have been given lists of items and of domains.

Item-domain

correspondence is indexed by the degree to which judges correctly
match items with their intended domains.
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Di

scussion

The methods reviewed here are
not diverse, but

.

they do differ sufficiently that
some logical conclusions can be
drawn about their relative merits
and some recommendations can
be
made about the suitability of their
use.

Of the two types of approaches
described, the kind which

requires judges to study items'
correspondence to intended and unintended domains entails elaborate
procedures, but should be used by

large-scale test developers who wish to
build

a

test that can be

used to assess examinees' performance
on each domain associated with

the test.

Although the correspondence of each item to
all domains

associated with
is used,

a

measure must be studied when this kind of approach

the findings from such a study will enable

determine whether
with the test.

a

a

developer to

test item reflects only one domain associated

If the developer is to be assured that domain
score

estimates are without bias, it

is

important to make this determination.

Because this kind of approach will be costly and time-consuming,
however, it can be recommended only for use by large-scale test

developers who can consign the needed resources to this comprehensive
kind of assessment.

Since small-scale test developers' resources are usually limited,
these developers should probably use the simpler, albeit incomplete,

approaches to assessing item-domain correspondence which entail asking
judges to assess items' correspondence just to their intended domains.
Of course,

a

loose interpretation of this correspondence must be

accepted if this kind of approach is used.

When it is important that
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estimates of examinees' scores on
individual domains of
are independent and unbiased, following

a

a

measure

systematic study based

on a loose interpretation of correspondence
a developer would be

well-advised to examine informally whether any
items of

a

measure

reflect more than one domain.
With respect to the merits of the specific
methods that have
been reviewed, there is little comparative
research that indicates

which is most effective, so primarily on logical
grounds we would
most recommend use whenever possible of those methods
which require
the finest measures of this correspondence.

Consequently, if the

fit between items and all domains of a measure is to be examined,
it would be best to use the Component Fit procedure whenever
pos-

sible.

Alternatively, the Semantic Differential Rating method

could be used when an approach less elaborate than the study of

Component Fit

is

needed.

On the other hand, when a complete study

of item-domain correspondence cannot be afforded, use of Pol in and

Baker's Component Rating system might first be recommended, except
that it too would prove unduly expensive because each item of a

measure must be rated on eight different scales.

Therefore, the

Modified Component Fit and Abbreviated Semantic Differential

methods are suggested as good first and second choices, respectively,
when the time and finances for

a

complete study of item-domain

correspondence are not available.
These recommendations are based upon the assumptions that it

proper to assess degrees of item-domain correspondence, and that it

is
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is also

appropriate to require, whenever
possible, that this corres-

pondence be assessed for each feature
of an item to which

definition is likely to refer.

a

domain

The preference for assessing the

degree of item-domain correspondence
stems from the view stated
earlier, which is that items that are
classified as belonging or
not belonging to a particular domain
cannot be deemed unequivocally
to have or to lack the characteristics
requisite for belonging to

that domain.

The preference for having judges separately
assess facets of

an item for their correspondence to aspects
of a domain is drawn

from personnel psychologists' finds about effective
methods for

gathering ratings of job performance.

Thorndike (1949) and Dunnette

and Borman (1979) have suggested that these ratings are
more free

from bias and error when raters observe and assess wel 1 -specified

dimensions of the job than they are when raters have to provide
summary rating of job performance.

a

Thorndike (1949) described well

the problems with overall performance ratings, and his comments can
be applied equally well

global

to the difficulties likely to accompany

ratings of items' correspondence:

... a summary rating (often) represents an
overall judgment
given with absolutely
no basis of previous systematic observation
and evaluation
The rating represents
merely an unguided, subjective, intuitive
impression of the rater,
(p. 156-157)
.

.

.

....

Although the subject of observation in studies of item-domain correspondence is an item that is rather simpler to study than

a

worker's

performance, one can suppose that global impressions about the item
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and its fit to a domain might be formed
in a similar unsystematic

way.

If judges are asked to consider
separately each facet of an

item and how well

this facet fits domain specifications,

a

test

developer may obtain ratings of this facet that
may prove to be

more reliable and accurate than global ratings of
an items' fit to
these specifications.

One can also surmise that these separate

ratings of items' facets would also provide more useful
information
than would global ratings about the sites of needed
revisions in items

or in definitions of domains.
Studies of Test Scores

can be categorized in

a

.

The empirical methods to be described

manner like that used when the judgmental

approaches to assessing item-domain correspondence were described
above.

Accordingly, the methods first treated in the following

paragraphs are those that are listed in Table

2

which can be used to

examine whether an item corresponds to its intended domain and also

whether it relates to domains other than the one intended.

Then dis-

cussed are the methods that are noted in the table which allow investigations of simply whether

a

CRT item reflects its intended domain;

these methods do not entail investigations of items' relations to

unintended domains.

All

of the methods to be noted entail studying

examinees' scores on items presumed to reflect the same domain and

determining whether these scores have the empirical properties one
would expect to find in responses to items that reflect the same domain.
As is indicated in Table 2, there are three methods available

which

a

test developer might use to examine whether items assess
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unintended as well as their intended
domains.

One approach, ini-

tially suggested by Millman (1974), is
that of studying whether
CRT items better discriminate high and
low performance on their

intended domains than on unintended domains.

According to Millman,

if an item does reflect its intended
domain, one should find that

individuals who have, say, the skill described by
that domain do
well

on the item, whereas individuals who do not
have the skill

perform poorly.

The item should not discriminate as well between

individuals having high and low levels of skills covered
by other

domains of the measure.

Similarly, Brennan and Stolurow (1971)

indicated that items thought to reflect the same domain should

intercorrelate better than do items which are designed to measure

different domains, since the consistency of examinees' performance
across items presumed to measure the same behavior should be greater
than that found across items thought to measure behaviors that

differ.

Finally, Hambleton and Eignor (1979) suggested using

a

factor analysis to investigate whether items designed to reflect
the same domain show the pattern of intercorrelations to be ex-

pected when the items do correspond to the same domain.

These

researchers noted that if several domains are to be covered by

criterion-referenced test,

a

a

factor analysis involving items of

the test should produce as many factors as there are domains and

should cluster on

a

single factor those items that have been

designed to reflect the same domain.
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If an investigator elects to
examine only how well

items

correspond to their intended domains, the
studies that might be
used would naturally be less elaborate
than those described as
useful

for assessing items' relations to both
intended and unintended

domains.

As suggested in Table 2, the question
of whether items

correspond to their intended domains could be
examined by studying
the intercorrelations among a set of items
presumed to reflect the

same domain (Brennan & Stolurow, 1971; Keesling,
1974).

Among the

items which have been designed to measure the same
behavior, some

consistent level of intercorrelation
is found that some items

is

reasonable to expect.

If it

intercorrelate better than others, it may

be that the items assess more than one kind of behavior and
should
be broken into two sets of items and said to cover different
be-

havioral domains (Millman, 1974).
In the rare circumstance where items designed to reflect CRT

domains are expected to be homogeneous, Harris (1974) and Brennan
and Stolurow (1971) proposed that comparisons among these items in

terms of their difficulties and discriminations might provide clues

about which items lack the desired correspondence to their intended
domains.

When homogeneous performance on these items is expected,

these researchers indicated that the content of any items having

discrepant difficulties and discriminations should be examined to
determine whether these items conform to the specifications that
accompany the domains that they are intended to reflect.
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Finally, when an investigator is
to examine the correspond-

ence between items and domains, one
additional approach is available.
In

essence this approach entails examining
the items difficulties

of a measure that has been administered
to two groups of individuals,
.

only one of which has been instructed
in the subject matter that
these items have been designed to cover.

These groups might be

comprised of the same individuals, who are
administered the

measure before and after
1976).

a

course of relevant instruction (Berk,

Alternatively, the groups might be made up of different

individuals who are known to be either instructed or
uninstructed
in the subject

matter the test

Cox & Vargas, 1966).

is

presumed to cover (Berk, 1976;

If the items do,

in fact,

tended domains, an investigator should find

a

reflect their in-

substantial difference

in item difficulties that are computed for the instructed
and unin-

structed groups; the items should be found to be substantially

more difficult for individuals who are unfamiliar with the content

comprising these domains than they are for individuals who are
presumed to be familiar with the material covered by the domains.
If an item is found to be equally difficult for the instructed and

uninstructed groups, the item might be suspected of not reflecting
its intended domain, unless the item is flawed or the instructed

group has been poorly instructed in the item content (Haladyna

&

Roid, 1978; Klein & Kosecoff, 1973).

Test specialists have devised several indices, called measures of instructional sensitivity by Haladyna and Roid (1978),
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which could be used to summarize the
pre- to post-instructional
changes in item difficulty that are
observed.

Of these indices, the

pre- to post-difference index suggested by
Cox and Vargas (1966)
is the easiest to compute (Haladyna
& Roid,

1978).

More complex

indices that can be used include Brennan's
(1972) item discrimination statistic, Haladyna and Roid's variant
of

a

biserial

index,

or the phi coefficient noted by Popham (1971).

Discussion
The analyses of test responses just noted have

a

particular

role to play in determining the correspondence between items
and

domains when appropriately applied to CRT contexts.
useful

It will

be

in this section first to explain the role of these analyses

and then to describe what conditions should prevail

if these

analyses are to result in meaningful findings when they are used.
It is important first for practitioners to be aware that it
is not proper to claim that a measure has high item-domain corres-

pondence in light of findings from analyses of test responses alone.
Logical

studies of this correspondence in terms of item and domain

content should accompany any empirical investigations of test responses that are done.

The empirical

investigations show whether

test responses have the empirical properties that should typify

corresponding items, but do not establish that these items have the
content specified by the definitions of their intended domains.

High

intercorrelations among responses to reading problems will not signal,
for example, the fact that these items are all more lengthy and
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difficult in vocabulary than is permitted by the
specifications of
the domains that these items are to reflect.

Studies of test re-

sponses, therefore, can provide bases for supporting
or questioning
the inference that items have correspondence to their
domains, but

judgments about test content are necessary to establish that
the
tasks posed by items do or do not have the content that their

domains allow.
When evidence is obtained that responses to CRT items show

unexpected empirical properties,

a

test developer should reexamine

and possibly refine the content of these items, as this evidence

should be viewed as an indicator that these items may be technically
flawed or have content which does not precisely conform to the speci-

fications of the domains they are intended to reflect (Hambleton &
Eignor, 1979; Popham, 1978).

As is well-known,

it is not appropriate

to eliminate items from a CRT when they are found to have unexpected

empirical

properties.

This action destroys the representativeness

of the items and, therefore, the logical basis for generalizing from
test to domain performance (Cronbach et

al

.

1972; Millman, 1974).

When an investigator conducts both analyses of test content
and test scores in the interest of establishing item-domain corres-

pondence, he or she makes
study is

a

a

rigorous test of whether the test under

proper example of the test operations that have been

defined by domains associated with

a

measure.

As suggested pre-

viously, all test operations constructed according to

a

domain

definition ideally should produce comparable measures when these
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procedures are applied (Cronbach,
1971; Cronbach et al., 1972).

if

items are viewed as individual test
operations designed in accord

with the definition of

a

domain, then empirical studies of
item-domain

correspondence can be thought of as means
to test the equivalence of
these items and, hence, whether these items
are examples of the

particular measurement operation defined by

a

domain.

One is, in

essence, examining empirical equivalence when
one investigates, for
example, whether items that are drawn from the same
domain intercor-

relate better than do items that are thought to
reflect different

domains covered by
1974).

a

measure (Brennan & Stolurow,

1971; Keesling,

Similarly, empirical equivalence is supposed among items

drawn from the same domain when it is expected that these items
will
show better discrimination of performance levels on that domain than
of performance levels on other domains associated with

a

test.

To

be sure, complete equivalence between items of a domain should not be

expected, except when
on all

a

domain is so narrowly defined that performance

items that reflect this domain will reflect precisely the same

behavior, knowledge or skill.
or random error will
cal

(Cronbach,

1

971

Even in this circumstance item sampling

prevent scores on these items from being identi-

)

With respect to the kinds of methods that were mentioned above
as empirical

approaches to item-domain correspondence, as was argued

previously, large-scale test developers should prefer the methods

which allow

a

which do not.

complete assessment of this correspondence over those
Of the empirical methods just discussed, studies of
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inter-domain item discriminations and
item intercorrelations should
be conducted whenever sufficient
time and money are available to

conduct these extended investigations.

A factor analysis of test

items could supplant an examination of
inter-domain item correlations

when a developer can also bring statistical
expertise to bear in
his or her validation studies.
If a complete empirical

investigation of item-domain corres-

pondence is impractical, then empirical studies which
show the relations between responses to items thought to reflect
the same domain

should be conducted in the interest of gaining evidence
that items
do at least reflect their intended domains.

Examinations of the

intercorrelations between items written to reflect the same domain
(Millman, 1974) are simple and may be the most useful to conduct.

Studies of item difficulties and of the discrimination of these items

could also be undertaken when homogeneity in responses to these items
is expected.

Of course, it is to be noted that the conduct of these

studies will not assure the investigator that the items under study

reflect only their intended domains, so there is not assurance that
individuals' domain scores will be unbiased.

Whether a practitioner makes
ical

a

complete or an incomplete empir-

assessment of items' correspondence to CRT domains, there are

conditions that must prevail for effective use of methods that have
been described.

First, it is important to note that if test devel-

opers do elect to use any of these methods, the sample of examinees
used to obtain the needed response data should be as heterogeneous as
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possible.

If responses to a criterion-referenced
measure of math

skills are to be analyzed, for example,
both students who are

proficient in the skills and students who
are not should be included
in the sample
a

(Haladyna, 1974; Hambleton et

al

.

,

1978).

By drawing

heterogeneous sample, the possibility of obtaining
variance in

performance on the measure under investigation

is

maximized.

Such

score variance is needed for effective use of
the correlational and

factor analytic approaches noted above and also
permits the test

developer to conduct an empirical study using the
full measurement
range of the instrument under study.

The test developer should

be aware, however, that even when a heterogeneous
validation sample
is employed,

any discrimination indices that are calculated may have

low values because the range of scores on domains of

a

CRT is unlikely

to be large (Hambleton & Eignor, 1979).

The effectiveness of several of the methods which have been
noted is also conditional upon the suitability of the contexts in

which they are applied.

If item-domain correspondence is to be

assessed by examining these items for similarity in difficulty and

discrimination (Brennan

& Stolurow,

1971; Harris, 1974), the test

developer must assume that performance on items that are designed
to reflect a domain will

be homogeneous; it should be noted that

this assumption is reasonable only in the instance when the domain

that these items are to reflect has been narrowly defined (Hambleton
& Eignor,

1979).
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Effective studies of the pre- to
post-instructional changes
in test performance also require
that several

conditions be satisfied.

When the same individuals are to be
administered the test under

study before and after a course of instruction,
certain specialists
have noted that assessments of their test score
changes will be

meaningful only if most students who are tested
initially do not know
the subject matter that they are to be taught and
only if the instruction itself is effectively delivered (Haladyna & Roid,
1978; Cox &

Vargas, 1966; Hambleton & Eignor, 1979).
(1973)

Also, Klein and Kosecoff

indicated that an uninstructed control group should be in-

cluded in one's study and should be administered the test when the
group to be instructed

is

tested.

Inclusion of this group is

recommended so that an investigator can see whether the pre- to postinstruction score changes in the instructed group's test performance
are also evident in the control group's performance.

If this finding

accrues, the investigator should wonder whether the items under

investigation do reflect their intended domains, since changes in

performance on these items are observed for individuals in the control
group who are presumably unfamiliar with the subject matter covered
by the test.

Studies of Item Representativeness
In the interest of content validity,
a

it was noted earlier that

CRT test developer must demonstrate not only that items of

a

correspond to their intended domains, but also that these items

test
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adequately represent these domains.

This quality of item representa-

tiveness -has also been noted to be an
essential feature of criterionreferenced tests when examinees' scores
on these tests are to be
regarded as estimates of the true scores
they would obtain if tested
on all

items comprising the domains associated
with the test (Millman,

1974).

Separately described in the following
paragraphs are methods

for analyzing test content and test scores
to establish item repre-

sentativeness.

Comments on these methods follow in

a

subsequent

section.

Studies of Te st Content

.

Two approaches to examining the

representativeness of CRT items have been noted in measurement
literature.

When the domainsof a CRT are explicitly defined so
that all

possible items comprising these domains are known (Traub,
1975),
it has been noted that one can then use the principles
of sampling

theory to logically infer that the random samples of items drawn from
these domains will adequately represent these domains "(Millman,

1

974).

Because explicit definition of CRT domains will often be difficult (Cleary, 1971), typically devised are implicit domain definitions
that imply what range of tasks should be covered by

a

test.

In this

situation, analyses of test content have often been recommended for

assessing the representativeness of test items (Hambleton & Eignor,
1979; Millman, 1974).

Hambleton and Eignor (1979) proposed that

content specialists be engaged to assess the representativeness of
each set of test items designed to reflect

a

domain of

a

measure.

To refine judges' estimates of this representativeness when

covers

a

a

somewhat broad range of content, Hambleton (personal

domain
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communication, 1980), recommended that

a

grid be drawn up which

specifies each type of task that the
domain is to cover.

Judges

can then examine the set of items
designed to reflect this domain
to determine whether these items
appear to adequately represent

each type of task referred to in the
domain.

Studies of Test Scores.

Cronbach (1971) detailed an approach

to assessing item representativeness
that entails analyses of test

responses and indicates the general izabil ity
of these responses.
When Cronbach

's

method is used, two independent teams of item
writers

each construct one form of a test.

Given that the same domain defi-

nitions are utilized by the teams, Cronbach indicated
that the items

comprising each test form can be considered representative
when
examinees' scores on the two test forms are found to
be substantially

correlated.

Accordingly, the correlation between examinees' scores

on comparable domains of the two forms could be used to index
the

representativeness of sets of items.
weakness of this approach is that such

Cronbach did note that the
a

correlation will overestimate

representativeness when the two teams of item writers have shared

a

common "blind spot" so that both fail to tap some aspect of the domain
with the items they have constructed.

As Cronbach indicated, such a

blind spot is difficult to detect.
Pi

scussion

.

Each of the approaches described above have good

qualities, but questions can be raised about (1) whether test content
or test response analyses should be used to assess item representa-

tiveness, and (2) how representativeness should be measured when
judgmental studies of test content are used to assess this quality.
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With respect to the importance of test
content versus test

response analyses, as was suggested in Chapter
II, if item repre-

sentativeness is to be used as

a

basis for the claim that domain

scores can be inferred from performance on items
of

a

measure, analyses

both of test content and of test scores would
provide the soundest

basis for this claim (Cronbach, 1971).

With respect to how judgments of representativeness
should be

measured, the suggestion can be made that these judgments be
collected using a scale that allows judges to indicate the degree
to

which this quality is thought evident in

a

set of items.

The approach

suggested by Hambleton and Eignor (1979) might be implemented, for
example, by asking judges to rate the degree to which items represent
each aspect of the defined domain that the items were designed to
reflect.

The recommendation that item representativeness be treated as
a

quality that occurs in degrees has its basis in the conclusion

drawn earlier that it will be difficult for judges to precisely ascertain the elements to which

a

domain definition refers.

that the range of tasks referred to in

a

We suggested

domain definition often may

not have definite boundaries so that it will be difficult to unequi-

vocally judge that this range of tasks is completely represented by
items that comprise a measure.

In light of this,

it seems reasonable

to recommend that judgments of items' representativeness be thought

of and measured as conclusions drawn about matters that are perceived
to occur in degrees.
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Studies of the Technical Quality
in Test Items
As has been previously suggested,
items of a CRT are required
to be technically sound if a
measure is to be deemed content valid.

This requirement is a logical
consequence of the view that content

validity rests on how adequately the items
of

a

test sample the

classes of tasks that domains of the test
indicate are to be covered.
As must be evident, the items of a
test cannot be considered an ade-

quate sample of any class of content when they
are not constructed
well and are not, therefore, technically
sound (Hambleton & Eignor,

1979).

Since there is an abundance of fine discussions
of methods for

assessing the technical quality of test items (e.g..
Brown, 1976;
Henrysson, 1971; Wesman, 1971), these methods will not be
detailed
here.

However, a brief description of these methods is provided in

the following section so that their basic character can be
understood.

Studies of Technical Quality

Investigations of the technical quality of test items commonly
entail

both logical studies of item content and empirical analyses

involving item responses.

In studies of test content,

it is usual

that the investigator examines the content and structure of each item

comprising
(1)

a

test in the interest of determining whether an item

is clearly and efficiently stated,

(2)

has good syntactical

structure, (3) contains no clues to the correct response to the item
or to any other item in the same test, and (4) can be easily compre-

hended by examinees drawn from the population for which the test
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has been designed (Brown, 1976; Wesman,
1971).

Studies of test

responses that are described in measurement
texts typically entail

analyses of individuals' responses to items in
order to determine

whether these items have (1) suitable difficulties,
(2) good discrimination, and (3) distractors that attract examinees
who have
low levels of the characteristic being assessed.

Data on omitted

responses to test items is also commonly collected (Henrysson,
1971;

Mehrens & Lehmann, 1975).

Discussion
Much of the measurement literature on the technical qualities
of items has focused on the development of good norm-referenced test
items, but this literature certainly should be considered applicable
to the development of CRT items of good quality.

Directly applicable

in CRT contexts are the guidelines on item construction that have

been noted in this literature, since items with good semantic and

syntactical properties are to be sought in any testing situation.

Less

directly applicable are the directives contained in this literature
on the use of findings from statistical

studies of item responses.

Thus, in the paragraphs that follow we will examine the role of the

findings from these studies in CRT item development.
In norm-referenced testing contexts, findings concerning item

difficulties and discriminations are often used as
selecting the items to be used in

a

measure.

a

basis for

A primary purpose

guiding the construction of norm-referenced tests is to devise items
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that produce variance in the
responses to these items and, con-

comittantly, variance in total test
scores so that individual differences can be established and normative
standards can be devised
(Anastasi, 1976; Popham & Husek, 1969).

When norm-referenced tests

are constructed, an item is often
selected on the basis of its

difficulty and discrimination because these
statistics are known to
be indicative of the variance that the
item will contribute to the

overall variation obtained in total test
scores (Guilford, 1950;

Gulliksen, 1950).
In criterion-referenced testing contexts,
the primary concern

in test construction is the adequacy of
test content,

so that empirical

investigations of technical quality are conducted to
indirectly assess
this content rather than to identify items that will
be retained or

eliminated on the basis of the statistical properties that item
responses show.

As noted previously, in CRT contexts the selection

of items on the basis of the empirical properties of item responses
will destroy the representative quality of these items and one's

capability of inferring individuals' domain scores from the scores
that they obtain on these items (Cox, 1965; Millman, 1974).

When CRTs

are devised, item difficulty and discrimination should not, therefore,
be used as a basis for item selection when item representativeness
is important to maintain.

Item statistics can serve as aids in detecting flawed items

when CRTs are being developed (Hambleton et

al

.

1978).

In the un-

common case when items are presumed to be homogeneous, deviant item
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difficulties or discriminations could
indicate items having stems
or distractors that are poorly written
and in need of revision.

When

no assumptions of homogeneity are made,
unexpected levels of item

difficulties or discrimination might still be
indicators of poorly
constructed response options.

High item difficulties could result

from obvious right answers or implausible
distractors, while unusually
low difficulties could accompany items with
more than one or no

correct answer.
Also bearing on
items, of course, will

a

CRT developer's judgment of the quality of
be the question of how well

the items under

study discriminate between high and low performance on the
domains
that these items are presumed to reflect.

Although levels of dis-

crimination might be somewhat reduced because the range of domain
scores is likely to be restricted, performance on an item reflecting
a

CRT domain should have a unidimensional character:

A CRT developer

should find that items effectively discriminate between individuals

who do and do not have the behavior that the items have been designed
to measure.

Except in the instance when most or all examinees get

an item right or wrong, if the discrimination level of an item appears
to be unusually low, it may be that there is no correct response to

the items, or more than one correct response, or it may be that the

item stem has been poorly stated so that the correct response is

unclear (Brown, 1976; Mehrens & Lehmann, 1975).
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Summary
In this chapter, methods for investigating
the content validity

of criterion-referenced tests were described and
discussed.

Speci-

fically treated were approaches to studying the three
features of
test on which content validity has been said to rest:

with which domains of

a

(1)

a

the clarity

test are defined, (2) the sampling adequacy

of test content, and (3) the technical quality of items comprising
test.

a

Discussions of the particular methods for examining each of

these features made the following points about the kindsof methods
that should be used:
1

•

2.

Studies of the Clarity of Domain Definitions
a.

The clarity of domain definitions was said to be
best determined by how effective these definitions
are when they are put to use.
It was said that,
ideally, the clarity of a definition should be
established from investigations of whether test
forms that are devised using a domain definition
are comparable in content and obtain comparable
responses. Alternatives to this elaborate study
that were suggested entail studies of whether
item-writers who use the same definition develop
comparable sets of items or studies of whether
judges who use a definition can identify the
measure to which the definition refers.

b.

When the clarity of domain definitions is to be
established by judgmental means, it was proposed
that these judgments be collected on ordinal or
interval scales, as it was argued that clarity
in definition is likely to be a quality that is
perceived to occur in degrees.

Studies of the Sampling Adequacy of Test Content
a.

Studies of both item-domain correspondence and item
representativeness were said to be needed to establish
how adequately items of a test sample the classes of
tasks that domains of the test indicate are to be
It was suggested that the most rigorous
covered.
investigation of these qualities should entail analyses of test responses as well as test content.
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b.

It was said that item-domain
correspondence could
be strictly or loosely interpreted, so
that either
a complex or a simple study of this
correspondence
would be undertaken, depending upon one's interpretation and available resources.
In those circumstances where a test developer can afford a complex
study, it was recommended that a strict interpretation guide a study of this correspondence.

c. To claim item representativeness when domains
of a
CRT are implicitly defined, it was suggested that

judgments of this representativeness which are based
on analyses of test content be supplemented by a
general izabil ity study of test responses.
In this
way, the accuracy of inferring individuals' domain
scores from their test scores could be ascertained.
3.

Studies of the Technical Quality of Test Items
a.

It was said that the guidelines that are commonly
offered in measurement texts describe well the
content and structural characteristics that should
be examined to appraise the technical quality of
items that have been developed.

b.

Also said to be applicable to studies of technical
quality were statistical studies of item responses.
It was noted that in most CRT contexts, these studies
would be conducted in the interest of detecting
flawed items that need refinement, as it is inappropriate to select and reject items of a CRT on the
basis of the empirical properties of item responses.

CHAPTER

IV

PERSPECTIVES ON CONSTRUCT VALIDITY

Introduction
Until

recently, criterion-referenced test specialists and

practitioners have thought of content validity as the fundamental
feature of their measures that
to ensure that these measures

is

necessary to establish in order

are valid (Hambleton & Novick, 1973;

Osburn, 1968; Popham & Husek, 1969).

As CRTs were conceived of as

measures that would cover domains of tasks that would be used to
assess individuals' learning of selected behaviors (Millman, 1974;
Popham, 1971), it was thought that validity of a CRT would rest
upon the adequacy with which the items of the measure reflected the

domains and, hence, the behaviors that the measure was intended to

cover (Hambleton & Novick, 1973; Millman, 1974).

As the sampling

adequacy of test content was regarded as falling under the aegis
of content validity, this validity was regarded as essential to
CRTs of good quality (Hambleton & Novick, 1973).

The place of construct validity among the concepts of

validity relevant to CRTs was overlooked because of misunderstandings about the meaning of test validation (Messick, 1975),
and probably also because the notions of constructs, construct
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validity and construct validation have
traditionally been discussed
in terms of their pertinence to the
purposes and properties of

norm-referenced rather than criterion-referenced
tests.

It was the

burgeoning development of intelligence and
personality measures that
led Cronbach and Meehl

(1955) to do their definitive work on the

concept of construct validity (Cronbach,
1971), and this work has
formed the basis of most discussions of construct
validity that
have appeared in leading measurement texts (e.g.,
Anastasi, 1976;

Brown, 1976; Cronbach, 1971; Thorndike & Hagen,
1977).

The relevance

of these discussions to criterion-referenced tests has been
unclear

because these texts have focused on construct validity studies
involving such complex psychological variables as "need for achievement" (Atkinson & Feather, 1966), "anxiety" (Jessor

&

and "intelligence" (Guilford, 1950; Thurstone, 1938).

Hammond, 1957)

These vari-

ables appear unlike the behaviors, knowledge and skills that have
been commonly measured in criterion-referenced testing contexts
(Millman, 1974; Messick, 1975).
Meehl

Furthermore, since Cronbach and

assumed that measuring individual differences was of primary

concern, the procedures that they recommended and therefore have
been emphasized in measurement texts rely on the presence of substantial test score variance (Anastasi, 1976), which has been

spoken of as a necessary property of norm-referenced but not of

criterion-referenced tests (Popham

& Husek,

1969).

A recent paper by Messick (1975) induced some CRT specialists
to suggest that construct validity is a quality of their measures
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that is important to appraise (e.g.,
Hambleton, 1980; Linn, 1979;
Mil

1

man, 1978).

However, although Messick argued persuasively

that most tests, including CRTs, measure
constructs and warrant

construct validation,

a

recent review of commercially prepared CRTs

(Hambleton & Eignor, 1978) indicated that no comnercial
test pub-

lisher had made construct validity investigations in
the course of

developing his or her published measure.

This finding suggests

that the importance of examining construct validity when CRTs
are

devised has yet to be well understood.
To familiarize CRT practitioners with the meaning of constructs,

the concept of construct validity and the relevance of this validity
in CRT contexts, we examine these topics in this chapter.

following section provides

a

The

brief discussion of the notion of con-

structs and construct validity as these concepts have been tradi-

tionally viewed by test specialists.

A subsequent section then

explores the relevance of these concepts to validity studies involving criterion-referenced tests.

Review of Literature

Among educators and psychologists, constructs have been most

commonly thought to have the meaning set forth in the definitive
work by Cronbach and Meehl

Anastasi, 1976; APA et

al

.

(1955) on construct validity (e.g.,

1974; Cronbach, 1971; Messick, 1975).

According to Cronbach and Meehl,

a

construct is any unobservable

trait or attribute that an individual possesses. As they have noted.
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Most often (constructs) will be traits
such
as "latent hostility" or "variable in
mood"
or descriptions in terms of an educational
objective, as "ability to plan experiments"
... A construct is some postulated attribute of people .
(p. 283-284)
.

.

.

In accord with these views, Messick added
that constructs might

refer to internal

processes (e.g., reading comprehension) as well

as to attributes and trai ts

Test specialists taking this view of constructs have indi-

cated that whenever one wishes to claim that the scores of

a

measure indicate some attribute, trait, or process, it is necessary
to study the accuracy of this claim using methods of construct

validation.

Construct

validation has generally been characterized

as the process of gathering evidence to show the accuracy of one's

inference or hypothesis that

a

set of scores reflects the particular

quality or attribute of examinees that one wishes to assess (Cronbach
& Meehl

,

1955; Messick, 1975).

Test specialists have noted that

this accuracy is shown both by evidence that supports the proposed

score interpretation and by evidence that discounts any rival

pretations of the scores that might be offered.

inter-

To the extent that

the desired score interpretation is substantiated, and alternative

meanings are discounted by evidence that is collected, support is
gained for one's claim that

a

measure assesses the characteristic of

interest (Chamberlain, 1965; Cronbach, 1971).
Campbell distinguished between complex and simple approaches to

construct validity that might be used in educational and psychological

testing contexts.

The complex approach to construct validity
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he called "nomological

validity.

11

This is the approach that was

described by Cronbach and Meehl and is commonly
referred to in

measurement texts.
is

provided for

about which

a

a

Nomological validity is based on evidence that

claim that scores reflect

a

particular construct

theory or nomological network has been formed.

The

theory explains how the construct is related to and affects,
or is

affected by, certain other constructs, variables, and factors
(Cronbach & Meehl, 1955).

Such a theory is formulated, for example,

if one postulates that reading comprehension is determined
by

individuals' encoding skills as well as by their vocabulary skills
and will be enhanced by courses of instruction.

Cronbach and Meehl as well as others,
in a theory will

a

According to

construct that is embedded

be linked by the theory to empirical

referents of

the constructs, variables and factors to which the theory predicts
the construct will relate.

If one then has a set of test scores

that is presumed to reflect this construct, one can examine the

relations between these scores and the measured referents to deter-

mine whether one obtains the predicted pattern of relationships
that only the theory about the construct of interest would explain.

Accordingly, to examine

a

test thought to assess the construct of

reading comprehension, our theory of reading comprehension would
lead us to study the relations between scores on this test and

measures of individuals' encoding skills and vocabulary skills as
well as to study the effects of a course of instruction on examinees'

performance on the reading test.

To the extent that performance
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on the test is found to have the
predicted relations with these

variables, support is secured for the validity
of
test does assess the desired construct.

a

claim that the

As the effect of the

findings is also a gain in support for the
entire theoretical net-

work about the construct that explains the observed
relations, the
findings are indicative of the nomological validity
of the construct.

Preferring a simpler formulation of this view, Campbell

(1960)

suggested that what he called "trait validity" should be
pursued

when investigating the accuracy of inferring that the
examinees'
scores on a measure reflect an attribute or trait that they
possess.
Campbell argued that most traits or attributes cannot often be

placed in

a

complex nomological network of factors and variables

as psychologists'

knowledge of these qualities usually is not

sufficiently advanced to build such formulations.

He suggested that

typically what little theory surrounds an attribute simply suggests
that these attributes will relate well to other measures of the same
attributes.

This kind of formulation characterizes the kind of

construct that psychologists have called
traditionally regarded

a

a

trait, since they have

trait to be an attribute that is distin-

guishable from other attributes and explains

a

stable interrelation-

ship that is observed to occur between sets of independently

measured behaviors (Brown, 1976; Campbell

& Fiske,

1959).

Given the

state of knowledge about psychological constructs, Campbell concluded
that the simple investigations of trait validity usually would be

warranted when the accuracy of inferring that the scores of

a

measure
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reflect one of these constructs is
to be investigated.
is shown by

evidence that

a

measure presumed to reflect

This validity
a

particular

attribute corresponds well with other
measures of the same attribute
and does not relate well

to measures of different attributes
(Campbell,

I960; Campbell & Fiske, 1959).

Discussions of Prevailing Conceptualizations
Among test specialists, the concepts and logic
of construct

validity that have been noted above are generally
wel 1 -accepted
(Cronbach, 1971).

nomological

Whether the complex form of this validity, called

validity, or the simpler form, called trait validity, is

to be pursued, there is general

agreement among specialists that an

abstract construct can be inferred if diverse observations which
are
taken show a pattern of relationship that only this construct can

explain (e.g., Cronbach, 1971; Feigl, 1958; Messick, 1975).
A minority of specialists-, who are
logical

precept

ul

tra-operational ists or

positivists, have expressed their disagreement with the
and process of inferring from a pattern of empirical

rela-

tions an unobservable attribute (e.g., Bechtold, 1959; Brodbeck,
1963).

Their objections are properly presented only in

a

treatise

on the epistomological merits of validation theory and so, as a

minority view, will not be discussed here.
Criterion-referenced test specialists might reasonably pose
two questions about the conceptualizations of construct validity

that have been described above.

The most serious of these questions
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pertains to whether CRT measures do or do not assess
constructs
and, therefore, will warrant construct validation.

Both concept-

ualizations that were noted above equate constructs with
psychological traits, processes, attributes or qualities, so
their

relevance to the skills, knowledge and behaviors that CRTs typically
assess may be quite unclear.

It has been argued that skills, know-

ledge and the like are characteristics which are not like the psychological

traits or constructs that Cronbach and Meehl

mind, so that an inference that

a

(1955) had in

set of scores reflects one of

these qualities should be validated by different means than those

entailed in construct validation (Ebel

,

1961; 1977).

The second point of concern pertains to which of the above-

mentioned approaches to construct validity can be used by CRT practitioners, given that construct validation of

warranted:

Is

a

CRT is judges to be

knowledge about the qualities that are assessed by

CRTs sufficiently advanced to permit formulations of theories about

these qualities and investigations of nomological validity?

Alter-

natively, is the simpler trait validity more appropriate to pursue?

The two questions that CRT practitioners might pose about

construct validity can be summarized in brief as follows:
1

.

The Nature of Descriptive Interpretations of CRT
When the scores of a CRT are interpreted
Scores
and said to reflect knowledge, skills or behaviors,
do these interpretations employ constructs and,
therefore, warrant construct validation?
:

2.

The Form Of Construct Validity Studies Relevant
How should the construct validity of
to CRTs:
a CRT score interpretation be assessed, given
Is knowledge about the
that it is warranted?
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construct 5 that are of interest in CRT
contexts
sufficiently advanced so that nomological
validity studies can be conducted, or
would the
simpler studies of trait validity be more
appropriate to pursue?
The two subsequent sections of this
chapter treat these two questions
in turn.

The Na ture of Descriptive Inter
pretations of CRT Scores
Robert Glaser's (1963) seminal paper on criterion-referenced

testing, as well as more recent works (Baker,
1974; Popham, 1975),

convey the impression that criterion-referenced tests
are concerned
with

measuring

of behavior or performance.

According to Glaser,

the scores of a CRT should reflect individuals' level of
performance
on a continuum of criterion behavior that ranges from zero to per-

fect performance.

Because points on the continuum are to be defined

in terms of specific behaviors relevant to the criterion behavior

and these points are to be measured by tasks that elicit the required

behaviors, Glaser indicated that individuals' test performance could
be interpreted in behavioral

terms and regarded as indicative of

what behaviors an individual does and does not display.
In papers that reflect

developments in criterion-referenced

testing since Glaser's contribution, the notion of measuring

a

con-

tinuum of behaviors has been replaced by ones that are concerned with
the measurement of individual
(Lindvall

& Nitko,

is the notion of

behaviors or classes of behaviors

1975; Mi liman, 1974).

Most prominent among these

domain-referenced testing (Hively, 1974).
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Domain-referenced testing begins with the definition
of

a

behavior

or class of behaviors that a test is to measure
and subsequently

entails detailed specification of

a

domain of tasks that will be

used to elicit this behavior or class of behaviors.

An individual's

score on items that represent these tasks has been
said to indicate
how proficient is the individual

in the behavior or class of be-

haviors that these items have been designed to assess (Hambleton

&

Eignor, 1979; Millman, 1974; Popham, 1978).

Scores that are obtained on criterion-referenced tests have

also been interpreted in other than the behavioral terms that have
been noted.

In addition to suggesting that a CRT score would

indi-

cate an individual's performance of certain behaviors, Glaser (1963)
also associated with these scores four other meanings.

He inter-

preted performance on a CRT as indicative of (1) what an individual
is and is not able to do,
a

(2) an individual's level

of competence in

subject matter, (3) an individual's level of knowledge of subject

matter, and (4) an individual's level of skill
formance.

Mastery learning theories have added the view that CRT

scores reflect levels of mastery in
skil

1

in a particular per-

a

particular subject matter or

area (Block, 1972), but otherwise Glaser's interpretations

reflect

a

tendency among CRT specialists to speak of CRT scores in

diverse terms as measures of individuals' ability, competency,
skill, or knowledge, as well as their behavior with regard to

specified content area or set of tasks (e.g., Millman, 1974;

Popham & Husek,

1

969)

a
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Let us contend first with the question
of whether the con-

cepts of ability, skill and knowledge can be
construed as constructs,
since literature that discusses these qualities
makes their meanings quite clear.

Subsequently, the matter of regarding scores as

indicants of individuals' behaviors will be treated,
as the question
of whether constructs are engaged in this circumstance
has not pre-

viously been explicitly considered in literature pertaining
to CRT
validation.
a

The concepts of competency and mastery are examined in

subsequent chapter where the nature of decisions is discussed,

since measures of competency and mastery that are used in CRT

contexts entail use of

a

cut-score that is set on

a

test and is used

as a basis for classificatory decisions about individuals' mastery

or competency status.

The Measurement of Ability

when individuals' scores on
and can't do.

a

.

The notion of ability is invoked

CRT are said to indicate what they can

Leaving aside perspectives on psychomotor abilities

as they are not usually treated by educational tests, we find that

the views of ability that have been offered in relevant literature

often discuss this quality in psychological terms.

Specifically,

an ability is often referred to as a stable intellectual

determines how well an individual will perform on

a

trait that

particular class

of tasks or tests (Fleishman, 1972; Guilford, 1950; Thurstone, 1938).

Individuals are ascribed with levels of an ability in light of their

performance on these tasks or tests.
or general

This ability may be specific

in nature, depending upon whether the tasks or tests are
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similar or diverse in their content.

For example,

in the instance

when an individual shows high
performance on several tests of
numerical problems, he or she might
be said to have high numerical

reasoning ability.

In contrast,

successful

performance on

a

broad

range of problems that assess many
different cognitive skills might
be said to reflect a high level

intelligence."
is

of general intellectual ability or

Whether specific or general in nature, an
ability

generally thought to be the product of controlled
and uncontrolled

features of individuals' experiences, as well as

a

function of

their personality, motivation, attitudes, and
interests (Anastasi,
1976; Angoff, 1971).

This perspective implies that ability is

ability

is

referred to as

a

a

construct, since

broad or a narrowly defined attribute

that is inferred from rather than observed in individuals'
perform-

ance on

a

certain class of tasks or tests.

Therefore, if the scores

of a measure are claimed to be indicants of individuals' ability to

perform certain tasks, these scores are being said to reflect levels
of an unobservable attribute that individuals possess.
this interpretation is invoking the traditional

As such,

kind of construct

to explain the meaning of the test scores and, consequently,

warrants construct validity to show that it is accurate.
The Measurement of Skills

.

Of the skills claimed to be

measured when CRTs are used, some have been broad while others
have been quite narrow in nature.

The published Stanford Test of

Academic Skills (Psychological Corporation, 1975), for example,

is
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purported to assess the broad skills of
reading comprehension,

vocabulary, numerical concepts and numerical
manipulation (Buros,
1978).

In contrast,

scores on the Basic Educational Skills

Inventory (Adamson, Shrago & Van Etten,
1972), are said to reflect
the narrower skills of letter and word
recognition, numerical

sequencing and fraction reduction (Buros, 1978).

Finally, in some

circumstances, the skills to be assessed have been said
to be

germane to "life functioning," and are particular
ones pertaining
to writing job applications, calculating bank balances,
reading

drug prescriptions and the like (e.g., Finch, 1980; Miller,
1978).
The concept of skill has typically been associated with the

performance of

a

specific task.

In industrial

settings, which will

not concern us here, the notion of skill has been used to refer to
an individual's level of proficiency in carrying out

a

task that

requires physical and/or motor actions (Fleishman, 1962; Welford, 1968).
As the previous paragraph suggests, in educational contexts the

term "skill" has been used to refer to

brought to bear when one performs

a

a

cognitive process that is

particular task.

According to

Welford (1968), such cognitive skills can be learned, and one's level

of skill can be affected by factors that influence this learning,
including how well one comprehends the subject matter and operations
to be learned, and how well one retrieves and uses this material.

Welford also indicated that proficiency in
(1)

a

skill

is

marked by

retention of the knowledge and processes needed to perform

a

given task, (2) quick recognition of the situations that demand use
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of the skills, and (3) efficient, speedy,
and precise performance
of the relevant tasks.
Thus, it would seem that, in educational
be regarded as constructs that refer
to mental

brought to bear in performing
when individuals' scores on
a

a

settings, skills can

processes that are

particular task.

As a consequence,

CRT are claimed to reflect levels of

a

particular skill, this claim can be regarded as an inference

about an underlying attribute that they possess and can
be

9 aid

to

warrant construct validation that demonstrates the degree
to which
this claim is accurate.

The Measurement of Knowledge

.

Scores on a CRT are commonly

regarded as measures of knowledge, as in the instance when items
of

a

CRT pose questions about an historical period or about

a

particular rule of grammar and individuals' performance on these
items is said to indicate how much of this subject matter area they

know (e.g.. Mi 11 man, 1974).

There seems to be little question that the concept of knowledge
fits the traditional view of

a

construct, since knowledge is gen-

erally regarded as referring to the unobservable material which has
been learned and stored in

a

learner's memory (Good & Brophy, 1980).

The material that is retained is thought to include facts, concepts,
rules, principles, or operations and is thought to assume a parti-

cular form, structure, and location when it is stored (Gagne, 1968;
Gagne & Briggs, 1979; Newell et al., 1973).

Although the various

perspectives on the nature of knowledge cannot be outlined here, it
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can summarily be said that advance
organizers, self-questioning,
and practice, among other factors,
are said to be helpful

acquisition of knowledge.

Also, it is thought that
opportunities

to apply the knowledge in various
contexts will

transfer (Ausubel

,

in the

promote learning

1961; Good & Brophy, 1980; Mouly,
1978).

Ihe Mea surement of Behavior

The measurement of individuals'

.

behavior occurs in CRT contexts when the
scores of criterionreferenced tests are said to indicate these
individuals' levels of

performance on the tasks or set of tasks with
which they have been
presented, as in the instance when scores on

a

written spelling

test are said to reflect "written spelling
performance" or scores
on

a

test of addition are said to reflect "performance
of addition

problems."
To this writer

s

knowledge, little discussion has occurred

in relevant literature about the implications of
viewing test scores

as measures of particular behaviors; criterion-referenced
test
I

specialists and practitioners appear to share the assumption that
when a test that is to assess

a

certain behavior is comprised of

tasks that are judged to elicit this behavior, then performance on

these tasks will reflect the desired behavior (Hambleton et

al

.

1978; Popham & Husek, 1969).
We would like to advance the unconventional
a

construct is engaged when

measure reflect

a

a

suggestion that

conclusion is drawn that scores on

a

particular behavior, so that this conclusion

reflects an inference and warrants

a

simple form of construct validity
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to show that it is accurate.

From the discussions above, it
is

evident that constructs have largely
been used in educational
testing contexts to define psychological
qualities.

However, as

Cronbach (1971) has indicated, whenever
one classifies situations,
objects, or people, one is employing
constructs to form the class
to which these elements belong.

The construct referred to here

is

not a psychological

bute but rather pertains to the abstract concept
of
class.
a

The logic of regarding

statement about

a

a

claim about

a

a

attri-

behavioral

behavioral class as

construct can be understood if one recalls that

the concept of class is an abstract, logical notion
formed to or-

ganize or group elements with common attributes together
(Cohen
Nagel, 1934; Cureton, 1951).

said to reflect

a

&

When individuals' test responses are

certain kind of behavior, an inference is made

that these responses have the attributes needed to belong to this

class of behavior.

Test responses may not obviously have these

attributes, as in the instance when they are simply comprised of
marks on answer sheets.

Also, these responses may be influenced by

irrelevant factors or variables (Anastasi, 1976).

Given these

possibilities, it seems reasonable to suggest that certain simple
kinds of construct validity studies can appropriately be conducted
to show that responses to a particular set of tasks can accurately

be inferred to represent the behaviors that these tasks are thought
to measure.
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It would seem that the validity
of inferring that individuals'

test responses reflect the desired
behavior would be more or less

simple to show, depending upon whether these
responses can be or

cannot be directly observed to have the attributes
of that class
of behavior that one wishes to assess.

The claim that individuals'

test responses reflect their level of proficiency
in spelling, for

example, does not appear to entail
is

a

great inferential "leap" and

unlikely to be subject to many rival interpretations when
we can

see or hear examinees' spelling going on.

of

an

In this case,

the validity

inference could be shown by demonstrating (1) that the con-

tent of the tasks to be performed appears to call for the desired

behaviors, and (2) that irrelevant factors such as unclear test

directions, scoring or test bias, and perceptual or motor handicaps
do not impede test performance.

On the other hand, when test

performance cannot be directly observed to have the attributes of
that class of behavior one wishes to assess, more rival interpretations of the meaning of this performance may be necessary to discount.
In this circumstance the construct validity studies of this inter-

pretation will have to be more complex.

For example, if individuals'

spelling behaviors are to be inferred from their marks on answer
sheets, the conclusion that these responses reflect spelling be-

haviors should be more suspect and should require more evidence to

confirm.

In

addition to demonstrating that the content of the

spelling measure calls for the desired spelling behaviors, it would
be necessary to obtain evidence that this performance is, say.
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unaffected by reading skills, response set
tendencies and response
speed as well as by other irrelevant variables
noted above.

The Type of Construct Validity
Relevant to CRTs
In light of the preceding discussion,

it would seem that in

most cases some theory about the qualities that are
measured in CRT

contexts has been formulated so that CRT specialists and
practitioners
could investigate simple forms of nomological validity.

As will

be recalled, the discussion cited factors or variables that might

affect or be affected by the ability, skill, knowledge or behavior

constructs with which CRT scores might be associated.
it was noted that individuals'

level

of skill

For example,

in a given task has

been discussed by Wei ford (1968) as a quality that should be enhanced
by instruction and practice and should be related to the speed and

efficiency with which individuals perform this particular task.
individuals' knowledge of

a

subject matter rather than

a

skill

If
is to

be assessed by a measure, specialists have indicated that advance

organizers

and self-questioning should be factors that influence

individuals' degree of knowledge, and that opportunities to apply
this knowledge in various situations should promote

a

person's

facility in learning new tasks that require this knowledge (Ausubel
1961; Good & Brophy, 1980; Mouly, 1978).

There are, therefore,

simple theories about the constructs that interest CRT users, and
these theories can be used to formulate nomological validity theories
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that will show the accuracy of
inferences that CRT scores reflect
these constructs.

Investigations of trait validity, however,
should not be dis-

mssed out

of hand since the studies that
are entailed in establish-

ing this validity can be regarded
as components of

a

nomological

validity study (Brown, 1976; Cronbach,
1971; Cronbach & Meehl
In fact,

1955).

,

studies of trait validity should probably
be the first

studies in any nomological
& Fiske, 1959).

investigation that

is

carried out (Campbell

If one supposes that scores of a
measure reflect a

particular construct, it would seem reasonable
that the first aspect
of one

s

theory about the construct would be the supposition
that

individuals who have taken the measure should perform
similarly on

other measures of the same construct.

One might also reasonably

expect that these individuals' performance on the measure
would differ

from their performance on measures presumed to reflect
different

constructs.
Campbell and Fiske (1959) have called these predictions

"atheoretical

,

"

as they are not so much guided by theoretical con-

siderations about the construct of interest as by psychologists'

conclusions that an attribute should be unique and have some general
implications for behavior if this attribute is to be considered
useful one to measure.

It seems

a

reasonable to desire, for example,

that an attribute such as reading comprehension will underlie and
help to explain performance in a variety of contexts, so that

measures of this quality will have many useful implications.

Also,
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it seems reasonable to
expect that if reading
comprehension is

claimed to be an attribute, it
will be distinguishable
from, say,
the constructs of general
knowledge and spelling ability,
since
these qualities have different
names and presumably refer to

attributes that explain different
behaviors (Campbell, I960; Kelley,
1927).
Because studies of trait validity
entail examining whether
one's measure of

a

presumed construct converges with other
measures

of the same construct and diverges
from measures of different

constructs,

Campbell and Fiske suggested that these
studies enable

one to establish the degree to which
the construct of interest has
the fundamental qualities of an attribute
that is usefully measured.
It should be noted that there is also
a theoretical

rationale

for the argument that an examination of
trait validity be the initial

study conducted to establish construct validity.

As noted early in

this dissertation and implied continually
throughout it, the validity

of ascribing a particular meaning to a set of scores
requires that

independent evidence be gathered that shows the accuracy
of the
interpretation.

Whether scores are to be regarded as descriptors of

individuals' attributes, as predictors, or as means for decision-

making, the validity of this score use

is

determined by the degree

to which it is shown that the meaning that is ascribed is corroborated

by other observations that are taken.

As we've previously noted,

the notion that phenomena of interest can be confirmed by independent

observers is

a

fundamental and necessary concept of science and

enables one to establish

a

common body of scientific knowledge that
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is

comprised of facts rather than
subjective material.

Campbell's

concept of trait validity describes
an elementary aspect of the
process of taking independent
observations to confirm the presence

of the attribute.

As a consequence, an investigation
of this valid-

ity can be regarded as an undertaking
that is basic to any studies
of a construct that are to be conducted.

Summary of Discussion
In the paragraphs above, views of
constructs and construct

validity were examined, and the relevance of these
notions to

criterion-referenced testing was discussed.

From this treatment,

the following conclusions were drawn:
1.

Construct validity is generally regarded as
referring to the demonstrated accuracy of a
claim that scores of a measure reflect an
abstract, unobservable attribute or
quality possessed by individuals who have
taken the measure.

2.

Scores on a criterion-referenced measure
are usually claimed to reflect an ability,
skill, knowledge or behavior. These score
interpretations involve the use of constructs
to explain the meanings of the scores, so that
construct validity will usually be necessary
to investigate when testing is done using
criterion-referenced tests.

3.

Nomological and trait validity are, respectively, complex and simple forms of construct
validity that can be established.
It was
concluded that the constructs typically
assessed by CRTs could be examined for
validity using simple theories, so that
their nomological validity is feasible to
establish. Trait validity was noted to be
a component of a nomological study and the
first form of validity that should be
established when a nomological study is
carried out.
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In the

following chapter, the procedures that can
be used to

conduct construct validation studies are described
to provide the
CRT practitioner with perspectives on how simple
and complex investi-

gations of this validity can be carried out.

CHAPTER

V

METHODS FOR CONDUCTING CONSTRUCT VALIDATION
STUDIES

Introduction

Criterion-referenced test developers currently lack an organized discussion of the methods they can use to examine
the construct

validity of

a

claim that a set of CRT scores reflects the character-

istic of examinees that they have designed the CRT to assess.
a

Such

discussion has not been offered probably because CRT specialists

did not recognize until recently that the behaviors, knowledge, and

skills measured by CRTs can be regarded as constructs (c.f., Messick,
1975; Osburn, 1968).

This chapter was prepared to aid CRT practitioners by providing
an examination of the methods that can be used to appraise the con-

struct validity of using
or behavior of examinees.

a

set of CRT scores to describe an attribute
As Anastasi

(1976) has noted, any procedure

for gaining evidence that sheds light on the descriptive meaning of
a set of test

validity.

scores is admissable as

a

means of appraising construct

To be treated here are seven kinds of investigations that

are most frequently noted in literature bearing on the process of

construct validation.

When several of these studies are used in con-

junction, one can gain an evidential basis for claiming that

a

de-

scriptive test score interpretation has construct validity (Messick,
1975).

Comprising these investigations are studies of:
104
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Internal Consistency
Relations between
Relations between
Structure of Test
Relations between
he Relations between
or Factors
The Content of a Test

The
The
The
The
I

Measures of
a Construct
Scores
Measures of
a Construct

the Same Construct
and Criterion Behavior

Different Constructs
and Selected Variables

Most of these studies have been noted in
literature treating methods
for conducting construct validation studies that
involve norm-

referenced tests (e.g.. Brown, 1976; Cronbach,
1971; Cronbach
1955).

& Meehl

However, in this chapter, the intention is to make
clear

how these studies can be conducted when the construct
validity of a
CRT score interpretation is investigated.

Because the studies to

be noted are numerous, comments about the conduct of
these studies
in CRT

contexts are made after each kind of study is described.

Because it is necessary to convey the logic that guides the choice
of what studies to pursue, in

a

final

section of this chapter two

complete construct validity investigations are outlined to illustrate
how the diverse studies that have been noted can be used.
It is expected that the studies described in this chapter will

primarily be applied by

a

CRT developer in the circumstance where

domain scores are to be regarded as indicators of constructs.
it is the case that the meaning of examinees'

Usually

domain scores is of

interest to CRT practitioners since CRTs are most commonly used for

diagnostic purposes (e.g., Hambleton, 1974).

Domain scores aid in

this diagnosis by indicating examinees' performance on well-defined

areas of content covered by

a

criterion-referenced test.

In

contrast

to this situation, it is occasionally the case that examinees'

scores
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on several domains defining a CRT are
summed and subtest or total

test scores are obtained.
a

These scores might then be claimed by

test developer to be indicators of, say,
levels of

defined skill that examinees possess.

broadly

The studies to be noted are also

applicable to investigating the validity of such
because domain scores usually interest

a

a

a claim.

However,

practitioner, the proce-

dures that are detailed in the next sections are discussed
in terms
of their application to validating interpretations of
these rather
than total CRT scores.

In

Table

3 an

outline of these procedures

is provided.

Studies of Internal Consistency
When it is claimed that items comprising a measure assess

a

particular behavior or attribute, studies of internal consistency
have been described as providing evidence that is relevant to estab-

lishing the validity of this claim (Cronbach

& Meehl

,

1955).

Of

interest in these studies is the extent to which some of the examinees

responding to

a

set of test items consistently answer the items cor-

rectly, while the remaining examinees responding to the items con-

sistently choose answers that are incorrect (Cureton, 1951).

To the

extent that this finding is obtained, responses to the items are
said to be internally consistent (Anastasi, 1976; Brown, 1976)

and

the investigator can infer that the items assess the same behavior

or attribute, since examinees' performance does not vary from item
to item.
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Evidence of internal consistency usually must
be regarded as

significant but not highly important to establishing
construct validity.

Although evidence of internal consistency has use
in suggest-

ing that item responses reflect the same
attribute or behavior, this

evidence typically does not show the accuracy of

a

claim that these

responses reflect the particular construct of interest
(APA et
1974).

al

.

Items that are intended to assess many behaviors or attri-

butes other than the one of interest may obtain similar degrees
of

response consistency, so the findings of this consistency among
responses to the items under study usually does not provide definitive
information about what behavior or attribute

consistent item responses.

is

reflected by the

According to Cronbach and Meehl

(1955),

internal consistency provides important evidence bearing on construct

validity only in the instance when theoretical considerations indi-

cate to

a

developer what level of consistency should be expected

from measures of the construct of interest.
As is indicated in Table 3, either studies of item intercor-

relations or factor analyses involving the items of

a

test have been

recommended as means of examining item responses for evidence of

consistency (Allen
1955).

& Yee,

1979; Cronbach, 1971; Cronbach & Meehl,

When item intercorrelations are to be calculated, the phi

coefficient has been

a

suggested statistic to use for assessing

the relations between pairs of items (Lord & Novick, 1968).

well-known Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (Kuder
is

&

The

Richardson, 1937)

also commonly applied to summarize the consistency of responses
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to a set of items that are dichotomously
scored (Brown, 1976; Lord
& Novick,
a

1968).

A factor analysis involving responses
to items of

measure clusters together the items that show
among themselves

sufficient response consistency that their
interrelations can be
"explained" by an underlying factor (Brown,
1976).

As a consequence,

this analysis not only summarizes the consistency
among item responses
but also directly indicates whether this consistency
can be attributed
to one construct (Cronbach, 1971).

Comment
Since internal consistency indicates the degree to which items
of

a

measure assess an attribute of examinees, studies of this con-

sistency are likely to be informative, albeit not definitive, in CRT
contexts when the meaning of examinees' performance on
be validated.

Since

a

a

domain is to

domain is typically designed to assess

a

single

skill, knowledge area, or behavior (Millman, 1974; Popham, 1978),

some degree of internal consistency among responses to items reflecting this domain should be expected.

Although the level of consistency

that is desirable is difficult to state, Harris (1974) and Millman
(1974) have indicated that to the extent that items of a measure are

intended to reflect the same behavior, responses to these items should
be found to uniformly and positively intercorrelate unless, of course,

there is no variance in responses to these items.

Making the same

point, Hambleton and Eignor (1979) indicated that if
of the items comprising

a

a

factor analysis

CRT were undertaken, as many factors as
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there are domains defining the measure
should be evident.

Moreover,

they indicated that an investigator
should find that only items

written to reflect the same domain should
cluster on the same factor.
Such findings of internal consistency among
items were also noted in

our discussion of content validation to provide
both evidence of
the clarity of a domain definition and evidence
of item-domain cor-

respondence.

Studies of the Relations Between

Measures of the Same Construct
When a measure of interest is designed to assess

a

particular

construct, it is reasonable to predict that individuals' performance
on the measure will correlate well with their performance on other,

independent measures of the same construct.
indicated that the accuracy of

a

Test specialists have

claim that scores of

a

measure

reflect a particular construct can be considerably supported by

evidence that these scores correlate well with other measures of the
same construct (Campbell, 1960; Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Cronbach,
1971).

This process of examining the relations between indicators

of the same construct has been called "convergent validation" by
Campbell and Fiske (1959).
It was noted previously that studies of the correlation be-

tween different measures of the same construct can be considered

important studies to conduct in the early stages of

validity investigation.

In

a

construct

addition to providing evidence of the
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degree to which the scores of

a

measure indicate

a

desired construct,

these studies also show whether the construct
can be detected by

more than one means and, hence, whether the
construct has some
general

behavioral

implications; as Campbell

(1960) noted, these

are desirable properties to find in any characteristic
that is

measured.
As is indicated in Table 3, two approaches to investigating

convergent validity have been noted in measurement literature.
Both approaches entail correlational

studies and are described in

the paragraphs that follow.

The Monotrait-Heteromethod Approach
Of concern to Campbell and Fiske (1959) when formulating this

approach was providing

a

way for an investigator to acquire evidence

of the extent to which individuals' scores on a test can be regarded
as valid indicants of the attribute of interest rather than as invalid

products of the measurement method entailed in the test used to

obtain these scores.

When their monotrait-heteromethod approach is

applied, an investigator calculates the correlation between examinees'
scores on the test under study and their scores on one or more other

indicators of the same construct that use measurement operations

which are different from those entailed in the test.

Since any of

the correlations that are obtained between the test of interest and
an operationally different measure cannot be produced by any common

measurement method, these correlations can be regarded as products
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of the common construct that the two
measures assess.

Thus, the

strength of the correlations between
the test of interest and these
other measures is one index of the degree
to which scores of the
test under study reflect the desired
construct.

Factor Analysis
In lieu of correlating different indicators
of the same con-

struct, a factor analyses can be used to assess the
relationships

between independent measures of the same construct
(Anastasi, 1976;

Cronbach & Meehl

,

approach is used,

1955).
a

As Cronbach (1971) indicated, when this

test of interest and other measures of the same

construct are factor analyzed with the expectation that the test and
these other measures will show substantial loadings on the same
factor.

If this finding is obtained when measures employing different

methods of measurement are analyzed, the factor can be inferred to

represent the construct of interest, and the squared loading of the
test under study on this factor can be taken as an index of the extent
to which performance on the test can be attributed to the effects of

this construct.

Comment
It

may be most useful here to illustrate how modest versions of

the studies just noted can be conducted when investigations of

construct validity in CRT contexts are to be carried out.

Modest

versions of these studies are illustrated because only studies of
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this scale are likely to be
economically feasible when studies
of

the convergence of construct
indicators are planned for each
of
the several sets of domain
scores that typically result
from using
a CRT.

When

a

developer plans to gather only one
or two measures in

addition to the test of interest for

a

study of convergent validity,

the correlations entailed in Campbell
and Fiske's monotrait-heteromethod

approach should be useful indices of
convergence, since too few measures are being analyzed to warrant
data reduction and an elaborate
factor analysis of these measures.

Accordingly, this approach might

be applied in the circumstance when
a test developer has devised a

multiple-choice math skills test that

is to be used for

large-scale

assessment and is designed to assess 25 different
skills.

To carry

out convergent validation studies involving
examinees' scores on

each domain of the test, a developer might examine
the correlations

between a set of domain scores and teachers' ratings
of examinees'

proficiency in the skill that these scores are intended to
reflect.
A second study of convergence could entail

examining the correla-

tions between the set of domain scores and examinees' performance
on a second set of items that is designed to assess the same skill

but requires examinees to construct rather than select their item

responses.
In the unusual

reflecting

a

circumstance

where more than two measures

construct are to be gathered,

a

factor analysis in-

volving these measures and the test under study might be informative
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to conduct.

For example, in

mentioned math skills test,

a

a

validation study involving the above-

developer might collect not only

teachers' ratings and examinees' scores
on another test of these
skills, but also examinees' self-ratings
of their proficiency in
each skill that is claimed to be assessed
by the test.

A factor

analysis involving individuals' scores on
each domain of the math
skills test and on these measures could then
be conducted with the

expectation that as many factors as there are skills
will emerge and
that only the measures that are presumed to
reflect the same skill
will

load on the same factor.
It should be noted that if low correlations
between the test

under study and other measures are obtained or certain
measures are
not found to share the same factor with domains of the test,
the

investigator would have to consider more than just the possibility
that the test of interest does not assess the desired construct.

It

would not be clear without further study whether it is the test under

investigation, the other measures, or both, that do not succeed in

assessing this construct (Cronbach & Meehl

,

1955).

When such unan-

ticipated results are obtained, the possibility that there is insufficient variance in one or more of the measures that have been

analyzed should also be explored.

Studies of the Relations Between

a

Construct and Criterion Behaviors
In considering the nature of a particular construct that is

presumed to be indicated by

a

test,

a

developer might make the
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prediction that this construct
should relate to and/or
influence one
or more criterion behaviors.
For example, the developer
might surmise that individuals' numerical
reasoning skills should influence
what grades they receive in
math classes. Unlike the
criterion
behavior that is of interest in
a criterion-related validity
study,
the criterion behavior of
interest here cannot be thought
of as

wholly representing what the test
under study is designed to measure.
Rather, this behavior simply
represents one of the several

kinds of

variables that is thought to be related
to the construct being considered (Cronbach 4 Meehl , 1955).
When such a criterion behavior is
found to relate as expected to
performance on a test, support is

gained for the claim that the scores of
the test do reflect the intended construct.
As is indicated in Table 3, two approaches
to examining test-

criterion relations, which Brown (1976) has called
"criterion-related
studies," are available to the CRT practitioner.

One approach entails

examining the correlation between examinees' performance
on
under study and their scores on

of interest.

Such

a

a

a

test

measure of the criterion behavior

study is conducted when an investigator posits

that a construct of interest should influence

a

certain behavior that

can be measured, as in the instance when it is proposed that
individuals'
level

of paragraph comprehension will

influence their ability to read

aloud and their level of writing skill.

Correlations between the

test and these criterion behaviors would show whether scores of the
test hold the predicted relation to these behaviors and, thereby, the
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degree to which there is

a

basis for claiming that these scores

reflect the construct of interest.
The second approach to examining the relations
between
struct and criterion behaviors that is noted in Table

3

a

con-

involves

the identification of groups of individuals who are
believed to
have different levels of the characteristic that is claimed
to be

assessed by the measure of interest.

Typically, groups are selected

that have high and low levels of this characteristic (Anastasi,
1976;

Brown, 1976).

These groups are administered the measure with the

expectation that, if the measure does indicate the desired construct,
these groups will obtain high and low average scores on the measure
(Anastasi, 1976; Cronbach & Meehl

1955).

,

Studies that entail the use of criterion groups have been

recommended for use in those circumstances where
terion performance is difficult to obtain.

a

measure of cri-

For example, Anastasi

(1976) noted that criterion groups are often used when scores on

measure are presumed to reflect

a

a

complex set of characteristics

that would be difficult to measure.

Accordingly, Thurstone and

Chave (1929) examined the validity of their Scale for Measuring Attitudes Towards the Church by administering this scale to churchgoing and non-church-going individuals.

Comment
As it is the case that the meaning of individuals' scores on

each domain of

a

CRT will often be of interest, a CRT developer who
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applies either of these approaches
typically will examine the relations between individuals' domain
scores and either their performance
on a criterion measure or their
membership in

a

criterion group.

Criterion measures such as individuals'
grade point averages,
teachers' ratings, self-ratings, or individuals'
performance on certain tasks might interest a CRT developer
who is investigating the

validity of a skills or knowledge measure.

If the criterion groups

approach is used to assess the validity of claiming
that
domain scores reflects, say, "numerical reasoning
skills"

set of

a

a

devel-

oper might compare the scores that are obtained by
two groups of
students that have been identified by their math teachers
as high
and low in their ability to grasp new math concepts.
It should be noted that the criterion groups method must
be

carefully applied to ensure that the method does not produce misleading findings.

For the results of using this approach to be

meaningful, the criterion groups that are selected should represent
two noticeably different levels of accomplishment on the skills or

behaviors under study.
be minimized.

Other differences between the groups should

In a validation study of a criterion-referenced

measure of, say, reading comprehension, groups of students may be
identified who differ in their levels of comprehension, but also

differ in their general knowledge levels.

In this

circumstance,

although these groups demonstrate different levels of performance
on the items presumed to assess reading comprehension, this differ-

ence may not be due to their differences in reading skills but
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rather may be due to the fact that the
reading measure actually

assesses

a

differ.

The difference in reading performance
therefore could be

general

knowledge construct on which the groups
also

mistakenly interpreted as an indication that
reading comprehension
was assessed by the measure when, in fact,
the measure assesses

general

knowledge.

Studies of the Structure of Test Scores

Loevinger (1957) and Glaser and Nitko (1971) noted that it
sometimes desirable to design

a

is

test that assesses each of several

behaviors and skills that are thought to be learned sequentially
or
in a hierarchy (e.g., Gagne, Mayor, Garstens & Paradise,

1950; Resnick, 1967).

For example, as

a

1962; Guttman,

guide to instruction as well

as assessment, Gagn6 et al., formulated a hierarchy pertaining to the

acquisition of each of several math skills.

Each hierarchy depicted

an ordered set of tasks and behaviors that were thought to be pre-

requisite to acquisition of one of these skills.
If a test is devised to assess each of the behaviors and/or

skills comprising a learning hierarchy or sequence, support for the

claim that the test assesses these behaviors and/or skills can be
gained by showing that examinees' performance on the measure exhibits
the pattern that is predicted by the hierarchical or sequential

learning theory that has guided construction of the test (Loevinger,
1957).

For example, if "identifying whole numbers" is posited to

precede "understanding the operation of adding these numbers," the
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supposition that items of

a

measure assess these two skills
could be

supported by evidence that success
on items designed to assess
the
second skill occurs only among
examinees who have performed proficiently on items designed to assess
the first skill (Millman, 1974.)

Comment

Although CRT construction may not often
be guided by hierarchical or sequential theories of learning,
on those occasions when
a

pattern in performance on domains of a CRT
is expected, evidence

that examinees' responses show the predicted
pattern can provide

considerable support for

a

developer's claim that these responses

do reflect the intended skills.

However, it should be noted that

if the pattern of scores that examinees
obtain is not the one

predicted, it may be that the theory used to formulate
these pre-

dictions, or the test, or both, are flawed in some way.

Further

investigations would be required to explain why the obtained
and
the expected response structure did not coincide (Hambleton
& Eignor,
1979).

Studies of the Relations Between Measures
of Different Constructs
As noted previously, Campbell

important in

a

(1960) indicated that it is

construct validity study that an investigator examine

the relations between an attribute claimed to be measured and other

constructs in the interest of demonstrating that this attribute

is
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not equivalent to constructs that have
been differently named and,

presumably then, refer to different attributes.

As Cronbach (1971)

noted, such studies are important for
maintaining parsimony in

a

science because they ensure that different names
will be assigned
only to qualities or elements that actually are
not the same.

The

process of examining the relations between measures
of different

constructs has been called "discriminant validation" by
Campbell
and Fiske (1959).
In

addition to demonstrating that

a

construct of interest

is not equivalent to qualities that have different
names, discri-

minant validation studies can also be used to rule out rival explanations that might be offered about the meaning of
(Campbell, 1960; Cronbach, 1971).

a

set of scores

For example, one might study the

relation between scores presumed to reflect numerical reasoning skills
and scores on a measure of reading comprehension in the interest of

showing that the numerical reasoning test does not also challenge
individuals' reading skills.
In Table 3, three kinds of correlational

studies are listed

that may be useful to the CRT practitioner for assessing the relations

between measures of different constructs.

Campbell and Fiske

's

(1959)

heterotrait-monomethod and heterotrait-heteromethod approaches comprise two of these approaches and the technique of factor analysis

comprises the third.
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Hetero tra i t-Monomet hod and Heterotrai tHeteromethod ApproacheT
Campbell and Fiske's heterotrait-monomethod
and heterotrait-

heteromethod approaches represent further stages
in these researchers'

outline

of a systematic method for investigating the
validity of

regarding test scores as indicants of

a

construct of interest rather

than as products of the measurement method used
to assess this construct.

When the heterotrait-monomethod approach is used,
as investi-

gator examines the correlations between

a

test presumed to reflect

the construct of interest and measure reflecting other
constructs

that employ the same measurement operations as does the test.

Use

of the heterotrait-heteromethod approach also entails studying the

correlations between

a

test and other measures that reflect different

constructs, but requires that these other measures employ measurement

operations that differ from those entailed in the test under study.
Campbell and Fiske suggested that it is most informative for
an investigator to utilize the monotrait-heteromethod approach,

which was noted above, in combination with the heterotrait-monomethod
approaches that have been described here.

In their view,

it is the

relationship among the correlations that are obtained when these
three approaches are taken which sheds most light on the accuracy of

claiming that

a

set of scores reflects a particular attribute.

As

noted, if the scores of a measure do in fact reflect the attribute,
then the correlations of these scores with other measures should be

higher when these other measures assess the same attribute than they
are when the other measures employ similar test operations but assess
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different attributes.

Moreover, the correlations that are obtained

should be lowest when these other measures employ different
operations
to assess different attributes.

Accordingly, if

test is claimed to assess individuals'

a

multiple-choice

"communication skills," the

validity of this claim might be examined by assessing the relations
between performance on this test and (1)

a

constructed-response test

of the same skills, (2) a multiple-choice test of writing skills,
and (3) a constructed-response test of writing skills.

Since indi-

viduals' performance on two tests that truly assess the same skills

should be more highly correlated than in their performance on two

similarly formatted measures of different skills, evidence of the
validity of the claim that the multiple-choice test under study
assesses communication skills would be gained if this test correlates
better with the other measure of these skills than it does with the

multiple-choice measure of writing skills.

Moreover, the test under

study should correlate least well with the constructed-response measure

of writing skills, at these two measures share neither construct nor

measurement method in common.

To the extent that the test of com-

munication skills is found to relate as well to either of the writing
skills measures as it does to the other measure of communication
skills, the developer has

a

basis for questioning whether performance

on the test can be validly claimed to reflect more than individuals'

writing skills.
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Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is the third method
that has been used as

means of examining the extent to which
an indicant of

a

a

construct

diverges from measures of other constructs
(Cronbach, 1971).

To the

extent that the other constructs that
are measured and included in
the analysis differ in nature from
the construct under study, the

factor analysis should be expected to consign
these measures to

other factors and indicate, therefore, that
these measures do not
share

a

construct in common with the test of interest.

Comment
Given that individuals' performance on each domain of

a CRT

may often be interpreted, numerous validation studies
of these inter
pretations using the elaborate approaches just described may
be too

exorbitant in cost for even the well -endowed test developer to
conduct.

As a consequence, it may be most useful

here to describe

how simplified versions of these approaches might be used.
In the
a test of

circumstance where

a

CRT developer can examine how well

interest relates to only one or two other measures, it

might be effective to follow Campbell and Fiske's methodology to
study the correlations between the test of interest and one measure
that assesses the same construct and between this test and one

measure that assesses

a

related, but presumably different, construct

The two external measures should employ measurement methods that are

different from those entailed in the test.

These two correlations
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should give the investigator some idea of,
respectively, the degree
to which individuals' scores on the test
are affected by the measure-

ment operations of that test and the degree to which
the test
assesses an attribute that is distinguishable from

a

possibly related,

but presumably different, characteristic of examinees.
A modest intra-test factor analytic study might also be
con-

ducted by a test developer to gain discriminant validity evidence
to support domain score interpretations.

Consider, for example,

a

multiple-choice math skills test that has been designed for largescale assessment and covers 17 different skills.

A factor analysis

involving individuals' scores on each of the 17 domains covered by
the test might be useful to carry out when the developer wishes to

show that these skills do, in fact, differ.

If,

unexpectedly, several

domains of the test load heavily on the same factor, the investigator
should consider the possibility that individuals' performance on these

domains actually reflect the same construct so that only one of these

domains is necessary to include in the test.

Of course, the investi-

gator would have to take note of the fact that some of the variance
that different sets of domain scores share may be

a

product of the

similarity in the test operations used to obtain these scores rather
than

a

result of the similarity in the two constructs that these scores

are intended to reflect.
A factor analysis involving different measures of diverse

constructs probably might be economic to conduct in CRT contexts when
a

developer wishes to establish that the constructs presumably
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reflected by each set of domain scores on
from a certain set of constructs.

devised

a

a CRT

can be distinguished

For example, a test-maker who has

history test might include in

a

factor analysis individuals'

scores on each domain of the measure and also their
scores on reading
and general

knowledge measures under the premise that these skills

may be related, but should be distinguishable from, the
knowledge

constructs assessed by the history test.

If the history test does

assess individuals' knowledge of history and not their reading skills
or general knowledge, the domains of this test should cluster together
on a factor that is not the same as any of those to which the reading

and general

knowledge measures are consigned.

Studies of the Relations Between

a

Construct

and Selected Variables or Factors

considering the nature of

In

a

construct, an investigator may

suppose that certain factors or variables will influence or be influenced by the construct.

For example, in considering

a

measure of

reading comprehension, an investigator might posit that reading

instruction should influence performance on this measure while
examinees' sex should not.

reflect

a

To the extent that scores presumed to

construct of interest are shown to bear the expected rela-

tionship to these factors or variables that have been thought to be
related to the construct, evidence is gained to support the contention
that these scores are valid indicators of the desired construct.
In

Table 3,

a

listing is provided of some of the variables

and factors that have traditionally been examined for their relationship
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to individuals'

performance on achievement measures.

This listing

is provided largely for illustrative
purposes, as there is an array

of factors and variables that an
investigator might propose to be
related to

construct of interest.

a

The factor of instruction that has been
noted in Table

3

is

an example of a factor that might be
expected to affect constructs

that are assessed by achievement tests, as
these constructs are

typically certain knowledge, skills or behaviors
that are learned in
school

(Anastasi, 1976).

If an investigator has devised a measure

that is claimed to assess, say, a certain skill, by
demonstrating

that individuals' performance. on the test is improved by
instruction
in the skill,

the investigator gains support for his or her claim that

the measure assesses the intended skill

(Haladyna & Roid, 1978).

Experimental studies that might be used to assess the impact of in-

struction on test scores have been described in Chapter III, so the
reader is referred to this chapter for details on how such studies

might be conducted.
As was suggested in a previous section that discussed test-

criterion relations, correlational studies can also be undertaken if
it is hypothesized that certain variables should influence or be in-

fluenced by

a

construct of interest.

For example, Cronbach (1971)

noted that an investigator who is examining the validity of claiming
that the number of math courses that an individual has taken should

affect his or her achievement.
a

Accordingly,

a

correlation between

count of examinees' math course and their achievement scores could

provide an indication of the validity of this investigator's claim.
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The studies of test
speededness, response set
tendencies,
misinformation and certain
personality characteristics
that are
noted in Table 3 can be
characterized as divergent
validation
studies, as they are undertaken
in the interest of showing
the absence of relations between
a construct of interest
and certain
variables.
Measurement literature has indicated
that these four
kinds of variables can obstruct
valid measurement of achievement
so studies of these irrelevant
variables have use in ruling out

rival explanations of the
meaning of a set of achievement
test

scores.

Test speededness, for example,
should not be found to

influence individuals' achievement
test scores because it is usually
intended that these scores reflect
response power rather than response
speed (Brown, 1976; Rindler,
1979).
Similarly, certain personality

characteristics such as motivation and the
tendency to take risks
have been noted to be invalidating
influences on individuals' achieve-

ment test scores (Stanley & Hopkins,
1972).

Motivation and risk-

taking may be related to achievement, but
presumably these variables
are not equivalent to an achievement construct
so that when they

influence achievement performance, they diminish
the validity of

claiming that achievement scores reflect only levels
of achievement.
Various kinds of studies are used to assess the influence
of
these irrelevant factors on test performance.

An experiment might

be conducted to study the effects of test speededness, wherein
an

investigator examines the test performance of randomly selected
individuals who take the test of interest under either timed or

untimed testing conditions (Cronbach, 1971).

Alternatively, test
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speededness can be ascertained by analyzing
test responses using

certain statistical techniques to determine
whether there is

evidence of an effect on the meaning of these
responses from the
time limits associated with the test (Donlon,
1978).

The influence

of misinformation and response set tendencies
can be assessed, as

suggested in Table 3, by analyzing examinees' responses
to distractors.

Finally, correlations between individuals' test scores

and measures of personality variables of interest
can be used as

a

basis for ascertaining whether it is possible that these
variables

have influenced individuals' test performance (Stanley &
Hopkins,
1972).
If the test under study is non-objective, Guion (1978b)

and Stanley (1971), among others have indicated that the factor of

scoring bias might influence the scores that examinees receive.

As

Guion noted, examiners of different sex or race who rate test

performance may differ in the ratings that they assign to an examinee,
so that scoring bias as well as the performance of interest influences

the examinees'

score.

This outcome is undesirable.

Guion recommended

that a test developer ask several raters who differ, say, in sex and

race to observe and rate examinees' performance.

The investigator

should then compare the ratings as suggested in Table

3

to determine

whether there are differences between the ratings that have been made
by examiners who differ in sex or race.

The sex and race of examinees are the final factors that
are noted in Table

3

to be possible influences on test performance
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and worthwhile factors to investigate (Anastasi
1973, Jensen, 1975).
as their total

1970; Angoff & Ford,

,

Studies of individuals' item responses as well

test scores have been recommended as means of detect-

ing any unexpected discrepancies in the performance
of examinees of

different sex or race (e.g., Allen & Yee, 1979).

These studies, of

course, could also be conducted to examine the influence of any

demographic characteristic on test performance (Anastasi, 1970).

Comment
Studies of the relations between measures of certain variables and/or factors and individuals' scores on

a CRT

might often

be conducted to gain evidence that individuals' performance on the

test reflects a desired construct.

As it is likely that construct

interpretations will be associated with individuals' scores on each
domain of the test, studies like those described above would involve

examining the effects of selected factors and variables on individuals'
scores on each domain of the test under study.

Studies of the Content of

a

Test

Although construct validity must be established by findings
derived from empirical studies involving the scores of

a

measure,

the findings from logical analyses of test content can be used to

support or bring into question the validity of
scores reflects
1975).

graders'

a

a

claim that

a

set of

particular construct (Cronbach, 1971; Messick,

For example, if an investigator wishes to claim that third

scores on

a

spelling measure reflect their spelling skills.
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the finding that items of the
measure call for a representative

sample of words that they have
been taught lends strong
logical
support to the validity of this
claim.
If, on the other hand,

when the measure is examined,
it is found that most of these
items
require examinees to spell words
that fifth rather than third
graders are likely to know, there
are then grounds for seriously

questioning the validity of claiming
that performance on the test
will

reflect the third graders' spelling
skills.
As is indicated in Table 3, three
kinds of studies of test

content can be conducted by

a

test developer in the interest of

gaining evidence that contributes logical
support to the claim
that the scores of a measure reflect a
construct of interest.

The

studies pertaining to assessments of content
validity and to what
we have called

domain relevance" are unnecessary to describe here

as their role in establishing the validity
of a test score interpre-

tation was examined in Chapter II.

graphs

a

Accordingly, in the next para-

brief discussion is simply provided of how

a

measure might

be conceptually analyzed to gather evidence of construct
validity.

Conceptual Analyses of Test Content
Conceptual analyses of test content require an investigator
to consider the test content in light of known theories, concepts

and research relevant to either the construct being assessed or the

method used to make this assessment (e.g., Loevinger, 1957; Messick,
1975).

To show how such information can be brought to bear in a
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study of test content, consider

a

multiple-choice test that has

been devised to assess word
and sentence comprehension
constructs.
An analysis of the test
might reveal the correct
answers to items
of the word test are comprised
of definitions of the words
that
examinees have learned in school.
In light of Anderson's
views
(1972) that a reading test will
assess recall rather than compre-

hension if the test is comprised
of instructional materials that
are familiar, this finding may
render slightly suspect the validity
of a claim that these items
assess a word comprehension construct.
Upon further examination, it might
be noted that examinees can cor-

rectly answer certain of the sentence
comprehension items simply by

identifying the response option that
contains most of the words used
in the item stem.

This finding makes questionable the
claim that

these particular items will successfully
assess sentence comprehension since Bloom and his associates
(1956) and Bormuth (1970) have

suggested that examinees

responding to a near-verbatim test question

do not have to comprehend the item to obtain
a correct response.

Comment
Whether

a

CRT has been designed to assess behavior or cognitive

attributes such as reading and math skills, conceptual analyses
of
the test can provide information useful

in determining whether a given

instrument has content and structure that is conducive to making the

assessments of interest.
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Exampl es
As the studies that have been
described are diverse and

numerous, to more clearly convey their
use this section provides

illustrations of how these studies might be
carried out when construct validity is investigated by

a

CRT developer.

By these illus-

trations, the logic of construct validation
investigations in CRT

contexts also can be characterized.

Before outlining these validity studies,

a

point should be

made about the practice of summing domain
scores to obtain subtest
or total test scores that are to be interpreted
as indicants of

particular construct.

a

It should be noted that this practice should

not be carried out unguardedly.

Although the domains of

a

CRT are

designed to cover non-overlapping areas of content, unless
performances
on the domains defining a CRT are correlated, a total test
score

which is calculated by summing these performances cannot be expected
to reflect a meaningful construct, as there is no dimension of,
say,

skill

or knowledge that appears to underlie and consistently influence

individuals' performance on the various domains of the test.

developer wishes to regard

a total

If a

test score as an indicant of

certain construct, he or she would be well-advised to conduct

a

a

factor analyses involving the scores that individuals have obtained
on the several domains defining the test.

If these domains are found

to load on a common factor, the developer can infer that some attri-

bute consistently influences examinees' domain scores so that

score might reflect

a

meaningful construct.

a

total

Were a test developer to
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proceed with

validation investigation Instead
of conducting this
factor analysis, the findings from
these studies would also indicate
the degree to which a set of
total scores reflects a
meaningful
construct. However, the factor
analyses would seem to be a more
a

economic and expeditious means of
determining the dimensionality
of these scores.
It

is also

important to note that the usefulness
of the

correlational studies that have been described
will be curtailed
when

homogeneous sample of examinees is used to
obtain the response

a

data that is needed for these studies.
the scores that are analyzed,

a

To maximize the variance of

test developer should draw

valida-

a

tion sample that is fully representative
of the population of examinees
for which the test under study is intended.

Turning back to the major concern of this section, which

is

to illustrate the process of construct validation,
let us consider

two construct validity investigations, one that is
simple and another

that Is somewhat complex in design.

The first investigation to be

noted is simple in nature because it pertains to validating an

inference that individuals' scores on

a

domain reflect the behavior

of "answering one-digit addition word problems."

The second study is

complex because it pertains to validating an inference that

a

set

of domain scores reflects the cognitive process of "paragraph compre-

hension."
in

As the previous chapter suggested, these studies must differ

complexity because it

reflects

reflect

a

a

is

more difficult to show that

cognitive process than it
behavior:

is

a

set of scores

to demonstrate that scores

Comprehension cannot be observed in test
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performance whereas the act
of answering addition
problems can,
so the inference that scores
reflect paragraph compreheslon
Is TO re
suspect and requires more
evidence to confirm (Cronbach,
1971;
Gulon, 1974; Prlen, 1977).
If an Investigator wished
to establish the degree
to which It

was valid to claim that Individuals'
scores on
well

a

domain reflect how

they answer one-digit addition
word problems, he or she might

conclude that three studies would
be important to conduct.

Speci-

fically, the investigator might
conclude that the items adequately

sample the class of all possible
one-digit addition problems which
the domain specifies that these
Items are to reflect.
a

single skill

is

Moreover, since

presumably assessed by these items, the
investigator

might surmise that evidence of internal
consistency would provide
support for this claim.

Finally, to rule out rival explanations

of the meaning of examinees' scores, the
investigator might decide
that it is necessary to show that reading
skills and misinformation
have not influenced examinees' math test
scores.
To carry out the requisite studies, the
investigator could

ask content experts to examine the domain
specifications and the

content of the addition problems so that they can judge the
degree
to which the problems adequately sample the class of
problems speci-

fied by the domain.
be

i

Responses to these items could subsequently

ntercorrel ated to determine the degree to which these responses

are interrelated and reflect the same behavior.

Then the investigator

could calculate the correlations between examinees' domain scores
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and their performance on a reading
measure to establish the degree
to which the irrelevant variable
of reading skills has Influenced

examinees' math scores.

Finally, by studying examinees'
wrong

answers to the math items, the effect
of misinformation on their
math performance can be ascertained.
In

contrast to this somewhat simple kind
of investigation,

consider the more extensive validation
study that would be carried
out if an investigator wished to show,
say, that sixth graders'

scores on

a

domain of CRT were valid indicators of
their levels of

paragraph comprehension.
elaborate than
to carry out.

In this case, studies similar to

but more

those that were described above would be necessary
To establish that examinees' domain scores
reflect

paragraph comprehension, an investigator might consider
it necessary
to provide evidence that the mul tipi e-choice
items of the measure are

judged by reading experts to assess comprehension rather
than recall,
as well

as evidence that the items are judged to present
content

that represents the range of reading material that sixth
graders might

comprehend.

It might also be thought that internal

consistency

should be evident among items of the test, as it is claimed that
these items assess

a

single, paragraph comprehension skills.

Also,

the prediction might be made that examinees' performance on the

domain will be similar to their performance on other measures of

paragraph comprehension if their domain scores do, in fact, indicate
this construct.

Then the investigator might suggest that examinees'

domain scores should relate to measures of their vocabulary skills
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and general knowledge since
he or she knows of research
findings
that have indicated that
paragraph comprehension is somewhat
affected by vocabulary skills and
that paragraph comprehension,
in
turn, affects individuals'
general

knowledge.

Finally, a comparison

of males' to females' performance
on the domain might be proposed,
as relevant literature has
suggested that these groups'
comprehension

levels should be comparable in the
sixth grade.
To conduct the validation studies
that these propositions

suggest, an investigator might ask judges
to examine the content of
the comprehension items to determine,
first, whether these items

reflect the specifications of their associated
domain and, second,

whether this domain covers the important kinds
of materials that
sixth graders might be reading.

Also the judges could be asked to

indicate whether they think that the items of the
test present

unfamiliar reading matter, so that these items can be
regarded as
being conducive to the measurement of sixth graders'
comprehension

rather than their recall.

Item intercorrelations could be calculated

to examine the degree to which responses to these
items are intern-

ally consistent, and examinees' domain scores could be correlated
with, say, their total scores on a set of true-false items that

assess paragraph comprehension to determine whether these measures
of presumably the same construct converge as expected.

Correlational

analyses could also be used to assess the relations between these
scores and measures of examinees' general knowledge and vocabulary
skills.

Finally,

a

comparison might be made of the means and
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variances of the domain scores
that male and female examinees
obtained to see whether the
comparable performance expected
from
these two groups is actually
obtained.

Summary

The intent of this chapter was to
describe and discuss the

methods that

a

CRT practitioner could use to
investigate the construct

validity of using

a

set of CRT scores to describe an
attribute or

behavior of examinees.

Seven kinds of investigations were noted
to

be of use to a CRT practitioner who
wishes to establish the construct

validity of
scores.

a

claim about the descriptive meaning of

a

set of CRT

Each of these investigations was discussed
in terms of its

application when a claim about the descriptive meaning
of
domain scores is advanced.

a

set of

The following points about each of the

seven kinds of investigations were made:
1

2

•

•

Studies of Internal Consistency
a.

Studies of the internal consistency among responses to
items that have been designed to reflect a domain are
useful for determining whether these responses are sufficiently interrelated that a test developer can infer
that they reflect one construct, as is usually desired
in CRT contexts.

a.

A finding of internal

consistency is informative about
the identity of the construct that is reflected by
item responses only in the instance when the observed
level of this consistency is that which theoretical considerations about the construct have predicted will occur.

Studies of the Relations between Measures of the Same Construct
a.

The construct validity of a claim that scores of a
measure reflect a particular construct can be considerably supported by evidence which shows that these
scores "converge" with other measures of the same
construct.
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b.

The monotrait-heteromethod
approach and factor analogic
are alternative correlational
techniques that are leans
examining the relations between
scores that are
ef ' eCt 3 particular construct
of
interest
irtelest’fnd
h»
and other
measures of this construct.

^

3

.

r!hu!i!.°

4.

5.

f the Re1ations between a
Cons t ruct and Criterion

a.

The finding that test scores
presumed to reflect a particular construct correlate well with
one or more criterion
behaviors to which the construct has
been indicated to
6VldenCe
Can be used *> support the claim
^ha? thIL
that
these scores reflect the desired
construct.

b.

To examine the relations between
a construct and one or
more criterion behaviors, the relations
between individuals'
test performance and either their
criterion performance
or their membership in criterion groups
can be examined.

c.

When the criterion groups methods is
used to conduct
these studies, an investigator should
make sure that
these groups differ only in terms of their
levels of
the criterion behavior of interest

Studies of the Structure of Test Scores
a.

In the rare circumstance where domains
of a CRT are designed to coyer skill, knowledge or behavioral
constructs
that are posited to be learned sequentially or in
a
hierarchy, the finding that individuals' scores on these
domains do have the expected response structure provides
evidence supporting the claim that these scores reflect
the intended constructs.

b.

When the structure of examinees' responses is found to be
unlike the structure predicted, the investigator should
ascertain by further study whether it is the items that
reflect these domains, the theory underlying the supposed
structure, or both, that are flawed in some way.

Studies of the Relations between Measures of Different
Constructs
a.

The construct validity of a claim that a set of scores
reflects a particular construct is supported by studies
showing that these scores do not relate well to measures
of different constructs.
These studies might be undertaken both to distinguish the construct of interest
from other constructs that are similar in nature but
differently named and also to rule out rival explanations
of the meaning of the scores under study.
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b.

Three kinds of correlational
studies are used in conducting these studies:
heterotrait-monomethod studies
heterotrait-heteromethod studies, and factor
analysis
The first two of these studies
can be used in conjunct
tion with the monotrait-heteromethod
approach to conduct
te a 1C StU y of the de ree to
which
9
the scores
nnHo^ study
? i can ube
under
regarded as measures of the attribute
of interest.
In CRT contexts, intra-test
and inter-test
factor analyses are useful for showing
the divergence
between measures when many of these
measures are to be
’

ana lyzed
6

-

Studies of the Relations between
Variables or Factors

a

—

Construct and Selected

a.

When a construct is posited to influence
or be influenced
by certain variables or factors,
the claim that a set of
scores reflects this construct is supported
by evidence
that these scores bear the predicted
relations to these
factors or variables.

b.

Certain variables and factions have traditionally
been
examined for their relations to the kinds of constructs
likely to interest a CRT practitioner. These variables
and factors are:
instructional impact, test speededness,
response set tendencies, misinformation, personality
characteristics, scoring bias, and examinees' sex and
race.

7.

Studies of the Content of

a

Test

a.

Although construct validity must be established by findings derived from empirical studies involving the scores
of a measure, findings from studies of the content of
a test under study can be used to support or bring into
question this validity.

b.

Studies of domain relevance and content validity as well
as conceptual analyses of item content are investigations
that can be undertaken in the interest of drawing logical
conclusions about the accuracy of a claim about the meaning of a set of scores.

How these diverse studies might be applied to demonstrate con-

struct validity was discussed in the final pages of the text above.
It was

suggested that

a

complete construct validity investigation may

be simple or complex, depending upon how suspect is the meaning that
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to be associated with a set of
scores.

A claim that a set of

scores reflects a particular psychological
quality was said to re-

quire more supportive evidence than that which
is required when the
/

claim is made that

a

set of scores reflects

a

particular behavior.

Two studies were subsequently outlined to
illustrate this point as
well as the logic that guides construct validity
investigations.

CHAPTER

VI

PERSPECTIVES ON DECISION VALIDITY

Introduction

Perspective on the use of educational
test scores to make
decisions and on the need to examine
the validity of using test scores
for this purpose has been gained by
educators and psychometrists

only recently (c.f., Thorndike & Hagen,
1969; 1977).

Theories in-

volving the use of measures to make decisions
were originally developed for application in industrial and
business settings.

In these

settings, cut-scores were set on measures and
used both as devices
for identifying goods of poor quality that were
produced (e.g.,
Wald, 1950) and as means for making personnel
decisions (Brogden,
1946; Taylor & Russell, 1939).

Subsequently, psychologists began to

use tests to classify mental hospital patients for the
purpose of

placing them in appropriate treatment programs (Cronbach,
1971).

In

this context issues arose about the validity of using
psychological

tests to make placement decisions (e.g., APA, 1955).

Perhaps because

of the advent of individualized instruction and the use of tests to

make instructional decisions, educators now often use the scores of
a

test to make classificatory decisions about individuals, and what

has been called "the decision-making accuracy" (Anastasi, 1976; Brown,
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1976) or "decision validity" (APA et
al

classifications has become

a

.

,

1974; Berk, 1980) of these

topic of common concern.

Criterion-referenced tests are frequently used
in educational
contexts to decide individuals' classifications,
so they are prime

candidates for studies of decision validity.

When minimum competency

tests are devised, for example, a cut-score
is set which is said to

differentiate, say, high school students who are
"competent" from
those who are "not competent" in

a

area (Miller, 1978; Pipho, 1978).

particular skill or subject matter
In

contexts where mastery learning

models are implemented, CRTs are also used to decide
whether students
are or are not prepared to advance to new units of
instruction (Glaser
& Nitko,

1971).

test is used as

Finally, in the instance when
a

placement device,

decide, say, whether

a

a

a

criterion-referenced

score on the test is used to

student should receive regular or remedial

instruction (Linn, 1979).
No comprehensive and integrative study of the issues that are

germane to investigations of decision validity has been offered
to CRT practitioners in CRT literature treating issues of validity.

As shall

be evident from the following discussions, although various

conceptions of decision validity have traditionally been offered in

measurement literature, the applicability of these conceptions to
decisions that are made in CRT contexts is not altogether clear.

For

example, underlying traditional views of decision validity is the

assumption that classifications decided using the scores of

a

measure

have a predictive nature (Cronbach, 1971) and should be investigated
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for accuracy using criterion-related
validity studies (e.g., APA
et al., 1974).

Yet certain decisions that are made with
CRTs, such

as those pertaining to individuals'
competency or mastery status,

do not seem indicative of criterion
performance.

Classifications

such as "competent/not competent" or
"master/non-master" are often
used descriptively rather than predictively
since they are often
,
used to indicate the status of examinees' current
knowledge or

capabilities rather than to imply what level of performance
examinees
will

show on

a

criterion measure.

When decisions such as these

are made with CRTs, it is difficult to see how the traditional

methods of examining the criterion-related validity of decisions
can be appropriately applied to assess their accuracy.
In the following sections,

perspectives on decision validity

that test specialists have traditionally proferred are first reviewed
and then discussed in terms of their applicability in CRT contexts.
It should be noted that these sections will

not explicitly examine

the relevance of these perspectives to the circumstances in which

CRTs are used to select individuals for licensure and professional

certification since much discussion about the validity of such
selection decisions is currently being conducted elsewhere (e.g.,

Dunnette & Borman, 1979; Guion, 1976).

Review of Literature

According to the APA/AERA/NCME Standards (APA et
and other sources (Cronbach, 1971; Ebel

,

al

.

1974)

1977; Tenopyr, 1977),
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decision validity refers to the
degree to which decisions that
are
made using a test are shown to
accurately predict performance on
a

criterion measure.

Specialists who have taken this view
have assumed

that classificatory decisions that
are made about people invariably

reflect expectations about their
future performance.

More precisely,

it is presumed that test
classifications are guided by predictive

inferences about the level of performance
examinees will show on

criterion measure (e.g., Cronbach, 1971).

a

To the extent that these

inferences are shown to be accurate, these
classifications have
been said to have decision validity.

Accordingly, if

a

cut-score

on a reading test is used to assign students
to regular and remedial

coursework, it could be said that these assignments
reflect the

expectations that students who exceed the cut-score
on this measure
will

perform well

in school

without remedial instruction, whereas

those who fall below this score will do poorly without
such instruction.
Here, it is inferred that test classifications are predictive
of later

academic performance.

Typically, to examine the accuracy of such

predictive decisions, methods of criterion-related validation would be

recommended as they can establish the relationship between test classifications and levels of criterion performance (Cronbach, 1971).
A slightly different view that has been advocated suggests that

decision validity should refer to the degree to which classification
decisions made using a test improves upon classifications made using

other available means (APA et
Gleser, 1965).

al

.

1974; Brown, 1976; Cronbach &

Sechrest (1963) called this form of validity
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incremental validity."

Decisions made using

a

test are still con-

sidered here to be predictive
in nature, but decision
val idity is assessed
by evidence that shows the
extent to which test classifications
are

relatively more accurate than are
other available methods of
classification.

Accordingly, to assess the decision
validity of

a

test that is designed to determine
whether students should or should
not be promoted, an investigator
might gather evidence in criterion-

related validity studies that shows
whether test classifications

predict later academic performance more
accurately than do, say,
teachers' classifications.

In

contrast to this relative view of

decision validity, it will be recalled that
the first-mentioned perspective states that decision validity can be
shown by examining
only the relation of test classifications to
criterion performance
in

order to establish what might be called an absolute
form of this

val idity.

A third perspective on decision validity has been
offered most

recently by test specialists who have suggested that this
validity
should reflect the degree to which decisions made with

a

measure

produce outcomes which the decision-maker most values or considers
least costly (e.g., Cronbach & Gleser, 1965; Hambleton & Novick,
1973).

These specialists, some of whom are CRT specialists, have viewed

decisions as predictive of criterion performance, so the outcomes of
interest to them are the accurate and inaccurate predictions of

criterion performance that result from using

a

measure made decisions

However, these researchers have suggested that one should explicitly
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assign utility to accurate and
inaccurate predictions, respectively,
using subjective valuations of these
outcomes to establish the utility
and loss values (Cronbach & Gleser,
1965; Berk, 1976; Livingston, 1978;
van der Linden & Mellenbergh, 1977).

Were it desirable, for example

to consign most students who take a
skill measure to regular rather

than remedial classes, one might assign
a utility value to accurate

passing classifications which is greater than
that assigned to ac-

curate failing classifications when one assesses
the validity of using
the skill measure to make these assignments.

Alternatively, one

might take the view that very serious errors are made
if individuals
who need remediation

are mistakenly placed in regular classes.

In

this situation, one might assign high loss values to
these misclassi-

fications when they are found to occur.

When the validity of making

assignments using the skill measure is then calculated, the level of
validity obtained will be more strongly influenced by weighted findings
than by unweighted results.

As a consequence, this validity will

clearly reflect the degree to which the measure

is

valid for making

the assignments desired or for avoiding the errors in assignment that

have been considered most serious.

Before discussing each of these perspectives on decision validity,
it is important to note here that studies of this type of validity

have traditionally entailed not only investigations to determine
the predictive accuracy of decisions based on a given cut-score, but

also studies to determine what cut-score might be set that will

maximize the predictive accuracy and thus minimize the prediction error
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resulting from these decisions.

A college, for example,
might study

not only how valid is a current
cut-score set on their entrance
examination, but also might investigate
what cut-score would lead to

selecting the greatest portion of
applicants who will successfully

perform in that college.

It is well

known that the accuracy of

decisions which are predictive of criterion
performance levels can
be greatly affected by the levels
of cut-scores used to make these

decisions (Anastasi, 1976; Brown,
1976; Cronbach

&

Gleser, 1965).

Accordingly, in the discussion that follows,
it is assumed that in
any circumstance

where decisions made with CRTs are intended
to pre-

dict criterion performance levels, the cut-scores
forming the basis
for these decisions will

be adjusted during the course of investigating

the validity of these decisions so that the
maximum validity of

these decisions can be ascertained.

Discussion of Prevailing Conceptualizations
In light of earlier comments and the discussion
above, several

questions about the meaning of decision validity and about how this
validity can be conceptualized and examined in CRT contexts should
be posed:
1*

The Nature of CRT Decisions
What is the nature of
decisions made with CRTs? Do they have the same
predictive nature as that traditionally ascribed to
decisions? Can decision validity therefore be conceptualized in terms of the predictive accuracy of
decisions and examined using criterion-related validity studies as the views mentioned above would
suggest?
:
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are the merits of incorporating
utilities or 1
into assessments of the validity
of decisions.
In

the following pages, each of these
inquiries is treated in turn.

The Nature of CRT Decisions
To determine what concepts of validity
are relevant to deci-

sions that are made using CRTs, it will be
useful to study what

meanings can be ascribed to these decisions.
Standards (APA et

al

.

,

As the APA/AERA/NCME

1974) indicated, the meaning ascribed to

a

set of test scores influences and informs the
approach that one

chooses to show the degree to which this score
interpretation is
val id.

With respect to the nature of decisions made with CRTs, it
is first to be noted that these decisions often
should be viewed

as placement decisions because individuals who are classified on

the basis of their test performance will often be assigned to a

particular treatment in light of their classification (Cronbach,
1971; Linn, 1979).

Consider, for example, the pass/fail decisions

that are commonly made using cri terion-referenced measures of basic

skills and the mastery/non-mastery decisions made using CRTs in

mastery learning contexts.

The pass/fail decisions have placement

implications because individuals who are said to show failing

performance on basic skills usually will be asked to take remedial
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classes, whereas those designated
as showing passing performance
will

not (e.g., Linn, 1979; Pipho,
1978).

Similarly individuals

who are classified as non-masters
of, say,
will

a

particular math skill

be asked to review the subject
matter that they've not mastered,

whereas individuals who are classified as
masters typically will be
permitted to move on to the next unit of
instruction.
In

accord with Cronbach (1971) the view is taken
here that

placement decisions are inherently predictive in
nature.
in placement decisions,

Implicit

Cronbach has argued, are predictions that

the individuals assigned to a particular treatment
will gain more

from that treatment than they would if assigned to
other treatments
that are available.

For example, underlying the assignment of

remedial work to individuals who fail a basic skills measure
might
be the premise that the later academic performance of these
exam-

inees will

be poor unless this remedial work is undertaken.

On the

other hand, it might be expected that individuals who pass this

measure will perform adequately in the future simply by pursuing
their regular course of instruction.
To show the validity of classifications that have placement

implications, one must show the degree to which the predictions that
inhere in these decisions are accurate.

Specifically, one must

demonstrate that individuals who are classified by

a

measure and

subsequently placed in particular treatments do better in their

assigned treatments than they would in any other treatment available.

For example, let us say that on the basis of third graders'
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reading scores they have been classified
as "good" and "poor"
readers.

It has been planned that these two
groups will

receive

regular and remedial instruction, respectively,
under the assumption
that these treatments will most enhance
each group's performance
in fourth grade English.

To show that these placement decisions

are valid and that these expectations are
accurate, it is necessary
to demonstrate that the good readers do get
better grades if they

pursue a regular rather than

a

remedial reading course and that the

poor readers get good grades after remediation but would
not do so
if regular instruction were pursued.

As is evident, because classi-

fications that have placement implications are predictive in nature,
they can be viewed in the traditional manner and can be examined
for accuracy using forms of criterion-related validation.

Further consideration of decisions that have been discussed
by CRT specialists and practitioners suggests that classifications

made with

a

CRT are sometimes intended to indicate individuals' status

on a criterion variable.

Typically, these classifications are dicho-

tomous and are intended to predict performance on a dichotomous

criterion measure.
arranged in

a

For example, when the skills in a curriculum are

hierarchy, the cut-scores that are set on tests that

are used to monitor student progress are often presumed to distinguish

between students who will and will not be successful in learning

subsequent skill
be useful

(Huynh & Perney, 1979; Livingston, 1978).

a

It may

to designate these classifications as "criterion-related"

decisions as it is intended that individuals' criterion performance,
should be inferred from their classifications on

a

measure.
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Criterion-related classifications that are
made with

a

CRT

resemble decisions as they have traditionally
been viewed and, ac-

cordingly, can be investigated using the
traditional criterionrelated validity study:

By examining the relations between
test

and criterion classifications, one can gain
the data needed to

show the accuracy of inferring that individuals'
test classifications are indicative of their criterion performance.

For example,

the validity of pass/fail decisions that are made
with a CRT and

presumed to indicate, respectively, criterion success and
failure
could be established by showing that examinees who pass the
measure
also succeed on the criterion, whereas those who fail the
measure
are also found to fail

in their criterion performance when it is

assessed.
As suggested above, a third kind of decision that is made

with CRTs seemingly results in classifications that have descriptive

rather than predictive implications.

In particular, descriptive

classifications appear to be made when individuals are classified
as "masters" and "non-masters" or as "competent" and "not competent"
on the basis of their test performance and these classifications are

assumed to suggest the level of individuals' current capabilities or

proficiencies (Davis & Diamond, 1974; Harris, 1974; Torshen, 1977).
With respect to mastery classifications, some examination of
the particular meaning of these classifications will
tive.

If Websters'

prove informa-

Third New International Dictionary is consulted,

one finds that the term "master" is ascribed to individuals who
"are notably or supremely proficient in something; consummately
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accomplished or skilled."

This perspective suggests the view
of

mastery that is generally taken in testing
contexts, wherein individuals are said to be masters of

particular skill, class of skills,

a

knowl edge, or behavior in light of their
performance on a mastery

measure.
Two basic perspectives on mastery have been
formulated by

test developers, and both suggest that mastery
classifications can

properly be regarded as descriptive of individuals in
terms of their
underlying knowledge or skill.

One perspective reflects what

Meskauskas (1976) has called the state model of mastery and entails
the view that mastery is an all-or-nothing condition.
is

applied in testing contexts,

a

As the model

designation of mastery is assigned

to individuals who show perfect or near perfect performance on the

items of a mastery test.

They might be deemed masters of one or

many subject areas, depending upon whether one or many domains of

content are covered by the test (Ebel, 1971; Meskauskas, 1976).
According to Davis and Diamond (1974), this performance is presumed
to reflect "complete knowledge, skill or control" (p. 133).

The most commonly spoken of alternative

to the state model

is the view that mastery reflects achievement at the upper end of
a

skill, ability or knowledge continuum (Glaser, 1963; Meskauskas,

1976).

This view has been taken by specialists who have considered

it theoretically unreasonable in most circumstances to treat

mastery and non-mastery as dichotomous, all-or-nothing states (Berk,
1976).
a

When this continuum model

is

applied in testing contexts,

cut-score is set that indicates the level of performance that

is
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regarded as the minimum that individuals must show
to be regarded
as masters

(Harris, 1974; Meskauskas, 1976).

sumably it

is

will

skill

In this case,

pre-

inferred that performance at or above this cut-score

reflect what is considered to be complete knowledge of or
in the subject matter covered by the items.

All

of those who

perform below this cut-score may be designated as non-masters,
reflecting the inference that they lack complete knowledge or skill.
These views indicate that the concept of mastery does not

yet have an agreed-upon theoretical basis (Skager, 1974), but they
also suggest that mastery and non-mastery classifications reflect

inferences about the level of individuals' underlying knowledge or
skills and might be best examined for accuracy using the techniques
of construct validation.
is

As previously noted, construct validation

warranted when inferences about unobservable attributes or qual-

ities that individuals possess are to be made from their performance
on a measure.

According to the views noted above, individuals who

are classified as "masters" are presumed to have what's regarded as

complete knowledge or skill of

a

particular kind, whereas those who

are designated as non-masters are presumed to lack these attributes
to some degree or completely.

As we have suggested previously,

conclusions about individuals' knowledge or skill levels reflect
the use of constructs, as they are inferred from

rather than ob-

served in, test performance (Cronbach, 1971; Messick, 1975).

Hence,

mastery and non-mastery classifications properly can be regarded as
referring to levels of

a

construct and as deserving construct
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validation to show the degree to which the inferences of
mastery and

non-mastery are accurate.
Regarding the competency classifications used in educational
testing, the precise meaning of these classifications is currently
being debated (Finch, 1980; Miller, 1978; Pottinger & Goldsmith,

The notions of being competent and not competent have long

1979).

been part of standard language; the controversy may reflect the

difficulties that occur in an attempt to operationalize sociallydefined concepts and standards (Cohen & Haney, 1980; Inkeles, 1966).
It is to be noted that there does appear to be some agreement

among practitioners that competency is not to be conceived of as

a

global attribute, but rather as a quality like "mastery" in that it
is

manifested with respect to

matter.

a

particular class of tasks or subject

For example, individuals who have taken minimum competency

tests may be deemed competent or not competent in a particular class

of activities such as reading or math, and/or in

a

particular subject

matter area such as government or consumer economics (Pipho, 1978).
As Finch (1980) has noted, use of the generic label of "competency

test" has been unfortunate because this label has obscured the fact

that these tests assess individuals' competency in different areas.
A competency test would be better named if a descriptor of the areas

covered by the test preceded its generic label so that

a

particular

test was known as a "reading competency test" or a "job-related

competency test."
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With respect to the views
that have been offered
about what
it means to have competency
or be competent in a
particular area,
although some specialists have
suggested that these terms simply
refer to performance above a
cut-score that has been set on
a

competency test (e.g., Bunda

&

Sanders, 1979), other specialists

have indicated that these
designations reflect inferences
about
the underlying knowledge and/or
capabilities of an individual (Heath,
1980; Finch, 1980; Klemp, 1979;
Olson & Freeman, 1979; Pottinger,

1979).

For example, Pottinger stated that
"knowledge, skills,

abilities and other characteristics
(p.

.

.

.

constitute competency"

29), and Finch viewed competency as "the
ability to use a speci-

fic skill or set of skills to meet
the needs of a specific situation"
(p.

400).

Klemp (1979) may have offered the most
developed per-

spective to date.
is

Klemp argued that competency is an attribute
that

inferred from an individual's performance on
diverse tasks.

Specifically, he defined

a

competency to be "a generic knowledge,

skill, trait, self-schema or motive of a person"
(p. 42) that pro-

duces what is
tasks.
a

publicly

regarded as effective performance on these

Since this competency is generic,

number of ways.

it will

be manifested in

As Klemp explained, if a person is observed to

balance a checkbook, solve algebra problems and accurately calculate

distances in

a

the individual

variety of units, the inference might be drawn that
is

competent in numerical concepts.

In

Klemp

1

s

view, this competency could not be inferred from any one type of

action, because an individual could complete one kind of task without
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being competent in the area of
interest, as balancing

checkbook
could be accomplished simply through
recall of addition and subtraction rules rather than through
grasp of numerical concepts.
In

circumstances where

a

cut-score provides

a

a

basis for classi-

fying examinees as competent and
not competent, the views noted

here suggest that these classifications
can be said to have descrip-

tive implications and to reflect
inferences about underlying attributes.
level

The views imply that competent individuals
are ascribed

a

of knowledge, skill, or capability that
enables them to

achieve satisfactory or effective performance;
presumably

competent person is inferred to possess

a

a

not

level of these qualities

that is insufficient for satisfactory or
effective performance.
a

As

consequence, we can regard competency/non-competency
classifications

as labels referring to levels of a construct.

It is then reasonable

to suggest that in order to determine whether individuals'

performance

on a test is indicative of their competency, techniques of
construct

validation are necessary to apply.
A fourth kind of decision that should be considered is intended

simply to distinguish acceptable from unacceptable performance on

criterion-referenced measures.
fail" decisions.

Often such decisions are called "pass/

They might be made in classroom testing situations

or when judges decide a cut-score on, say, a basic skills measure
that reflects the level of performance that they think students ought
to show,

say, for high school

graduation (Jaeger, 1976).

Pass/fail

classifications, unlike those previously mentioned, do not have
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descriptive or predictive implications and so do
not posit hypotheses that can be empirically investigated
to determine their
accuracy.

Rather, these classifications simply reflect
subjective

valuations of test performance levels in terms of their
acceptability
As Messick (1975) has implied, there is no way
to empirically demon-

strate that these classifications are accurate. Asa consequence,
pass/fail classifications which simply designate what is
acceptable
and what is unacceptable test performance cannot be assessed
for or

said to have any kind of test validity.

consensus of opinion on

a

Evidence that there is a

"pass/fail" cut-score will substantiate

any claim that these classifications reflect commonly held values
(e.g.. Caws, 1965), but this evidence cannot be said to show the

validity of these decisions.

Certainly validity should be investi-

gated, as it is important to show that the scores on which such pass/
fail

decisions will be based can be validly viewed as indicators of,

say, the skill or knowledge that the measure is designed to assess.

Forms of content and construct validation can be used to make this

investigation.
A fifth kind of decision that is made using CRTs merits brief

attention because the nature of this decision is peculiar and has
been the subject of some controversy (Glass, 1978).

Often it is

basic skills or competency test be

recommended that

a

cut-score on

decided by using

a

combination of judges' opinions and test per-

a

formance data (Conaway, 1977; Jaeger, 1978; Shepard, 1976).

examining the content of such

a

After

test and setting a cut-score, judges
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are asked to reconsider that cut-score
in light of data that shows

how examinees have actually performed
on the measure.

The question that can reasonably be posed
is whether one must

validate classifications that are formulated
by using
of judgmental and empirical methods.

a

combination

Since those classifications

are based on both subjective values and empirical
findings their

meanings are, indeed, unclear.

However, it would seem that to the

extent that these classifications will be used simply
to distinguish

acceptable from unacceptable levels of test performance, the
empirical
data has been used simply to inform judges' evaluations of
this per-

formance.

In this situation the classifications formed simply
reflect

subjective valuations of test performance.

empirically examined for validity.

They therefore cannot be

On the other hand, if the cut-

score set by the combination of judgmental and empirical methods is

intended to distinguish levels of competency or mastery, then this

cut-score is used to form classifications that refer to levels of
construct and have descriptive implications.

a

This kind of classifi-

cation should be empirically confirmed using methods of construct
val idation.

Concluding Remarks

.

From this discussion of CRT decisions, it

is clear that decision validity and validation is best thought of in

terms more general than those traditionally used to define this

validity.

As noted earlier, decisions traditionally have been viewed

as predictive of performance on a criterion measure so that the

validity of these decisions would rest upon their predictive accuracy
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(Cronbach, 1971).

The classifications made using CRTs have been

noted to be predictive in some circumstances,
but in other situations
CRT classifications have been shown to have descriptive
implications
and warrant construct validation.

Hence, it seems reasonable to

suggest that CRT practitioners conceive of decision validity
as

a

concept that refers to the empirically demonstrated accuracy
of

a

cl

assificatory decision that is made with

a

measure.

In turn,

it

can be recommended that decision validation be considered a generic

term that refers to the procedures that are used to examine the

accuracy of decisions.

These procedures have been noted to include

primarily methods of criterion-related and construct validation and
will

be detailed in Chapter VII.

The proposed view of decision validity is broader and expressed
in terms that are less operational

than traditional definitions of

this validity, but the view better accommodates the issues of accur-

acy that will be raised when decisions are made with criterion-

referenced tests.

It should be noted that the proposed view of

decision validity retains close resemblance to the other kinds of
test validity that have been defined by test specialists in that it
refers to the demonstrated accuracy of

tation or use.

a

particular score interpre-

Also, the proposed perspective on decision validity

can properly be thought to refer to
it requires empirical

a

kind of test validity, because

demonstrations to show the accuracy of the

test score use with which it is concerned.
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Absolute versus Incremental Approaches
—
to Decision Validity
The second issue noted above to
require consideration

is

that

of whether decision validity is best
viewed simply in absolute
terms, as the accuracy of decisions
that are made using a measure,

or best viewed in relative terms,
as the increment in accuracy con-

tributed by

a

measure used for decision-making.

The argument for the incremental approach
has been presented
well

by Sechrest (1963) and by Cronbach
and Gleser (1965).

These

specialists noted that an appraisal of decision
validity in absolute
terms typically entails assessing a test in
terms of its contribution
to decision accuracy over and above the
accuracy that would accrue

from chance alone.

gauge the value of

They argued that use of the chance baseline to
a

test leads to an overestimate of

a

test's con-

tribution to decision-making accuracy because chance classifications
are not usually the only other means available for making the
desired

classifications; rather than random decision-making, other available
information would typically be used as

classifications.

a

basis for making these

As a consequence, these researchers suggested that

what benefits a test offers as

a

decision-making tool are best

assessed by establishing what accuracy is contributes over and above
the accuracy of an alternative means that will otherwise be used to

make the decisions of interest.
In business and industry, where concern for the effectiveness

of decision-making originated, it may be reasonable to rest the value
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of a measure on its contribution to
decision accuracy over and above
the accuracy attained by other means.
These organizations, as char-

acterized by Cronbach and Gleser
(1965), value

a

decision strategy

only to the extent that it has greater
utility than other courses of
action.

In this context, decisions are
proposed in the interest of

improving, say, productivity, profit levels,
or sales.

Therefore,

the proposed decision is purported to result
in greater gains than

decisions currently being implemented and can be
considered valid and
useful to the extent that it achieves this result.
In educational

settings, it would seem unreasonable to judge

the worth of a measure solely on the basis of its
incremental validity.
A test might be valued, say, for its reliability or
its objectivity
as well

as for its validity.

Therefore, the benefits of using

a

particular decision-making measure will not entirely be reflected by
its validity.

Thus, in educational contexts it seems inappropriate to

index the worth of a decision-making measure simply by comparing its

validity to the validities of other means of decision-making.

More-

over, it appears inappropriate to forgo use of such a measure just

because its incremental contribution to validity is not high.
A second weakness of the incremental approach to estimating
the decision validity of educational measures is that it seems incon-

sistent to make this validity contingent upon the validities of other
bases for decision-making.

No other kind of validity associated with

educational tests is currently estimated in light of the validity of

alternative measurement methods.

Indeed, traditionally other kinds
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Of test validity are established
by comparisons of valid
to chance
variance (Brown, 1976). Because
the absolute method of
assessing

decision validity similarly
involves this kind of comparison,
there
is some advantage in this
method for its conceptual
resemblance to
other concepts of educational
test validity that are commonly
discussed.
Therefore, an absolute approach to
assessing the validity of
decisions does have merit, but this
is not to say that the
comparative information provided by the
incremental approach is not
desirable.

It may be very useful

to investigate at least informally

the question of, say, whether a new
decision-making measure offers

advantage over other available tools for
decision-making.
a

In such

study, one would compare the validities
of these tools.

user should have evidence that shows the merits
of

a

A test

new testing pro

gram to justify the cost of initiating this
new program in place of
the old (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965).

It would,

in fact, be highly

informative for test publishers or researchers to
formally investigate
the advantages and disadvantages of, say, using
tests rather than

teachers

ratings or grade point averages as means of decision-making.

Utilities and Losses in CRT
Decision Validation
The proposal mentioned earlier that CRT decision validity should

reflect the degree to which utilities or losses accompany
is

the third issue requiring treatment here.

It will

a

decision

be informative
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to examine the basis for this approach
and its relation to the con-

cept of test validity.
The notion of considering the utilities or
losses which ac-

company the outcomes of

a

decision is informed by the tenets of

decision-making formulated by mathematicians and
economists
(Cronbach & Gleser, 1965).

These theories state that the worth

of a decision is established in light of the benefits
and/or costs
of the outcomes that result from the decision.
A premise of these theories is that subjective valuations
are

inevitably used to assess the consequences of

a

decision.

When

utility and decision theories are applied, one's evaluation system
is simply stated explicitly, so that the values that would otherwise

underlie one's assessment of

a

decision are not hidden but rather

are made public and known (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965).

Largely because of Cronbach and Gleser's (1965) work in
applying decision theoretic principles to personnel testing, test

specialists working in education have become concerned about the

methods they have used to assess the decisions that they make using
their measures (e.g., Hambleton, Powell & Eignor, 1979; Meskauskas,
1976).

Cronbach and Gleser's work clearly suggested not only that

it is proper to consider subjective values when judging the worth of
a

decision, but moreover that consideration of these values is

necessary because values lie implicit in any method that might be
used to make this judgment.

The approaches discussed above to

valuing accurate and inaccurate CRT decisions reflect test specialists'
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concurrence that methbds of
decision validity shouid
be examined for
imPliCU Mlues dnd
in part, on the basis
of the appropriateness of these values to
criterion-referenced testing situations.
The proposal that decision
validity reflect the degree
to
which decisions achieve results
which are valued is consonant
with
other concepts of test validity.
When conceptualized as proposed,
decision validity reflects the
degree to which

a

decision accurately

reflects the meaning desired, and
the notion of test validity,
as
defined earlier, similarly refers
to the degree to which a
measure
can be accurately interpreted in
the manner desired. As Cronbach
and Gleser (1965) suggested,
values play a role in all assessments

of test validity that will be conducted.

For example, because the

measurement of individual differences has
been prized in the past
(Anastasi, 1976), the construct and
criterion-related validities

traditionally have been computed in such
if large rather than small

sult from use of

a

way that they are higher

amounts of valid test score variance re-

measure.

Similarly, content validity reflects

theoretical preference that items of

associated with that measure.

a

a

measure sample the domains

In short,

decision-theoretic orientation towards
validity does not provide

a

a

it might be said that the

conception of decision

reinterpretation so much as an ill umi

ation of the meaning of test validity in general and of
decision

validity in particular.

a
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Summary of Discussion

The paragraphs above treated issues
concerning concepts of

decision validity and decision validation
that are applicable in
contexts where decision making with CRTs is
undertaken.

The follow-

ing conclusions were drawn from discussion
of these issues:

^

1*

contexts, it is best to think of decision
validity as referring to the accuracy of classificatory decisions that are made with a CRT and
of decision validation as referring to the procedures that are used to show that the classifications resulting from these decisions are accurate.

2.

An absolute approach to assessing decision validity,
which entails the contrast of valid to chance
variance, has much merit although there are noteworthy benefits in providing information about the
increment in decision accuracy that a measure contributes over other available means of decisionmaking.

3.

Explicit consideration of the utilities or losses
associated with outcomes resulting from decisions
is an appropriate aspect of the process of establishing the validity of decisions.

CHAPTER

VII

METHODS FOR CONDUCTING DECISION VALIDATION STUDIES

Introduction

Criterion-referenced test practitioners have not, to date,
been provided with

a

comprehensive discussion of the methods that

they can use to examine the validity of the decisions that they

make with their measures.

Probably, such a discussion has not yet

been provided because the use of criterion-referenced tests for

decision-making has only become prevalent in recent years, so that
conceptual and methodological work on the problem of validating this
use of CRTs is still being done (e.g., Hambleton, 1980; Linn, 1979;

Livingston, 1975; 1976).
This chapter will provide CRT practitioners with

a

half-

baked description and discussion of methods that they can use to

investigate the validity of using their measures to make decisions.

The previous chapter indicated that four kinds of decisions might
be made with CRTs that are used in educational contexts:

(1)

place-

ment decisions, (2) criterion-related decisions, (3) descriptive
decision, and (4) evaluative decisions.

In the pages that follow,

approaches to assessing the accuracy of each of the first three
kinds of decisions are described and discussed.

Evaluative deci-

sions are not treated because these decisions have their basis in

subjective valuations of levels of test performance and, as
170
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previously noted, no empirical data can
be gathered to show that
these evaluations are accurate (Messick,
1975).
Prior to describing approaches to
validating placement,

criterion-referenced and descriptive decisions,
one point
to make.

is

important

It is assumed in this chapter that
the CRTs under consider-

ation are to be used for diagnostic as
well as decision-making
purposes, as in the common instance when

a

criterion-referenced

competency test is used not only to decide individuals'
competency
status but also to identify the specific skill
and/or knowledge

domains on which examinees are strong and weak.

presumed

a

Therefore, it is

content valid CRT is used for decision-making.

evidence has been gathered that the test

is

That is,

comprised of items that

representatively sample the knowledge and/or skills domains that the
test is claimed to cover, so that examinees' performance on the
items
of the test can be validly inferred to represent their performance on

these domains.

Further, it is assumed that the appropriate construct

validation studies involving examinees' scores on domains of the

decision-making measure have been conducted so that the accuracy of
describing examinees' skills or knowledge levels on the basis of
their domain scores has been established.

Studies of the Validity of Placement Decisions
When a test is to be used to place individuals in available

treatments, the score scale of the test is divided into segments by

cut-scores and people whose test scores fall within successive
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segments of the scale are assigned to
different treatments (Cronbach
& Gleser,

1965).

often serve as

a

A previous discussion indicated that
CRT scores may

basis for making placement decisions.

students who perform below

a

cut-score that is set on

For example,
a

basic skills

test may often be assigned to remedial work in
the tested skills.
On the other hand, students performing above
the cut-score are per-

mitted to pursue their regular courses of instruction
(Linn, 1979;
Sal lander,

1980).

In the two sections that follow, approaches to
investigating

the validity of using

a

test to make placement decisions and some

methods for analyzing the data collected in the investigations are

described and discussed.

In this presentation,

it is assumed that

placement decisions are quota-free, meaning that no limit has been

established on the numbers of people that can be placed in
ment (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965).

a

treat-

It is also assumed that the treat-

ments in which individuals are to be placed are fixed rather than

adaptive in their content (Glaser

&

Nitko, 1971).

Approaches to Studying the Accuracy
of Placement Decisions
Cronbach (1971) has indicated that the most sound approach to

assessing the validity of placement decisions requires

validator to disregard individuals' performance on

a

a

test

placement mea-

sure and to randomly assign them to the treatments that are available.

Following the treatment,

a

measure of the criterion performance of

each treatment group is taken and examined to determine whether
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individuals whose placement scores would qualify
them for

cular treatment show better criterion performance
as

a

a

parti-

result of

that treatment than do individuals with comparable
scores who were

assigned to other available treatments.

Without random assignment of individuals to treatments, most
methods of studying the effectiveness of placement decisions will
lead to results that must be cautiously interpreted when used as

basis for determining the accuracy of these decisions.

a

Consider,

for example, the information that might be gained in the circum-

stance where self-selected groups of students are participating in
the treatments for which a placement measure has been designed.
us say that these treatments are instructional

Let

programs A and B.

If the students who have elected these treatments are believed to

be comparable, they could be asked to take the placement test and

could then be assessed in terms of the criterion performance that

placement in these programs is expected to affect.

Evidence of the

validity of the placement decisions that are made with the test would
be gained by the finding that students in program A whose placement

test scores would qualify them for that program show better performance
on the criterion than their counterparts who received the same test

scores but pursued program

B.

Further validating evidence would be

gained if it is found that students in program

B

whose test scores

would qualify them for that program show better criterion performance
than their counterparts who obtained the same test scores but pursued

course A.

Such findings would not unequivocally support the conclusion
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that use of the test for
placement is valid, as it is
possible that
students in the two courses are
not alike so that it is their
differ-

ences rather than the treatments
which produced the observed differences in criterion performance.
Cook and Campbell (1976) and
Campbell
and Stanley (1966) should be
consulted for further discussion
of the

perils that accompany the drawing
of conclusions from studies in-

volving non-equivalent groups.
In the circumstance where the
effectiveness of a placement

test that is already in use must be
appraised, Dunn (1966) illus-

trated

a

practical method for assessing the accuracy
of decisions

that have been made using the test.

were assigned using

a

In Dunn's study,

students who

placement measure to college mathematics course

that varied in sophistication were surveyed
in an effort to determine

whether their placement had been suitable and accurate
or not.
Students were asked (1) if they were in the course
that they had

wanted to take, (2) if they thought that they should
have been assigned to a different math course, and (3) if the course
that they
had been placed in was too difficult or too easy.

students' course grades were requested.

In addition,

From their responses, Dunn

determined how students should have been placed, and subsequently
compared their actual to their ideal placement to ascertain the level
of accuracy and error that accompanied the decisions about these

students' placements that had been made with the placement measure.

Because Dunn's students took only one of the available courses, it
is

difficult to say that their self-reports and grades are good
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indicators of what placement would be ideal and that
their perform-

ance in the other courses that were thought to be
ideal would

actually have been better.

However, Dunn's study is suggestive of

approaches to appraising placement decisions that might be used
in
situations where an investigator has little control over the imple-

mentation of these decisions.

Procedures for Analyzing Data Gathered
in Studies of Placement Decisions

According to Cronbach (1971), the validity of placing individuals in particular treatments on the basis of their performance
on a test is best examined by first randomly assigning individuals

who have taken the test to treatment groups and subsequently comparing the slopes of regression lines that are obtained by regressing

on each treatment group's test scores its performance on the cri-

terion variable that the treatments are expected to affect.

When

random assignment is not possible, he noted that this analysis can
be conducted using the scores of comparable groups that undergo the

treatments of interest.

In Figure

1

are depicted the regression

lines that might be obtained by each of two treatment groups that
have taken a basic skills test on which
is intended to

a

cut-score has been set that

identify low-scoring individuals who are expected to

benefit from remedial coursework.

By examining the slopes of these

lines, one can compare the average criterion performance of individuals who obtained the same placement test scores and received different
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Test Scores

Figure 1.
Relations between criterion and placement test
performance of individuals who are assigned to regular and remedial
programs.
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treatments.

The cut-score (C x ) that is designated in the plots is

that score which the investigator has set on the placement test,

presuming it to be

a

useful means of differentiating between students

who should and should not receive remedial work.
If a placement decision is accurate, an investigator should

find that individuals whose test scores would qualify them for that

treatment show higher criterion performance in that treatment than
do similarly scoring individuals who are assigned to an alternative

treatment.

The graph in Figure

1

depicts this finding.

As is ap-

parent from this graph, students who performed below the cut-score on
the basic skills test and would, therefore, be assigned remedial work

show better criterion performance after remedial work than do students

with the same scores that have pursued a regular course of instruction.
Similarly, as predicted, students who perform above the cut-score set
on the basic skills test and would therefore not be expected to profit greatly from remediation, show better criterion performance when

These findings pro-

pursuing regular rather than remedial classes.
vide evidence that the predicted benefits from

a

particular treatment

do accrue most substantially to those whose test performance has been

claimed to qualify them for that treatment.
When it is unlikely that the scores on which placement decisions
on
are to be made will relate linearly to individuals' performance

a

analyses
criterion measure, methods that approximate the regression

outlined above may often be most suitable to utilize.

Instead of

between individuals'
plotting regression lines to define the relations
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test and criterion scores, the practitioners
might depict the relation by first plotting the bivariate
distribution of these scores

for each treatment group and then comparing
the conditional means
of the distributions.

Discussion
There are several features of the analytic procedures that
have been described here which should be highlighted so that
the CRT

practitioner understands their nature and the conditions in which
they may appropriately be applied when the validity of using a CRT
as a placement device is to be examined.

Before discussing these procedures, one point is useful to

make here about the kinds of criterion measures that CRT practitioners might use when any of the above-mentioned studies are to
be conducted to assess the validity of a placement decision.

Test

specialists have indicated that the criterion measure that

used

is

to assess the effects of placement might represent an outcome that

follows

a

treatment, or the measure might represent an outcome that

is measured during the course of a treatment (e.g., Block, 1972;

Cronbach, 1971; Glaser & Nitko, 1971).
a

remedial

If students are assigned to

program because they have been designated as "non-masters"

or as "not competent" in light of their test performance, it is

likely that this placement is expected to affect an outcome that
can be measured at the end of the treatment program.

In this in-

stance, the outcome of interest probably is these students'
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performance when they retake the
mastery of competency measure,
since it is likely that remediation
for "non-masters" or "not

competent" individuals is expected
to result in successful performance on a retake of a mastery or
competency measure. Similarly,
when

a

decision is to be made on the basis
of placement test scores

to retain low-scoring students in
a certain grade level

rather than

promote them, it is likely that the outcome
affected by this place-

ment is expected to occur in the future.
In other circumstances,

placement might be expected to affect

outcomes that should be measured during the
course of a treatment.

Glaser and Nitko (1971) indicated, for example,
that the effectiveness of placing students in a course of study
should be judged using

performance criteria that are measured during the initial
stages of
the course.

students

These researchers suggested that measures of how well

learn

new materials, their rate of learning, and their

retention of learned skills might serve as immediate criteria that
are measured to appraise the outcomes of placement.

Dunn's (1966)

study, which was described above, also suggested that self-reports
by students of the satisfactoriness of their learning experience

might be an outcome that is worthwhile to assess during, or following, a course of instruction.

Turning to

a

consideration of the analytic procedures that

were previously described, it may be useful to first point out that
these procedures focus on the
is

si

tuations in which the outcome that

expected to result from placement in

a

particular treatment is

a
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criterion variable that can be measured on
an interval scale.

When

placement is made on the basis of CRT
performance, there may be
instances when the outcome of interest is

a

dichotomous variable,

as in the instance when individuals who
have performed below a cut-

score on a basic skills measure are placed in
remedial classes with
the expectation that these classes will result
in their attaining

passing rather than failing status when they retake this
skills
measure.

If in such a circumstance, the investigator could
utilize

the logic of the procedures that were previously noted,
but rather

than considering bivariate distributions of test and criterion

performance, the investigator could examine frequency distributions
of the criterion outcomes of interest.

In the

remediation is expected to effect success on

a

circumstance where
retake of the basic

skills measure, the frequency of successes attained by individuals
having different scores on the placement measure could be depicted.

When Cronbach's regression approach to analyzing the effects
of placement is used, it is also important to note that this ap-

proach can be most effectively applied when both test and criterion
scores have substantial variance and when the investigator can

reasonably assume that scores on the placement measure are suffi-

ciently unidimensional that

a

linear relation between test and

criterion performance can be expected.
total

scores on

a

As it seems most likely that

CRT will be used to place groups of students in the

fixed treatments that have been assumed to be available,

a

CRT

developer would be well-advised to examine the unidimensionality of
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the total scores on a criterion-referenced
placement measure.

noted previously,

a

As

factor analysis of the domain scores
that are

to be summed to obtain total

test scores for examinees would show

whether these domain scores are sufficiently
intercorrelated that
there is some basis for expecting that their
sum will reflect
meaningful

a

linear dimension.

Finally, it is to be noted that the procedures
which have been

described entail examining outcomes of placement decisions
for individuals who perform at each score level on the placement
measure.
This approach has its basis in the assumption that a
placement decision is implicitly, if not explicitly, accompanied by the
premise

that

el

1

individuals assigned to

a

treatment will gain more from that

treatment than from alternative treatments that are available.

If,

in lieu of this approach, an investigator examines the mean criterion

performance of individuals who would be assigned to a treatment,
the investigator then has a measure of the overall effect of the

treatment on the group of individuals, but the effect of the treatment on individuals within the group will be obscured by the calculated mean.

By examining the conditional

distribution of criterion

performance for each level of performance on the placement measure,
an investigator can ascertain whether

ficial and, hence, suitable for all

particular treatment.

a

placement will be most bene-

individuals who qualify for

a
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St udies of the Validit
y of Criterion-Related Decisions

Criterion-related classifications that
are made using scores
on a CRT are intended to
predict individuals' status on
a criterion
variable.
For example, "passing" and
"failing" classifications that
are made using a measure which
assesses a particular skill may be

intended to differentiate between
students who will and will not

quickly learn the next skill of an
instructional sequence (Huynh,
1976).

Alternatively,

a

pass/fail cut-score may be set on

a

basic

math skills measure in the interest of
distinguishing between
students who do and do not have the level
proficiency in math that
is needed for later academic success.

Described and subsequently discussed in the
following paragraphs are investigations and analytic procedures
that CRT practitioners might use to establish the accuracy of
dichotomous, criterion-

related decisions.

The focus on dichotomous decisions has been

chosen because it is these rather than polychotomous decisions
that
appear to be currently of greatest interest when decision-making

with CRTs is done (Millman, 1974; Popham, 1978).
It is important to note here that although some CRT specialists

have suggested that decisions about individuals' mastery and compe-

tency can be thought of as criterion-related decisions (Berk, 1976;

Hambleton & Novick, 1973), we have previously expressed the view
that these classifications are descriptive in nature, refer to levels
of

a

construct, and so will warrant construct validation.

As will

be recalled, criterion-related studies are components of construct
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validity investigations and so are
noted below to be applicable in
the instance when the accuracy of
mastery or competency classifi-

cations is to be examined.

However, in our view these studies

comprise only one of the diverse kinds
of investigations that should
be employed to establish the accuracy
of mastery or competency

classifications.

In a subsequent section, construct
validation pro-

cedures are outlined that

a

practitioner might use to properly assess

the accuracy of these classifications.

Only when a test developer

has meager resources to expend does it seem
that criterion-related

studies might be appropriately employed as the sole means
of investigating the accuracy of mastery or competency

decisions.

Approaches to Investigating the
Accuracy of Criterion-Related Decisions
There are two ways in which the validity of criterion-related

decisions can be investigated.

One approach entails studying the

relations between examinees' classifications on the measure under
study and their performance on a criterion measure.

The second ap-

proach entails examining the relation between examinees' test classi-

fications and their membership in criterion groups that are known to
have different levels of the criterion characteristic

test classifications are intended to indicate.

that these

Both of these methods

have traditionally been used as means of studying criterion-related

validity (Anastasi, 1976; Brown, 1976; Cronbach & Meehl

,

1

955), and

the procedures for conducting these studies have been previously
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described in the section of
Chapter

V

that discusses the use of

criterion-related studies when
construct validity is investigated.
In the paragraphs that
follow,

brief note will be made of

what criterion-related studies
might be carried out by the CRT
practitioner who is investigating
the accuracy of criterion-related
decisions.

The reader is referred to
Chapter V for a discussion

of the methodological issues that
should be considered when these
studies are designed.

Studies of the Rela tions Between
Decisions and

of Criterion Performance.

classifications and

a

a

Measure

Studies of the relations between test

measure of criterion performance might be

conducted in several circumstances to assess
the criterion-related

accuracy of CRT classifications.
a

If pass/fail

decisions made with

CRT are intended to indicate individuals'
prospects for success

and failure on a subsequent unit in a sequenced
course of instruction, the accuracy of these decisions could be
examined by studying

the correspondence between individuals' test
classifications and

their performance on the subsequent instructional unit
(Huynh
Perry, 1979; Livingston, 1976).

&

In studying the accuracy of class-

ifying examinees as masters and non-masters of, say,

a

certain

math skill, an investigator might examine the relation between the
test classifications to which examinees are assigned and their

observed success in solving an everyday problem that
to require this skill

(Huynh, 1976).

is

assumed

If it is expected that mastery/

non-mastery classifications will distinguish between students
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who do and do not maximize retention and transfer of
what they have

learned (Block, 1972), measures of examinees' retention and learning

transfer skills could be taken, and the relations of these measures
to examinees'

test classifications could be examined to assess the

accuracy of this expectation.

Finally, as part of a validity study

that is designed to assess the accuracy of competent/not competent

classifications that are made, say, on

a

reading skills measure,

the investigator might compare examinees' classifications to teachers' ratings of their reading competency, to the grades that

these students received in current and previous math classes, and/or
to measures of their performance of a variety of school- or life-

related tasks that require these reading skills.
Studies of the Relations Between Decisions and Criterion

Group Membership

.

Studies of the accuracy of criterion-related

decisions can be conducted in any circumstance where CRT classifications are expected to reflect

a

criterion variable but

of this variable is costly to obtain.

a

measure

For example, consider the

situation in which third graders are classified using

a

cut-score

set on a math skills measure and these classifications are presumed
to distinguish between students who will

least
a

a

math grade of

C in the

and will

fourth grade.

not attain at

Rather than testing

sample of third graders and then waiting until these students

have taken fourth grade math, one might identify fourth graders,

some of whom are attaining at least a grade of C in fourth grade

math, and ask them to take the test.

Evidence of the accuracy of
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one's test classifications would
be provided by the finding
that
the fourth graders having math
grades of at least C exceed the

cut-score on the measure, whereas the
fourth graders having math
grades of less than C do not.
The use of criterion groups has
also been recommended in those

circumstances where test scores are intended
to indicate

a

complex

set of characteristics that would be
difficult to assess using

measure (Anastasi, 1976).

a

As was noted in Chapter V, CRT special-

ists have often suggested that mastery
and non-mastery classifications

that are to be made using a CRT be examined
for accuracy by studying

the test performance of students who are known
to be masters and non-

masters of the skills or knowledge areas being assessed
(Berk, 1976;
Brennan, 1972; Hambleton & Novick, 1973).

Similarly, Livingston

and Zeiky (1977) have discussed the use of criterion
groups when the

accuracy of

cut-score set on

a

of concern.

a

basic skills competency measure is

These researchers suggested that an investigator could

examine the test performance of these two groups to identify to cutscore that best distinguishes between minimally competent and not

competent performance of the skills, but presumably these groups
could be used when one wishes to assess the accuracy of

a

cut-score

that has already been set by other means.

Comment

.

With respect to the studies that have been presented

here, an important consideration pertains to the criterion measure
or groups that are selected for these studies.

As the following

paragraphs suggest, these criteria should not be casually chosen.
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as they form the basis for determining
the validity of the deci-

sions that have been described in this
section.
It is

important for the CRT practitioner to remain aware
that

any criterion that is used to assess the
accuracy of decisions

ideally should be reliable, valid and unbiased
(Brown, 1976;

Thorndike & Hagen, 1977).

When the criterion is to be represented

by a measure of performance, evidence that the measure
possesses

these qualities should be provided when important criterion-related

decisions pertaining, say, to grade promotion are to be made with
CRT (APA et

al

.

,

1974).

a

A small-scale test developer who is in-

vestigating the validity of

a

measure for making less significant

decisions will not have the resources to devote to studies of

a

criterion measure, but would do well to logically examine the measure
for validity.

Also, the opportunities for biasing influences to

affect performance on the measure should be minimized, say, by not
permitting those involved in the validation study to know individuals'
test classifications until a measure of their criterion performance
has been obtained (Cronbach, 1971; Mehrens & Lehmann, 1975).

When criterion groups are to be used, threats to the validity
of the criterion and to valid inferences about the accuracy of
one's measure can be particularly severe.

The individuals se-

lected for these groups should be known to have the criterion char-

acteristics that one wishes test classifications to reflect and
should differ only in terms of this characteristic.
in Chapter V,

As mentioned

if variables other than the criterion characteristic
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have influenced formation of criterion
groups, the accuracy of one's

test classifications will be appraised
using an invalid criterion.
Finally, it is to be noted that
selection of extreme groups
to represent one's criterion often
will

lead to an overestimate

of the accuracy of one's measure (Cronbach,
1971).

For instance,

when groups of masters and non-masters are to
be used in

a

study

of decision accuracy, if only exceptionally
good and poor students

were selected for these groups it is likely that
one's test classifications would appear more accurate than they would if

a

group of

individuals who are representative of the students that
will take
the test had been selected for the validation sample.

Procedures for Analyzing Data
from Studies of CriterionRelated Decisions
There are two kinds of approaches to indexing the validity of

criterion-referenced decisions that most commonly have been discussed by CRT specialists.

These approaches can be distinguished

by the kinds of functions that are used to evaluate the correct and

erroneous classifications that result when these decisions are made.
One type of approach rests on use of linear loss or linear utility

functions to appraise these outcomes, and the second type of approach
rests on use threshold loss or threshold utility functions to appraise

these outcomes.
It will

be recalled that in Chapter VI it was stated that

decision-makers' valuations of the correct and erroneous classifications are proper to take into account when the validity of these
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decisions is appraised.

Loss and utility functions are alternative

means that measurement specialists have used
to evaluate these consequences of decisions.
Loss functions express in mathematical form
the costs that

are incurred when

a

decision other than the one said to have the

highest payoff is made (Hays & Winkler, 1970).

In educational

testing contexts, where payoffs and losses are unlikely
to be

expressed conveniently in monetary terms,

a loss

might be described

as the cost which a decision-maker subjectively decides is
incurred

when a measurement error is made (Novick & Jackson, 1974).

The

loss functions that are to be discussed in the paragraphs below
are those that psychometrists have commonly used to assign costs
to erroneous decisions.

Utility functions have

a

more general application than loss

functions as they are used to evaluate both correct and erroneous

classifications that result from decision-making that
a

measure.

is

based on

Utilities are ordered preferences or levels of desir-

ability that are applied to and used to scale the outcomes of

a

decision (Davis, Hickman & Novick, 1973) so that these outcomes
are measured in what has been called "utiles" by decision theorists

(Schmitt, 1969).

The utility functions to be described below

specify how utilities reflecting

a

decision-maker's preferences have

commonly been assigned to correct and erroneous classifications that
result from decisons made using CRTs.
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To illustrate the application of loss and
utility functions

when criterion-related decisions are made,
consider the circumstance
in which pass/fail

decisions are made with

a

test and intended to

indicate examinees' later course success and
non-success.

This

situation is depicted in Figure 2, where decisions
that are made
on the basis of an examinee's test score (x)
relative to the cut-

score (C x ) that has been set on the test are used to
estimate whether
the examinee's criterion score (y) will exceed or fall short
of the

criterion cut-score

(C

y ).

In the figure,

and Ui
(i=l, 2;
j

j=l,2) represent, respectively, the loss and utility functions that

would be associated with the possible correct and erroneous classifications resulting from the pass/fail decisions based on the test.
Two points about utility and loss functions and the applica-

tions of these functions to criterion-related decisions are important
to make.

It should be noted that loss functions take positive values

when errors are made and zero values otherwise, whereas utility functions take whatever positive, negative or zero values will express

the decision-maker's relative preferences for the outcomes to which

these values are assigned (Davis, Hickman & Novick, 1973; Hays
Winkler, 1970).

In the pages that follow we will

call

&

positive

utilities "benefits" and negative utilities "costs."
Also it should be noted that when the outcomes of

made with

a

a

decision

measure are viewed in terms of the losses that they

accrue, of concern to the decision-maker is identifying the cut-

score on the measure that will minimize these losses.

In contrast,

when decisions are viewed from the standpoint of the utility of
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Criterion

Non-Success
y<c

Fail

Success
y ~Cy

y

0

*12

x<c x

Test
Pass
x>c x

0

*21

Criterion

Non-Success
y<c

Fail

y

Success

y-Cy

y ll

y

y

y

l

x<c x

2

Test
Pass
x>c

21

22

x

Figure 2.
Loss and utility functions applied to the
outcomes of pass/fail decisions that are made with a test and
intended to indicate course success and non-success.
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their consequences, of interest is
identifying the cut-score that
will maximize these utilities (Davis,
Hickman & Novick, 1973;

Schmitt, 1969).

Methods That Employ Lin ear Loss or Utility
Functions

.

When

applied in the context where the validity
of dichotomous decisions
is

appraised, linear loss functions are used
to assign losses to

erroneous classifications that are linearly
related to the deviation
of a mi scl assi f i ed individual's criterion
score (y)

from the cut-

score (Cy) that has been set on the criterion measure.

Test spe-

cialists who have suggested that this appraisal of
classificatory
errors is appropriate have argued that large classification
errors

should be more costly to the validity of

a

decision than are small

classification errors because misclassifying individuals with
criterion scores that clearly exceed or fall short of the criterion

cut-score is more serious an error than is misclassifying individuals
whose

criterion scores range close around the criterion cut-score

that has been set (Livingston, 1975; van der Linden & Mellenbergh,
1977).
To understand the applications of

a

linear loss appraisal

when erroneous criterion-related decisions are made, it will be
useful to recall our example of the circumstance in which pass/fail

classifications are made with

a

test and these classifications are

intended to distinguish between students who will and will not be

successes in

a

subsequent course.

Let us say that a grade of C is

the criterion cut-score that has been set as the grade an examinee

needs in order to be deemed

a

success.

If a future grade of A were
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considered twice as important as

a

grade of

B

and a linear loss

function were used to evaluate the errors resulting
from use of
the test, the false negative error of failing
a student who will

later get an A will be assigned

a

loss value that is twice as great

as the error of mistakenly failing a future B student.

the false positive error of erroneously passing

a

Similarly,

future

F

might be considered twice as costly as erroneously passing

student
a

future

D student.

Van der Linden and Mellenbergh (1977) took the view that

criterion-related decisions should be appraised by considering the

magnitude of classification errors that accrue when these decisions
are made.

As a consequence, for the case when a dichotomous deci-

sion is to be made using a test, they specified

a

loss function

that assigns costs to erroneous classifications that are linearly

related to how far an individual's criterion score (y) is from the

cut-score Cy that is set on the criterion measure under study.
These functions are given by

l

i2

~ c

(

i

y ~ c y) +

a
l

L

,

^21

= c

2

( c y-y)

+ a

where

c-j

+ C 2>0

.

2

Were these functions applied to the outcomes of our pass/fail

decisions,

l-

12

»

would represent the evaluation of erroneous "failing"

decisions, while
"passing" decisions.

would represent the evaluation of erroneous
The decision-maker specifies the values of
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al

and c

l»

and the values of a and c
2

2

,

to reflect the costly con-

sequences of these two kinds of decisions.

As should be evident

from study of these functions, when a failing decision is made
about
a

student who will later succeed (y>Cy),

a

loss is accrued that is

proportional to how much the misclassified individual exceeds the

criterion cut-score so that this loss will reflect the magnitude of
this false negative error.

Similarly, when

a

made about an individual who will later fail

passing decision is
(y<Cy), a loss is

accrued that is proportional to how much the misclassified individual
falls short of the criterion cut-score so that this loss will

reflect the magnitude of this false positive error.

These researchers

indicated that the risk or loss to be expected from using

make dichotomous decisions
C x -1
R =

II

given by

m

1

/

+

a-| }

k(x,y) d

{c 2 (C -y) + a 2 }
y

k(x,y) d

{c-i

0

I

test to

1

x=0

X - C^

is

a

(y-C

y

1

)

y +

y

,

0

when the possible values of

a

test score x has the range x

and the criterion score y has the range y = O...Cy...l.

a

O...C x ...m,

The function

k(x,y) represents the joint probability density of x and y.

Linden and Mellenburg detailed in their work

=

Van der

procedure to be used

to find the cut-score C x that would minimize this risk.

Livingston (1975) similarly based his appraisal of decisions
on the view that losses to the validity of a decision should be
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linearly related to the magnitude of the classification
error accrued.

Also it was his view that gains to validity should
be

linearly related to the magnitude of correct classifications
that
are made.

Therefore, Livingston used linear utility functions to

represent the benefits and costs, respectively, of correct and erroneous classifications.

The utility functions that he specified

resumble the linear loss functions noted above except that the user
has the option of separately assigning benefits

of correct classification and costs

(c-jj)

(b^)

to each kind

to each kind of erroneous

classification that results when dichotomous decisions are made
using a test.

u»n(ya)

)

22 (y a

)

y

21

(

=

1

1u

II

ui 2 (y a

VJ

Livingston

(y a

-

I
CVJ

(O

y a^

The functions

b

= 'C

y-j

22^ y a‘

21

and
1

(

V
y-j

2

of correctly and erroneously failing an individual whose criterion
The functions

score y falls short of the criterion cut-score.
a
P21

^2

and

reflect the benefits and costs, respectively, of correctly and mis-

takenly passing an individual whose criterion score exceeds the criterion cut-score.

Livingston indicated that b^-

value selected by the decision-maker, with

b^

(

i

1 ,

2

;

j=l

,

2

)

is a

chosen to reflect the

benefits of correctly classifying an individual who falls short of
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the criterion cut-score by one unit, and b
22 chosen to reflect the

benefits of correctly classifying an individual
who exceeds the

criterion cut-score by one unit.

Concomitantly,

c-|

and c
are
21

2

chosen to reflect the costs of misclassifying
these individuals.

Livingston indicated that the total utility (C
U
X ) of using
score

a

cut-

that has been set on a test to make decisions could
be cal-

Cx

culated by summing the benefits and costs accrued from
decisions

made about

n

(a=l...n) individuals who take the test:
n

^ Cx
where
the

p-|

=

and p
2

.

(Pi.(yn) +

I

>

.

P-|.(y-| 2 ))

+ (p .(u -|) + p .(u
2
2
2
22 )),

are the probabilities of, say, failing and passing

individuals who take the test under study.

n

provided

a

Livingston

method of ascertaining the degree to which the benefits

and costs entailed in a decision accrue in excess of those utilities

that would occur by chance.

Methods That Employ Threshold Loss or Utility Functions.

The

second kind of approach that test specialists have suggested as means

of appraising the validity of criterion-related decisions is based
upon use of threshold utility or threshold loss functions, which

assign benefits and/or costs simply in light of the kind of correct

and/or erroneous classifications that accrue.

Using the notation and

example referred to in Figure 2, we can give the threshold loss function by

^12
L

^11

l 21

=
=

9

^22

= h

0
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and the threshold utility function by

where l

HU

=

v*

= v

22

and u
1

j

r

represent, respectively, the losses and utilities

that a decision-maker has assigned to the ith and

j

th

(1*1,2; j=l,2)

classifications that are made using the test and criterion measure,
respectively.
g

and

h

When the threshold loss function is used, the values

are chosen by the decision-maker to reflect his or her view

of the losses that should be assigned to erroneous, false negative
and false positive classifications.

When the threshold utility

function is used, the decision-maker selects values for

r and s

to

reflect the desirability of, respectively, true negative and false

negative classifications.

Concomitantly, the values

t

selected to reflect the desirability of, respectively,
and

and

v

fal se

are

positive

true positive classifications that accrue.

Test specialists have discussed several methods for indexing
the validity of CRT decisions that implicitly weight erroneous

classifications and have their basis in
of these classifications.

a

threshold loss appraisal

The indices that these specialists have

noted include Cohen's (1960) coefficient kappa advocated by

Swaminathan, Hambleton and Algina (1974), the phi-coefficient
(Popham, 1975) and the coefficient of contingency (Marascuilo &

McSweeney ,

1

977).

Coefficient kappa has been described by Cohen
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and by Light (1971) as an index of the
agreement between the classi-

fications made on two measures because the
statistic indicates what

proportion of individuals are similarly classified
on the two measures
in excess of that proportion which would
be similarly classified

simply by chance.
-

po

where

is the

pQ

The expression for this coefficient is given by
Pc

proportion of individuals who are observed to be

classified in the same way on the two measures, and

pc

is the pro-

portion of individuals who are expected to be classified in the same

way on the two measures by chance.

For the case when a dichotomous,

criterion-related decision

these proportions are given by

=

P0

=

Pc

when
a

i

=1

2

2

l

j=l

l
i=l

2

2

Pi j

P

2

where i=j

>

i
.

,

is made,

P

j

.

>

where i=j

,

and is one of the two classifications that is made using

test, and j=l ,2 and is one of the two classifications that is made

using the criterion measure.

The phi and contingency coefficients

are two measures of association that have traditionally been used to

determine whether there is

a

relation between categorical measures

that exceeds what relation is likely to occur by chance.
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The kappa, phi and contingency
coefficients implicitly assign
unit weights to false positive and
false negative classifications
and thus reflect, from a threshold
loss point of view, the perspec-

tive that these two incorrect
classifications are equally costly.
For the decision-maker who wishes
to assign different losses
to erroneous kinds of decisions, an
index that takes these valuations

into account must be used.

Cohen's (1968) weighted coefficient

kappa is such an index and can be employed when
the decision-maker
is

concerned with differentially weighting either the
correct or

the erroneous kinds of classifications that result
from
In either instance,

a

decision.

the value of the coefficient will reflect the

proportion of weighted agreement between test and criterion classifications that occurs in excess of that agreement which would occur

simply by chance (Cohen, 1968).

Weighted kappa

is

given by

Pwo
Kw

=

-

1

Pwc

where

wo

•

j, i,

and

Pwc

2

2

i
j=l

i=l

i

w

.p
p
ij i
.

•

-

p
H

.

*j

with w.. (1=1,2; j=T,2) being the disagreement weight assigned to
*

vJ

the ijth of the four kinds of classifications that result from
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dichotomous decisions made with test and
criterion measure.

If a

developer were interested in differentially
weighting erroneous
decisions, Wjj would be assigned

a

value of

1

when i=j to reflect

the lack of disagreement between test and
criterion classifications.

When i^j

the values assigned to w^j would reflect the
cost that is

,

thought to accompany the erroneous classification ij.

Were

test

a

developer interested in differentially weighting correct
rather
than erroneous decisions, w^j would be assigned
i^J

,

and would be assigned weights other than

1

a

value of

when

1

when i=j to reflect

the benefits associated with these correct classifications.
Berk (1976) offered

a

second kind of index that can be used

to appraise decision accuracy when both correct and erroneous classi-

fications are to be assigned values by

a

decision-maker.

Using

Berk's approach when a dichotomous decision is to be made with

measure,

a

decision-maker decides what utility (y^) he or she

a

associates with true negative classifications and what utility

(y 22

he or she associates with true positive classifications, where y-^

and y >0.
22

Also, the decision-maker decides what utility

(y-|

2

)

should be associated with false negative classifications and the

utility (U
21

where

y-|

2

to be associated with false positive classifications,

)

and y <0
2i

These valuations are then applied in the

.

following expressions to estimate benefits (y^) and costs
should be expected to result from

Yk

=
(

Pi

i )

i )

(

v*i

+ (p
22

)

a

(y

dichotomous decision

22

)

(3

k:

k

)

that

)
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and
=

3

(

k

where

p

—

p 12^

^12^

+

^

p 21^

^21

^

»

(i=l,2; j=l,2) represents the proportion of
people assigned

to the ith and jth classifications on test and
criterion measures,

respectively.

Berk indicated that these utility and cost functions

can then be summed and this sum (t) can be used as an
index of

decision accuracy:

T

=

^k

+

3

*

k

Discussion

Because the research methods that were noted above to be useful

when investigating the validity of criterion-related decisions have
been discussed previously in this section and in Chapter V, the

discussion here will focus simply on the statistical procedures that
have just been described.

With respect to these procedures, there

are a few points about their technical qualities and about the assign-

ment of utilities and loss values that will be noted after some
logical

basis for choosing between these procedures is outlined.

To choose among the approaches that have been described, it

would seem that

a

test developer or user might first consider how

it is that he or she wishes to evaluate the erroneous classifications

that result from decision-making based on the test under study.

there is concern for the magnitude of errors that result from

a

decision, procedures that entail linear loss or utility functions

If
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should be employed.

On the other hand, one of the analytic
tech-

niques based on threshold loss or utility
functions will be more

appropriate to apply when the practitioner

is

concerned simply with

evaluating what false positive or false negative
errors occur.
The decision-maker should also consider which
of the pre-

viously noted procedures will permit application
of what he or she
regards as suitable values to the outcomes of

a

decision.

It will

be recalled that the phi, contingency and kappa
coefficients assign
equal

losses to all erroneous classifications.

Furthermore, when

any of these three coefficients are used, unit weights are
assigned
to all

correct classifications, so these three coefficients rest

on the further assumption that the benefit of any correct classi-

fication is equal

in importance to the cost of any incorrect classi-

fication that is made.

In contrast,

the procedures outlined by

Livingston (1975), van der Linden and Mellenbergh (1977), Cohen (1968)
and Berk (1976) permit a decision-maker to specify the benefits of

correct kinds of classifications and/or the costs of erroneous
classifications that are in accord with his or her values.

Thus, in

the circumstance where pass/fail decisions are intended to predict,

respecti vely , course success and course failure, the decision-maker

should use one of the four last-mentioned procedures if he or she
prizes, say, correct classifications of course successes more greatly
than correct classifications of course failures and/or views miscl

assifications of these two kinds of individuals as unequal in

seriousness
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Turning to

consideration of the statistical properties

a

characterizing the indices that have been
described, it should be
noted first that the indices proposed by
van der Linden and

Mellenbergh (1977) and by Berk (1976) have the
drawback that they
entail no correction for what losses and utilities,
respectively,

would result from

a

decision procedure simply by chance.

It will

be recalled that a comparison of valid to chance
findings was claimed
in Chapter VI to be the proper approach to
appraising decision

accuracy.

The absence of this standard for comparison should be

taken into account by a decision-maker who considers using these
indices

When

a

threshold loss approach is to be taken and the accuracy

of a dichotomous decision is to be appraised, some recommendation

about what index

a

decision-maker should select to appraise this

accuracy will be useful to make here.

It would seem that the kappa

and phi coefficients could be said to be equally useful when correctand erroneous classifications that result from this decision are to
be considered equally important.

In the circumstance where test

and criterion classifications are dichotomous, these two statistics
have comparable properties:

they both (1) index the agreement

between test and criterion classifications (Light, 1971), (2) are

influenced by the variance in the test performance analyzed,
(3)

are responsive to the marginal distribution of individuals

classified, and (4) can reach their highest values of 1.0 only when
the marginal proportions of individuals in each test and criterion
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classification are the same (Berk,
1980; Linn, 1979; Swaminathan,
Hambleton & Algina, 1974).

The two statistics, in fact,
produce

equal values when this third condition
prevails (Cohen, 1960).

Regarding the coefficient of contingency,
this statistic might be
said to be less desirable as a measure
of association than the
kappa or phi coefficients only because it
is a less well-known and
less commonly used statistic.

Because phi and kappa are sensitive to

a

number of factors

having to do with the particular cut-score that has been
set on a
test and the homogeneity of the sample of examinees, as
well as
the level of test-criterion agreement, what degree of agreement
has

been attained may be difficult to easily determine from the values

these statistics take (Berk, 1980).

these indices

a

total

In addition to using one of

proportion of true positive and true negative

classifications resulting from using of

a

test would be useful to

calculate so that the degree to which test and criterion classifications agree is more clear (Hambleton & Novick, 1973).
Practical considerations from the final basis for distin-

guishing between the analytic procedures that were previously
described, and these considerations have the most bearing when the
CRT practitioner wishes to apply different weights to each kind of

correct and incorrect classification that results when decisions
are made.

It will

be recalled that Livingston (1975) and van der

Linden and Mellenbergh (1977) described linear utility and loss
functions, respectively, that could be applied to reflect

a

decision-
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maker's different valuations of
correct and/or erroneous classifications that result from decisions.
The method that these researchers
described is presented within a
regression framework and, therefore,
will

appear perhaps unduly complex to all
but the sophisticated

analyst.

There is, as

a

consequence, no simple method available
to

the practitioner for indexing the
accuracy of decisions when the

results of these decisions are to be
regarded as different in value
and decision accuracy is regarded as
dependent upon the magnitude

of accuracies and/or errors that accrue.

utility function

is

When, however,

a

threshold

considered an acceptable means of evaluating

erroneous classifications and each result of

a

decision is to be

differently valued, practicality would clearly suggest
that Berk's
(1976) utility functions be used to appraise decision
validity.

The

functions that he formulated are straightforward and easily
can be

applied to obtain an intuitively meaningful index of decision
validity.
With regard to an investigator's choice of loss values to

assign to the consequences of

a

decision, there are no standard pro-

cedures that have been made available to guide this choice, but

psychometrists have noted some considerations that might inform
the investigator's selection of these values.

It is suggested in

current literature that these values be determined relatively rather
than absolutely (Millman, 1974; van der Linden & Mellenbergh, 1977).

That is, if false positive and false negative classifications are

regarded as different in cost, it is not necessary to ascertain the
actual cost of these erroneous decisions.

Rather, loss values can
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be assigned to these misclassifications
to reflect their relative

costs when compared to each other.

For example, if it is felt that

false negative classifications will lead
to instructional costs
that are twice as great as those incurred
by false positive classi-

fications, cost values that bear

a

2:1

relationship to each other

could be assigned, respectively, to false negative
and false positive

classifications.

In determining relative losses,

it has been sug-

gested that a decision-maker consider the implications
of each

erroneous classification.

The implications that might be considered

include the psychological, social and educational costs that
might

result from false positive and false negative decisions about the
individuals tested (Berk, 1976; Millman, 1974; van der Linden &

Mellenbergh, 1977)
Methods for assigning utility values are more complex and,
since these methods are not of central

importance to the substance

of this chapter, they will not be discussed here.

The reader is

referred to books or papers by Brown, Kahr and Peterson (1974),
Davis, Hickman and Novick (1973), Luce and Suppes (1963), Novick and

Lindley (1978) and Novick and Peterson (1976) for rigorous introductions to the ways in which utilities can be assigned to reflect
a

decision-maker's values.
Before ending this discussion, one recommendation should be

made.

The indices that have been described summarize the outcomes

of making a decision using a test, but in making this summary they

obscure what particular outcomes have occurred.

For example, when
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the phi coefficient is used
to summarize decision accuracy,
how

many false positive and false
negative classifications have occurred
is not

clear (Livingston & Wingersky,
1978).

When the indices that

have been noted are used, a test developer
would be well-advised
to tabulate or graph the outcomes
that are obtained when decisions

using

a

test are made.

As an example consider the graphic
procedure

suggested by Berk (1976).

Using Berk's method, the test scores of

criterion groups who have taken

a

test on which

a

cut-score has

been set are plotted on a graph like the one
depicted in Figure

3

for the circumstance where pass/fail decisions are
intended to

predict course success and non-success.

As Berk indicated, when

test classifications are accurate, the scores that the
criterion

groups receive on the test will be distributed as depicted in
graph A
of Figure 3, where it is shown that the successful students'
scores

exceed the pass/fail cut-score (Cx) that has been set on the test,

while the non-successful students' scores fall short of this cutscore.

To the extent that the pass/fail classifications are not

accurate, the test score distributions of the two groups will be

observed to overlap and the number of accurate and erroneous classifications can be easily ascertained.

Studies of the Validity of Descriptive Decisions

Techniques of construct validation were recommended in the
previous discussion as appropriate methods to use in assessing the

accuracy of both mastery and competency classifications.

This
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(B)

Frequency

Test Scores

Figure 3.
Test scores obtained by successful and not
successful criterion groups on a test intended to predict success
and non-success.
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recommendation was based on the
view that these classifications
referred to levels of attributes
possessed by examinees and
reflect inferences about the
meaning of their test performance.
The sections that follow
detail first an approach to
assessing the accuracy of mastery
classifications, and then an approach
to assessing the accuracy of
competency classifications.

complete study

is

A

outlined for each kind of decision
because con-

struct validity studies of these
decisions have not ever been

explicitly detailed.

It is hoped that these outlines
will

convey

most effectively the nature of what
construct validity investigations

might be undertaken to assess the
accuracy of mastery and competency
classifications.

The approaches that are noted resemble
in logic

the studies of construct validity that
were described in Chapter V.

Since the theory surrounding the notion
of mastery has not been agreed
upon (Skager, 1979), and that surrounding
competency has not yet
been developed (Pottinger S Goldsmith,
1979), the investigations to
be described are based on what studies
of mastery and competency

test specialists have conducted, but are also guided
by the logic
of construct validation as it has been traditionally applied
to

ascertain whether the scores of

a

measure assess the unobservable

attribute that is desired (Campbell, 1960; Cronbach

& Meehl

,

1955;

Messick, 1975).
An important point to make prior to describing methods for

examining mastery and competency classifications
in the following paragraphs,

is

that we assume,

that a test validator has established
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that the scores on which
these classifications are
based reflect
the skill or knowledge areas
in which individuals'
mastery or com-

petency is to be claimed.

The procedures that are to
be described

only establish the degree to
which individuals' mastery or
competency

classifications can be inferred from
their test performance.

To

establish that mastery or competency
in the desired skill or knowledge areas is being assessed, the
techniques of content and construct validation that have been
previously noted would be necessary
to apply.

An Approach to Studying the Accuracy
of Mastery Classifications
It

may be most appropriate to describe here one
set of proce-

dures that a test practitioner might use to
assess the accuracy of

mastery/non-mastery decisions that are made on single domains
of
content that are covered by

a CRT.

With the inception of mastery

learning, mastery and non-mastery decisions were originally
made in
this context (Block, 1971; Carroll, 1963; 1971) and are
still commonly

implemented in this context (e.g., Davis & Diamond, 1974).

Aside

from these considerations, it also seems most reasonable to consider
individuals' mastery and non-mastery of

a

defined domain of content,

as there is some degree of implausibil ity in the notion of deciding

on the basis of individuals' total

score on

a

CRT that they are

masters or non-masters of broad areas such as reading or math.
Let us assume that we are to examine the validity of mastery

classifications that are made using measures that are taken during
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the course of Individualized
instruction in an elementary
mathemati cs
curriculum that covers units
pertaining to addition subtraction,

multiplication, division, numerical
concepts, and concepts of time.
After studying a unit, which
may cover several sequenced
objectives,
a student takes a test
on which a cut-score has been
set that is
presumed to distinguish test
performance that reflects mastery
of
the unit materials from test
performance that reflects a lack of

mastery of these materials (e.g.,
Hambleton, 1974).

As should be

apparent, this example describes the
kind of testing and decision-

making circumstances that are likely
to be entailed in the instructional

packages that have been designed for
elementary and secondary

schools and have been the focus of most
recent test development efforts (e.g., Buros, 1978).

Since the mastery decisions to be examined
here are part of
an instructional package that a large-scale
test developer would

design, it is assumed here that the test
developer will be able to

devote considerable resources to studying the validity
of these
decisions.

As should be apparent, each mastery/non-mastery
deci-

sion that is made using one of the tests that is included
in the

instructional package should be examined for validity.

Because the

tests for mastery are numerous, the validity studies of the decisions that are made using these tests and described below are some-

what modest in scale, as it is recognized that only

a

few investiga-

tions of each decision will be economically feasible to conduct.
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A perspective on the meaning
and implications of mastery
and

non-mastery must be formulated,
as

a

theory is needed to guide one's

approach to establishing that one's
test scores reflect an unobservable construct (Cronbach & Meehl
1955).
Let us regard mastery as
,

an attribute that refers to
individuals' possession of complete

knowledge in

a

subject matter or complete grasp of

1968; Davis & Diamond, 1974).

We will

a

skill

(Bloom,

also say that how quickly

individuals achieve mastery is directly
related to individuals'

aptitude for the subject matter or skill

(Carroll, 1963), so that

if students are given a short
time to learn, we expect that individ-

uals with greater aptitude for the subject
matter or skill will

attain mastery, while individuals who have
less aptitude will not

yet be masters of the knowledge or skill.

Block's (1972) research

would suggest also that we should expect that
masters will show

retention of what they have learned, and that masters
of

a

subject

should be able to transfer their learning and easily
acquire under-

standing of a new subject matter or skill.

Finally, on logical

grounds we might expect that individuals who attain mastery within
a

given period will be rated by their teachers as being masters of

the subject matter covered by a unit test, while those who remain

non-masters of the unit will be seen by their teachers as not having

mastered the unit material.
Let us examine how investigations might be carried out to

examine the accuracy of mastery classifications that might be made
using the tests associated with the addition and subtraction units
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of our hypothetical

instructional package.

According to the theory

that has been described above, if
these classifications are accurate,

students in a validation sample who,
say, have been previously

tested and found to have high logical
reasoning and problem-solving

abilities should be found to master
addition and subtraction skills

more readily than individuals who have
tive abilities.

a

lower level of these cogni-

In addition, when those who are
masters and non-

masters of addition or subtraction skills are
tested on new problems
that require application of these skills, one
should find that

masters can successfully transfer their learning
to solve these new
problems, while non-masters should not be able to
successfully solve
the new problems with which they are presented.

These new problems

might consist of items from another standardized
criterion-referenced
test that poses problems requiring addition or subtraction
skills.
Also, individuals who have attained mastery status might be expected
to retain their grasp of addition and subtraction skills and again

show mastery when tested on these skills, say, two weeks after attaining this status (Block, 1972).

Finally, teachers might be asked to

rate students in the validation sample in terms of their mastery status

with respect to addition and subtraction skills, and these ratings

related to individuals' classifications on the unit mastery measures.
If examinees' classifications are accurate and these teacher ratings

are valid, individuals' classifications as measured and as rated
should correlate well.
For the analyses of the data collected in these studies, the

test developer must decide what values he or she associates' with
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classificatory accuracies and errors
made with the unit measures.
Let us assume that the developer
is only concerned with the
kinds

of errors that might accrue when
mastery classifications are made
with these measures, but considers
true positive and true negative

classifications to be equally beneficial
and similarly regards
false negative and false positive
classifications as equally costly

Accordingly, the relation between the
mastery/non-mastery classifications made on the unit measure and the
other measures that have
been taken in the above-mentioned studies
could be analyzed using,
say, the phi coefficient, as this coefficient
implicitly weights

-

classificatory accuracies and errors equally

in accord with our

test developer's values.

The approach outlined here is properly viewed as
one that is

described for the expository purpose of describing the kind
of construct validation efforts that might be undertaken to establish
that mastery and non-mastery classification are accurate.

test developer holds

a

If the

different perspective on the meaning of

mastery and non-mastery, he or she would form

a

theory of mastery

that differs from the one outlined above and would choose different

ways of investigating the accuracy of mastery and non-mastery class

fications.

An Approach to Investigating the
Accuracy of Competency Classifications

Typically, individuals are classified in terms of their competency and non-competency with regard to

a

broad class of subject
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matter or tasks (e.g., Pipho, 1978), so it
might be most useful to
describe here what approaches might be used
to establish the accuracy of competency and non-competency
classifications that are
based on individuals' total test scores on

a

CRT.

For expository purposes, let us examine the procedures
that

could be used to investigate the validity of competency
classifi-

cations that are made on the basis of individuals' total scores
on
a

multiple-choice reading measure that

is

administered to students

at the end of their tenth grade school year.

The measure is com-

prised of three subtests that present materials covered in school and
are designed to assess, say, literal and inferential comprehension
of short paragraphs, vocabulary skills, and reading reasoning.

For

this test, let us say that after examining the content of the measure,

judges have indicated that competent individuals should answer at
least 50% of all the items on the measure correctly.

If individuals

mark less than 50%, their performance will be regarded as ineffective
so that these individuals will

and assigned to remedial work.

be presumed not competent in reading

This assignment to remedial programs

is based upon the expectation that completion of this work will

allow

students to successfully achieve competency status when they take
the competency measure again.

The following proposal about the nature of competency and non-

competency in reading might be used to guide our study of the competency classifications that are to be made using the reading measure.
We might regard competency as an attribute that is ascribed to individ-

uals and is the quality of having sufficient knowledge or skill and
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being able to use this knowledge or skill to
effectively perform

variety of tasks (Finch, 1980; Klemp, 1979).

a

The effectiveness of

performance is judged subjectively but reflects

a

standard that is

commonly held by individuals who are regarded as appropriate
judges
of this performance (Klemp, 1979).

It is assumed that

competency

can be gained from effective instruction (Shepard,
1976), so that

remediation will produce competent performance unless

a

prohibits acquisition of the needed knowledge or skill.

handicap
Concomi-

tantly, competency is the outcome of past instruction; if individuals
have not acquired the needed knowledge or skill

in the source of

schooling, say, they will not effectively perform tasks that require

these qualities for successful completion.

Applying this perspective to

a

construct validity study of

the competency classifications made with our reading measure, the

following investigations might be carried out.

According to the

proposed perspective, if these classifications are accurate, in-

dividuals who are competent should perform above the competency/

non-competency cut-score that judges have set on the reading measure,
whereas individuals who do not possess competency should perform
below this score.

Accordingly, an investigator who takes this

perspective might identify and administer the reading test to
individuals in

a

validation sample and compare the test performance

of those in the sample who have and have not been deemed competent
in reading by their teachers

(e.g., Livingston & Zeiky, 1977).

the competent/not competent cut-score has been accurately set by

If
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judges, those individuals who were noted to
be competent should

perform at or above this cut-score.

In

contrast, those who were

not said to be competent should be found
to perform below this

score.
In the

proposed perspective, the factor of instruction was

presumed to influence individuals' competency and so should
be

examined in

a

study of the competency classifications made with our

reading measure.

It was hypothesized that competency and non-

competency should be predictable from individuals' learning from
instruction.

Accordingly, we might expect that, say, past and/or

current grades in English, history, and social studies that have
been received by tenth graders in the validation sample would be

related to their competency classification.

Specifically it might

be expected that tenth graders who have received at least a grade

of

C

in these courses would be found to show competent performance

on the reading measure, whereas those tenth graders who have re-

ceived grades of less than C in past and current reading courses

would not be found to show performance that reflects competency on
the reading measure.

If the competency classifications are accurate,

these relations should be obtained unless, of course, the proposed

theory is flawed or the grades that students have received are invalid or biased.

Instruction was also predicted to improve the reading compe-

tency of individuals who are classified as not competent because
of their low performance on the reading measure.

To examine this
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supposition most fully,

a

random sample of the individuals who have

been classified as not competent readers should
be assigned to
remedial courses and their later performance on

competency measure should be examined.

a

retake of the

Another random sample of

individuals who have been similarly classified but not assigned
remedial work should also be asked to retake the competency measure.
If the non-competency classification and associated predictions

about the effects of remediation are accurate, the students who have

undergone remediation should be found to attain competency status
when they retake the reading measure, whereas the students who have
not attended remedial classes should not attain this status when

they retake the reading measure.
Finally, since we proposed that competency and non-competency
in reading should be evidenced by, respecti vely , effective and inef-

fective performance on

a

variety of tasks that require reading skills,

individuals' competency classifications made using the reading

measure should relate to their performance, say, on items that pose
questions about reading materials that arise in everyday life.
These items, might, for example, require students to indicate the

meaning of newspaper clippings, job notices, advertisements, drug
prescriptions, and product labels.

Using a level of performance

on these items that judges have deemed to indicate effective per-

formance, the test validator would assess tenth graders on these
items and classify them as showing effective and ineffective per-

formance with the expectation that these classifications would
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relate well to the competency status they were assigned using the
reading measure.
Fairly straightforward statistical analyses of the data

gathered in studies noted here could be conducted to determine the

accuracy of the competency classifications that are made with the
reading measure.

In the studies above, measures of individuals'

grades and teachers' ratings of their competency status were collected to investigate the relations between performance on the

reading measure and these other measures that were expected to

reflect or predict individuals' competency.

decision-maker wishes to use

a

Let us say that the

threshold loss valuation of the

erroneous test classifications, but that the decision-maker regards
false negative classifications as three times more serious than
false positive classifications.

Accordingly,

a

weighted kappa

coefficient could be used to index the relation between the competency classifications and individuals' criterion group membership.
Also this coefficient would be appropriately applied to index the

relations between individuals' competency classifications and their
past and current grades, when these grades are categorized as being

"above C" or "below C" in each course.

Finally, weighted kappa

could be used to index the relations between individuals' competency
status on the reading measure and their performance on the test that
poses "everyday" reading problems.
To examine the outcome of placing not competent individuals
in remedial

programs, procedures could be utilized that were noted
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above to be useful
In the

in analyzing the effects of placement decisions.

circumstances discussed here, the placement in

course is expected to effect successful performance on

remedial

a
a

retake of

the reading measure by those who had not been successful when they
had initially taken the measure.

If one random sample of initially

not competent individuals undergoes remediation and another sample

does not, their performance on

a

retake of the competency measure

can be compared to examine the accuracy of

a

decision to classify

individuals as not competent and to assign them remedial work.

If

these classifications and the expectations about the effects of
remedial work are accurate, ideally

al

individuals who have done

this work should be found to attain competency status when they

retake the competency measure, whereas this status should not be

achieved by individuals who went without the remedial reading work.
Realistically, one should expect to find that these results char-

acterize most individuals in the remedial and non-remedial samples.

Summary
In this chapter, methods were described that a CRT practitioner

can use to establish the validity of placement, criterion-related and

descriptive decisions.

Details were provided about how appropriate

validity studies can be conducted and about how the data that is

collected in these studies can be analyzed.
summarized as follows.

These details can be
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1 •

2.

3.

Studies of Placement Decisions
a.

In the circumstance where examinees
will be placed in
different treatments in light of their performance on
a test, it was suggested that an investigator
should
examine such placement decisions by examining the effects of the treatments on individuals who are comparable or have been randomly assigned to the treatments.

b.

Various methods of examining treatment effects were
noted.
All of the methods that were described entail
analyses of the relations between treated individuals'
placement test scores and their scores on a criterion
variable that the treatments are expected to affect.

Studies of Criterion-Related Decisions
a.

When examinees' test classifications are intended to
indicate their status on a criterion variable, it was
noted that an investigator could assess the accuracy
of these classifications either by measuring the
criterion performance of individuals who have taken
the test, or by examining the test performance of
criterion groups that are known to represent the
levels of the criterion performance that the test
classifications are intended to predict.

b.

A discussion was provided of diverse statistical indices that can be used to appraise the relations
between test and criterion classifications. The
indices that were discussed differ in terms of the
kinds of utility or loss functions on which they
are based.

Studies of Descriptive Decisions
a.

In the final section of the chapter, approaches to
assessing the accuracy of mastery and competency
Because each of these
decisions were described.
decisions was said to result in classifications that
refer to levels of a construct, it was indicated that
these approaches should be based on the logic and
Examples of
techniques of construct validation.
how mastery and competency decisions might be examined
for validity were provided to illustrate the approaches
that were recommended.

CHAPTER

VIII

CONCLUDING REMARKS
To clarify how validity studies involving CRTs should be

conducted, we explored in the preceding chapters certain conceptual
and methodological issues that pertain to content, construct, and

decision validation.

We examined both the meanings that have

commonly been ascribed by test specialists to content, construct,
and decision validity and methods that can be used to appraise

each of these kinds of validity.

Our examination led to certain findings, some of which will
be highlighted here.

Also to be noted in pages that follow are the

significance of our examination and some issues that were not
treated in this dissertation but merit investigation in the future.

Summary of Findings
Our review of meanings that have been ascribed by test specialists to content validity revealed that this validity has been used
to describe certain properties of both test content and test

responses.

For theoretical and practical reasons, several of these

perspectives were said to be unsound. Supporting
in an early version of the APA Standards

a

view espoused

(APA, 1966), we suggested

that content validity is best regarded as a concept that refers to
the outcome of judgments about how the items of a test sample the
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cl asses of tasks

to cover.

that domains of the test indicate
that the test is

Sampling adequacy was said to be determinable
by con-

sidering (1) how well each item of

a

test corresponds to the domains

that the item was written to reflect, and
(2) how well sets of items

represent the domains that they were written to reflect.

Because

clear domain definitions and the technical soundness of
test items
are properties of a test that must be present if the items
of the
test are to be judged to adequately sample test domains,

it was

argued that content validity logically must rely on an appraisal of
these two qualities as well as on judgments of items' correspondence
and representativeness.

The view of content validity that was recommended provided

a

framework for studying the methods that could be used to appraise
this validity.

Assuming that the purpose of

a

domain definition is

to specify the test operations that can be used to obtain certain

measures, we suggested that the clarity of this definition should be

appraised by methods that entail using the definition as

a

basis for

devising or identifying the items to which it is intended that the

definition refer.

Regarded as less rigorous than these methods

were approaches to appraising the clarity of

a

domain definition

that require judgments of the semantic clarity of the definition

because these approaches do not involve

a

test of how clear is the

a

test for their technical

domain definition when it is put to use.
With regard to examining items of

soundness, it was noted that the principles of item construction
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that have traditionally been offered in measurement
texts describe
well what content and structural characteristics
are needed in items

of good technical quality.

Also said to be applicable to this

examination were the results of statistical analyses of item
responses.
To appraise item-domain correspondence, it was recommended

that whatever possible, methods should be used that are based on

strict interpretation of this correspondence.

a

Therefore, to demon-

strate item-domain correspondence, we recommended that one should

gather data showing that an item corresponds to the domain of the
test that it was written to reflect and that it does not correspond
to other domains defining the test.
it was suggested that,

in the usual

To claim item representativeness,

circumstance where domains of

a

CRT are defined implicitly, judgments of this representativeness

should be collected but should be supplemented by studies of the
general izabil ity of test responses.
In the discussion of construct validity it was shown that CRT

practitioners often should be concerned with establishing this validity.
The skills, knowledge, abilities, and behaviors that are commonly
inferred from individuals' scores on

were
a

shown to be constructs.

a

criterion-referenced measure

As a consequence, an inference that

set of CRT scores reflects one of these attributes was said to

warrant construct validation to show that it is accurate.

It was

said that studies of construct validity could be simple or complex,

depending upon how suspect is the meaning that an investigator wishes
to associate with a set of scores.

However, it was suggested that
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the trait validation methods described
by Campbell and Fiske (1959)

were basic to any studies of

a

construct that are to be carried out.

Concepts and methods pertaining to decision
validation were
treated in the last of the preceding chapters.

It was shown that

the traditional view of classif icatory decisions
as solely predic-

tive in nature could accommodate CRT classifications
that are pre-

dictive or lead to examinees' placement in treatment programs.

As

was noted, traditional forms of criterion-related validity
studies

could be used to demonstrate the accuracy of these decisions.

How-

ever, it was shown to be unclear how a predictive perspective on

decisions could accommodate the decisions about individuals' mastery
and competency status that are often made with CRTs.

It was argued

that these decisions have descriptive rather than predictive impli-

cations and warrant construct rather than criterion-related validation
studies.

As a consequence, it was suggested that the traditional

concept of decision validity be revised so that it
a

is

thought of as

generic concept that refers to the accuracy of classifications

that are made with

a

Concomitantly, decision validation

measure.

could then be considered

a

term that refers to the diverse proce-

dures that are used to examine the accuracy of these classifications.

Procedures that would be included in the proposed concept of decision

validation were described in

a

discussion of methods for validating

the placement, criterion-related, and descriptive decisions that are

likely to interest CRT practitioners.
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Also considered a propos to decision validity was the pro-

priety of taking into account the benefits and/or costs of correct
and incorrect classifications when the validity of

appraised.
a

a

decision is

It was claimed that such valuations of the outcomes of

decision are appropriate to include in an appraisal of decision

validity.

Indices of this validity that entail assigning utility

or loss values to correct and erroneous classifications were there-

fore described and discussed.

Significance of the Dissertation
In

Chapter

I

it was noted that there has been controversy

among test specialists about what concepts and methods are applic-

able to the validation of criterion-referenced tests.

The content

of this dissertation makes two significant contributions to alle-

viating

this controversy and therefore to enhancing CRT practi-

tioners' understanding of the process of validating criterion-

referenced tests:
1.

The review and evaluation of concepts and content,
construct and decision validities identified sources
of possible confusion in the explanations of these
concepts that have been offered in measurement
Recommendations were made in this
literature.
dissertation about how these validities should be
These recommendations should clarify the
viewed.
meaning of these concepts so that their relevance
to criterion-referenced tests is better understood.

2.

The comprehensive discussion that was offered in
this dissertation of methods for conducting content, construct and decision validation studies
in criterion-referenced testing contexts has not
been previously provided to CRT specialists and
practitioners. This discussion should allay much
of the present confusion about proper approaches
to the validation of these tests.
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Suggestions for Further Research

The import of this dissertation would be
considerably

ex-

tended by studies that indicate the usefulness
of the diverse

validation methods that have been described in the chapters
above.
Notably, it would be useful for test specialists to
provide published examples of the application of these methods in actual

validity studies to make available to CRT practitioners model

validation studies that can be used to guide their own test validation efforts.

Also, studies that focus on the effectiveness of

these methods should be undertaken.
some of the methodological

In the following paragraphs,

issues to which these studies should

pertain are briefly noted.
With respect to the methods for investigating content validity,

it would be useful

for specialists to make comparative studies

of the diverse methods that are currently available for determining

item-domain correspondence.

The focus of some of these studies should

be on the various methods of assessing correspondence that entail

analyses of the content of CRT items to determine their correspondence.
In Chapter II,

the suggestion was made on logical grounds that

judgments of correspondence should be obtained by asking judges to

consider various facets of an item's content and to separately rate
the correspondence of each facet using an ordinal or interval scale.
One question for research is:

correspondence that

is

Would the conclusion about item-domain

drawn from using this somewhat elaborate pro-

cedure differ substantially from that drawn if judges were simply
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asked to globally rate the correspondence of an
item, or if they

were asked simply to indicate on

a

dichotomous, yes/no scale whether

or not facets of an item showed correspondence?

More generally

stated, the question is one of the comparability of the findings
that are obtained when different approaches to judging and rating

item-domain correspondence are undertaken.
Other research should be concerned with

a

comparison of the

conclusions about item-domain correspondence that are drawn when
studies of item responses as opposed to studies when item content are

carried out.

Would conclusions about correspondence that are based

on findings from these two kinds of studies be consistent?

To

what extent can the CRT practitioner expect to find evidence of

homogeneity and/or internal consistency in responses to items that
have been judged to reflect the same domain?

Much work is needed

on this question of what structure will be found in the responses
to items that have been logically deemed on the basis of their con-

tent to pose questions that pertain to the same class of tasks.
In terms of the methods for conducting construct validation

studies, the important question to be investigated is whether the

correlational techniques that were noted in Chapter

V

can be ef-

fectively applied in validity studies involving criterion-referenced
tests.

As was noted in the chapter, these techniques have tradi-

tionally been applied to appraise the construct validity of interpretations of norm-referenced test scores.

These scores typically

have a great deal of variance and are normally distributed.

Such
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properties may not characterize criterion-referenced
test scores
(Eignor, 1979; Popham & Husek, 1963).

Empirical

studies of CRT

scores properties and analyses that entail
application of correlational

techniques to CRT scores would provide useful perspectives

on the effectiveness of using these traditional methods
in CRT

construct validation studies.
Finally, in terms of the methods for decision validation that

were described in Chapter VII, two suggestions for further research
should be made.

First, it would seem that test specialists should

consider and resolve the question of the meaning of mastery and

competency decisions so that the kind of validation studies that are
needed to show the accuracy of these decisions can be agreed upon.
It will

be recalled that the position taken in this dissertation was

that these decisions resulted in descriptive classifications that

refer to levels of

a

construct and warrant construct validation.

This perspective has been supported only by Linn (1979); typically,

measurement specialists have suggested that criterion-related studies
simply be conducted when the validity of these decisions is to be

established (Berk, 1976; Livingston & Zeiky, 1977).

A few special-

ists have been implied that mastery and competency decisions cannot
be validated when the cut-scores on which these decisions are based

have been set by judgmental means (e.g., Fitzpatrick, 1980; Glass,
1978).

This divergence among views is not helpful to the CRT

practitioner who seeks psychometrists

'

mastery or competency testing programs.

advice on how to develop sound

Consensus on the meaning of
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these decisions is first needed, and then the kind
of validity
studies, if any, that should be undertaken to show the
accuracy of

these decisions can be ascertained.
A second area needing exploration is that of how decision

theoretic principles can be further applied when the decisions made

with CRTs are appraised.

As noted in Chapter VII, the relevance of

linear and threshold loss and utility functions have also considered
the use of other kinds of loss and utility functions in educational

testing contexts, but have primarily focused their discussions on
the application of these functions when selection decisions are to
be made.

Since decisions other than those which involve selection

frequency are made with CRTs, it would be useful for these specialists
to focus specifically on decision-making in criterion-referenced

testing contexts, to consider the relevance of these alternatives to
linear and threshold loss and utility appraisals and, where appropriate,
to describe in simple terms how these alternatives might effectively
be applied by practitioners working in CRT contexts.
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appendix
Criterion-referenced test

a

A criterion-referenced test is

.

constructed in the interest of assessing an individual's performance
on one or more sets of test items which are referenced to and repre-

sent well-defined, non-overlapping content domains (Hambleton et
1978; Popham, 1978).

al

.

These domains comprise the content areas to

be covered by the test and are usually defined as behavioral

domains

which specify the tasks or classes of tasks to be assessed.

Tests

designed to be criterion-referenced enable the test user to infer
individuals' performance on an entire content domain from their

performance on the set of items which represent that domain
(Mi liman,

1974).

An individual may receive a total score on a criterion-

referenced test, which represents his or her total performance across
all

domains of the measure, or may receive domain scores, which

represent his or her performance on each domain covered by the test.
In either case,

the score is usually expressed as a percent; this

percent indicates the proportion of tasks comprising the test or
the domain that the individual has successfully completed.

example,

a

domain score of 80% on

a

For

criterion-referenced test indi-

cates that an individual has successfully completed 80% of the tasks
or items which assess that domain.

That score is also regarded as

an estimate of that portion of the entire domain that individual
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would complete were he or she administered
all the items comprising
that domain.
Domaiji.

haviors which

a

A specified area of subject matter,
skills, or be-

test developer indicates that

a

measure is to assess.

"Addition of two-digit numbers" or "Identification
of subjects and
verbs in simple sentences" are domains that have
been specified in

behavioral terms.

Standards (APA et
in behavioral

The most recent version of the APA/AERA/NCME
al

.

,

1974) suggests that domains should be described

terms so that they indicate the performance or class

of performances that

a

test is to assess.

The domains of many traditional, norm-referenced measures
have traditionally been defined not in behavioral terms but rather
in terms of the subject matter areas and cognitive skills a test is

to assess.

"Comprehension of two-digit addition" or "knowledge of

subjects and verbs in simple sentences" would comprise such domain

descriptions.

In criterion-referenced testing, domains are usually

defined in behavioral terms.

A well-defined domain, according to

CRT specialists, in fact specifies not only the performance or class
of performances that items assess, but also the format and content
of the items that will be used to assess this performance, the test

directions which are to accompany these items, and the procedure
that will be used to score responses to the items (Millman, 1974;
Popham, 1978).

Norm-referenced test

.

A norm-referenced test is constructed

in the interest of differentiating between individuals presumed to

249

have different levels of the
characteristic being assessed.

This

kind of test Is constructed from
an outline of the content the
test
is to cover,

are those

but the items selected for the
final

that

form of the test

are found to discriminate well
between those having

high and low levels of the
characteristic in question.

The score that an individual receives
is interpreted by

comparing this score to the scores received by
individuals in
norm group who have been administered the
test so that

a

standard of performance for the test can be established.
score is often reported as

a

percentile.

a

normative
This

The percentile indicates

the proportion of people in the norm group who scored
lower than

the individual.

For example, a score of 80 on a norm-referenced

measure indicates that 80% of the norm group scored lower than the
individual who receives this score.

Norm-referenced test scores

may also be reported in terms of age or grade equivalents, stanines,

T-scores or standard score units (Anastasi, 1976; Brown, 1976;
Mehrens & Lehmann, 1975).

Objective

.

An educational goal.

In

criterion-referenced

testing an objective is stated in behavioral terms and describes

a

single behavioral outcome to be assessed by items of

A

a

measure.

domain then Indicates the content area and the nature of the items
that

will

be used to assess this objective.

student will

The statement "The

identify correctly the underlined parts of speech in

simple sentences" is an example of an objective.

